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THE SUN

IS A CENTER OF LIFE

YOUR SELF
AND THE SPIRIT

ARCHETYPE: HERO /  THE SOURCE

#CONSCIOUSNESS   #LIFE   #PRESENCE
#CREATIVITY   #VITALITY   #WILLPOWER

SYMBOL:

“YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO LIVE AUTHENTICALLY”
LAW OF LIFE

PERSONAL CELESTIAL BODY - SELF
URGE TO RADIATE .  NEED FOR EXPRESSION .

LEADERSHIP  INTELLIGENCE.



THE SUN "I am consciousness. 
I am the power of creation. 
I am the presence 
and source of life."

More about me:
I am the giver of life, purpose and
consciousness. I am the creative life
force that drives you. I am the energy
you draw from life every day. I am
what creates your identity and desires
fulfilment. I am vital and life-giving. I
am who you learn to be and what you
strive to be. I am the moment that
lasts and the presence that allows you
to experience it. I am what you pay
attention to in life and what
illuminates your Soul. I am what is
clear and obvious to you. I am what is
natural and spontaneous for you. As I
walk through different homes, I make
you aware of other areas of life. I am
power of Your will ready to create the
life of Your dreams.

“I am”

My gifts are life, willpower, creativity,
awareness, vitality, presence, mindfulness,
integrity, clarity, integrity and ingenuity.

I demand from you to be yourself and follow
what makes your face glow and your soul
brighten. I require you to take care of yourself,
your dreams and purpose.

I am the ruler of Leo

VITALITY > PURPOSE > CHARISMA > SELF
REALISATION > FULFILMENT



S U N ’ S  P O S I T I O N
Please note that the Zodiac Sign is a combination of
element and quality. The element shows the zone in
which the Sun expresses itself most, and the quality
shows more details of that Sun. The zodiac sign adds
the rest of the details. The whole picture represents
what motivates you to express yourself.
Fuel: The element is the fuel for the Sun.
Zodiac traits: these are the traits you want to develop in
yourself. You want your inner hero to perfect such
qualities.
The houses ruled by the Sun or of which it is almuten
show the path to your authentic self and the elements
that need to be embodied to achieve greater
authenticity. It is important that you are honest with
yourself and honest with others in these areas! These
areas can recharge your batteries.
The house that the Sun occupies is the place where
your vitality and your hero are expressed. This is where
you demonstrate your integrity and authenticity (or feel
their lack most). This is where you want to express
yourself most strongly. You use the resources of this
house, and if you use them excessively, the Ruler of this
house will start to react to it and force the battery to
charge.

Ruler & Mooltrikona: Leo     Exaltation: Aries
Detriment: Aquarius     Fall: Libra



D I G N I T I E S :

I rule Leo which is fully focused on the task of
expressing its "authentic self" and sharing my
warmth. Leo values life and wants to enjoy it to the
fullest. Loves creativity and vitality.

Aquarius is in detriment because its role is not to
focus on its own life, but to build an ideology for
others. Aquarius expresses the need to serve society
and searches for itself in a world full of diversity.

I am in exaltation in Aries and this sign tends to
express my energy extremely creatively. He focuses
strongly on himself, has great vitality and the need
to constantly initiate something. Always on the
move...

I am in fall in Libra and that's where I lose myself
the most. I do it for the sake of relationships and
partnerships. I open myself to other people,
compromises and agreements, but then my original
creation changes. 

Ruler & Mooltrikona: Leo     Exaltation: Aries
Detriment: Aquarius     Fall: Libra



T H E  P O S I T I O N  O F  

T H E  S U N  S H O W S :

Your authentic path and path to self-realization.
Zodiac features that you want to develop in yourself.
The types of energies you strive for and want to
express.
How you want to develop your character.
What is your spirit like and what is your purpose.
The quality of your individual being and the path to
unite with the Self.
The uniqueness of your consciousness. Special gifts.
Personal standards of integrity that are individual and
consistent only with you. They are not always logical,
but you always feel whether you are coherent with
yourself. Integrity allows you to leave the Kingdom of
Victimhood.
The Essence of Your Being. The Call of Your Spirit.
Loyalty, honesty and authentic self-expression.
The role your spirit will play in this life in this world.
Your unique life path.
A way in which you can gain full life energy and feel
fulfilled.
The need for honesty towards yourself and others.
Energies that illuminate your sense of self.
The core of your identity. Your spiritual identity.
The way to discover and reveal yourself.



S E L F - A C T U A L I Z A T I O N
Know that there is a beautiful, golden path for every being
living their life. It is determined by the Sun, which wants you
to shine with its unique light - its unique quality. To achieve
the highest need of Maslov's pyramid (self-actualization), you
need to discover what is consistent with you and what is not.
The universe and the people will test your integrity. Allow
yourself to hear your own call and follow the lead! Your
integrity will allow you to leave the Kingdom of Victimhood
and fully open to the Kingdom of the Creator. Your
standards of integrity will change as you age. It's normal!
Trust the voice that comes from your heart. The more you
deny your own integrity, the more your consciousness, life
energy and vibration level decreases. The sun provides more
vital energy as long as you follow the path that you truly love.
Otherwise you will feel burnt out. If you resist your true path,
life will seem like a tiring, depressing journey. This way
experiences make you tired you and you don’t even see the
point in your life. It looks as if you were keeping yourself in a
cage of limited beliefs, beaten ancestral paths, etc. This way
you turn off your light. The Sun is the last personal planet to
become fully activated. All other planets can hinder the Sun's
self-actualisation and must be worked through to fully open
to your luminous potential. The sun brings adventure and a
wonderful life where the world gives you everything you
need. Keep in mind that You are here to live the life of your
dreams, not something less. If you deny the chance of doing
this, do not be surprised of loosing your power.



A D D I T I O N A L  Q U E S T I O N S

A N S W E R E D  B Y  T H E  

S U N ' S  P O S I T I O N :

What experiences give you life energy, increase your vitality and
vibration?

What kind of person do you feel you want to become? What
qualities do you want to strengthen in yourself? Which traits do
you want to get rid of?

What life experiences make it easier and harder for you to
become your authentic self?

In what situations do you stay authentic to yourself?

What kinds of experiences do you need to connect with your true
self?

What types of experiences make it difficult for you to connect
with your authentic Self?

How do you express your authentic Self?

What criteria do you use to judge honesty towards yourself? What
is your internal integrity built on?

What does your consciousness pay the most attention to?

What situations make it most difficult for you to maintain your
integrity?

What experiences do you need to gain more vitality?

What experiences deplete your vitality?



THE MOON
ARCHETYPE: MOTHER/INNER CHILD

#ATTACHMENT   #TRUST  #SECURITY
#SUBCONSCIOUS   #COMFORT ZONE

IS YOUR INNER

WORLD OF
EMOTIONS

SYMBOL:

“YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE VULNERABLE”
LAW OF RECEPTIVITY (REFLECTION)

PERSONAL CELESTIAL BODY
URGE TO REFLECT .  NEED FOR NOURISHMENT .

EMOTIONAL  INTELLIGENCE.



More about me...
I am what is hidden and what is
unconscious. I am receptive, reflective
and reactive. I react to situations
instinctively. I need security and I find it
most often in intimacy and being close to
others (initially with my mother) or
where I feel authentically myself. I am an
inner child and their mother. I can be
sentimental and sometimes go back to
the past. Because I change my position
quickly, I change your emotions either. I
can be irrational, but I'm trying to protect
you. I am habitual and have prejudices
against certain behaviours. Sometimes I
react automatically - reflexively. It's for
your own good. Security is what I need.

THE MOON"I am intimacy.
I am comfort.

I am the sense of
security." "I feel"

My gifts are feelings, reactivity, protection,
caring, trust, intimacy and warning system
(anxiety).

I demand from you to find an environment
that provides you with a sense of physical and
mental security, fulfilment of basic needs and
opportunity to build intimacy with others.

I am the ruler of Cancer

EMOTION > CONTENTMENT > IMAGINATION >
SOUL REALISATION > ATTACHMENT



M O O N ’ S  P O S I T I O N

Please note that the Zodiac Sign is a combination of
element and quality. The element shows the type of
emotions that the Moon expresses and on what plane it
seeks comfort, and the quality shows how it deals with
discomfort and how it confronts fears. The zodiac sign
adds the rest of the details. The whole picture is a portrait
of your subconscious and emotionality.
Fuel: The moon regenerates through elemental qualities.
Zodiac Traits: Describes how you react emotionally. How
do you respond to threats? How do you deal with
emotions? What do you need to feel comfortable in a
given environment?
Houses ruled by the Moon or of which it is almuten
indicate areas of life that are crucial to your sense of
security. They activate your fears and describe your
greatest attachments. They point to unconscious
programs and sensitive points.
The house that the Moon occupies is the place where
you look for security, where you find it or where you feel
its lack. This is where you run away from intimacy or
difficult emotions. This is where you express your
emotions most strongly. This is where you build your
comfort zone. If you exhaust the resources of this house,
its ruler will force the batteries to recharge.

Ruler & Mooltrikona: Cancer     Exaltation: Taurus
Detriment: Capricorn     Fall: Scorpio



T H E  P O S I T I O N  O F  

T H E  M O O N  S H O W S :
Cellular memory, the subconscious hidden in the body.
Adaptation mechanisms and how you look for
acceptance in your environment (this results from
upbringing).
How you seek safety and comfort.
Type and quality of unconscious programs and
ancestral karmic codes.
The security language you use as a result of these
conditions.
Your attachment style.
What kind of fears appear in your life?
What experiences do you need to get comfortable.
How do you build your comfort zone and what makes
it difficult for you to get out of it?
Your subjectively perceived comfort.
How your internal emotional regulation system works
(emotions are feelings that have been associated with a
specific narrative and are played automatically in each
similar situation).
How you show care for others and what kind of care
you expect from others.
How do you escape from difficult emotions (you do it
in a way related to the features and disposition of a
given zodiac sign).



D I G N I T I E S
I rule Cancer and it is fully focused on seeking
mental comfort, building intimacy with others,
taking care of its environment and loved ones. It is
the one who values home and tenderness.

Capricorn is in detriment with me because it is
focused on its career and finds it difficult to
express its emotions. It is interested in
independence and self-reliance, and true intimacy
requires some level of dependence!

I am exalted in Taurus and this sign represents
creative expression of my comfort. It is strongly
attached to matter and ready to work as much as it
is needed to get it. For Taurus, imagination can be
used to create some artistic expression.

I am in fall in the sign of Scorpio, because this sign
explores the depths of the psyche with courage and
opens up to crises, while I prefer my comfort.
Scorpio bursts with emotions and reaches out to
places that are dangerous and uncomfortable.

Ruler & Mooltrikona: Cancer     Exaltation: Taurus
Detriment: Capricorn     Fall: Scorpio



I N N E R  C H I L D

The Moon is associated with caring, motherly energy. The
mother is the first person with whom we achieved emotional
closeness and a sense of security, but this happened at a stage
when we were unconscious. Depending on which of our needs
were not met by our parents at that time, we have different
wounds and gaps in the subconscious. Each of us is a Cosmic
Child and still needs closeness, comfort, tenderness and care.
Adulthood means that we also have to take responsibility for
ourselves and we then become our own supervisor. We need
to approach each other with care, love and tenderness. The
subconscious is like a night that requires the light of Solar
Consciousness to illuminate any unnoticed programs and heal
your Inner Child. The moon is associated with fears, and they
most often reach deep into the psyche. It is important to work
with the body, heal ancestral karma and become aware of
one's own wounds. It is important to get closer to yourself
enough to accept your pain and release emotions that are
pushed to the unconscious. Working with the Moon means
working with emotions, the body and a sense of security. It is
our attachments that cause us to repeat the same patterns that
we subjectively consider safe, even if they are not for good!
The comfort zone created in such a situation significantly
limits spiritual development. How to evolve in a world full of
change when we try to stick to old patterns too much. Note
that excessive attachment is addiction! The moon shows what
is causing them (a specific type of fear).



A D D I T I O N A L  Q U E S T I O N S

A N S W E R E D  B Y  T H E  

M O O N ' S  P O S I T I O N :

What is your instinctive reaction when you feel safe?

What is your reaction when you feel threatened?

What type of feelings are you most familiar with?

What are you afraid of? What are your fears?

What does your internal image of a mother look like?

When do you feel that others care about you?

What kinds of experiences are comfortable for you and what are
psychologically unpleasant or dangerous?

How do you react when you are emotionally aroused?

How do you behave in a safe and familiar environment?

What circumstances are needed for you to relax?

What kinds of emotions are you comfortable with and what kinds of
emotions are you uncomfortable with?

What types of experiences activate your unconscious programs? 

How do you show care and what type of care gives you greater
emotional comfort?

How do you react when your emotional comfort is taken away from
you?

What and who are you most attached to? Why?

What would be the hardest for you to give up and why?



MERCURY
ARCHETYP: WRITER /  NARRATOR

#INTELLECT  #COMMUNICATION  #CONNECTION
#LOGIC   #UNDERSTANDING

IS YOUR NARRATION

STORY OF 
YOUR LIFE

SYMBOL:

“YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO YOUR OWN STORY”
THE LAW OF PERCEPTION

PERSONAL PLANET - INTELLECT
URGE TO THINK .  NEED FOR COMMUNICATION .

COGNITIVE  INTELLIGENCE.



MERCURY "I'm gathering information.
I am the intellect.
I am thoughts.
I am analysis”

More about me...
I am closest to the Sun and my job is to
acquire, break down and analyse the
information that consciousness collects
throughout life. For this purpose, I
organise information in the form of
concepts, thoughts and words. I use
speech and writing, and to gain new
information, I move around and open up
to other people. I am sociable because I
want to have more information. I like to
sort and define situations. I love coming
up with new ideas and sharing them with
others. I can be unemotional, but that's
because emotions interfere with the
rational assessment of situations and
events at the information level.

"I think”

My gifts are thoughts, words, writing,
concepts, communication, discernment,
analysis, curiosity, rationality, intellect.

I demand from you to collect various
information, interpret your life, analyze
experiences and exchange information with
others.

I am the ruler of Gemini and Virgo

PERCEPTION > INTELLECT > LEARNING >
VERSATILITY > DISCERNMENT



M E R C U R Y ’ S  P O S I T I O N :

Please note that the Zodiac Sign is a combination of
element and quality. The element shows the zone in
which Mercury meets its needs, and the quality shows its
main motivations. The zodiac sign represents what you
are interested in and how you want to communicate,
what your perception is and what opportunities you are
looking for.
Fuel: The element is the fuel for Mercury.
Zodiac traits: these are traits that describe how you think,
speak and understand reality.
The houses ruled by Mercury or of which it is almuten
indicate the areas of life that occupy your Mind the most.
These areas are the story of your life and you give a lot of
attention to them. You like to talk about them with others
and you look at the world through lenses created with
those areas. This is where the worries exist. This is where
it is worth creating a conscious narrative.
The house that Mercury occupies is the place where you
express your history, thoughts and ideas. This is your
communication area. It is in these matters that you look
for answers, understanding and express your knowledge.
You use your intellect in the way described by this house.
Mercury draws on the resources of this house to create
clever possibilities and options.

Ruler: Gemini     Mooltrikona: Virgo     Exaltation: Aquarius
Detriment: Sagittarius     Fall: Pisces



M E R C U R Y ' S  P O S I T I O N

S H O W S :

The way you communicate and talk.
The way you process your own thoughts.
How you process information (how you learn) and what
attracts your attention.
What sparks your curiosity.
Mercury seeks understanding by combining
information into a logical and coherent whole. It
requires you to create a compelling story that describes
the current situation in your life.
How do you build the narrative of your life. What lies
you tell yourself and others.
How do you convince yourself of your experiences.
How you convince others to believe in your story.
How you use your own perception to navigate the
physical world.
Through what lenses of perception do you look at the
world?
How do you write the script of your own life?
How you interpret life. The reality you experience is
the result of your thoughts; of Mercury and your
logical reasoning.
How you look and find options and possibilities.



D I G N I T I E S

I rule Gemini, which represents the part of me that wants to gain new information
and connect with other people for constant mental expansion. Gemini gathers a lot
of general knowledge on every topic and shares their stories with friends. This is a
sign focused on mental expansion.

I am Mooltrikona in Virgo (this is where I feel most like myself), that represents the
part of me that wants to analyse carefully gathered information and specialise in a
certain area. Virgo wants to delve deeper and understand how Perception affects the
Body. This is a sign of expansion focused on the functionality of the acquired
information. Virgo is the embodiment of mental analysis, logic and calculation.

Sagittarius is in detriment with me. It is the sign that lacks logical thinking and focus
on the power of faith. Sagittarius is not fond of typical education unless it is
connected to some higher truth. It prefers spontaneous action to thinking. 

I am exalted in Aquarius, where I express myself creatively. I use mind and
intelligence to invent something new for other people and accumulate information
to create ideologies. I try to use information the most effective way. 

I am in the fall in the sign of Pisces, which focuses on intuition, dissolve in spiritual
unity, and the mind seems to be an obstacle to achieving it. Pisces is well known as
the least logical zodiac sign.

Ruler: Gemini     Mooltrikona: Virgo     Exaltation: Aquarius
Detriment: Sagittarius      Fall: Pisces



S T O R Y  O F  Y O U R  L I F E

Mercury is the part of us that names things, labels them and
specifies them. The stories we tell ourselves and others are
mirror images of our own perceptions. In this way, we create
our own mental world, which, although subjective and
individual, is extremely real. Mercury is the content and
information we let in and out of our mind. They build our
image of reality. This is why it is worth being selective in what
we use our senses for (they are the gateway to perception). It
is worth consciously choosing music, films, people and
conversation topics. They all build and influence our
narrative. Working with Mercury means working with
awareness of your own thoughts and words. Consciously
choosing the story we tell about our lives makes our reality
begin to blossom at the Mental level. If we also take care of
the Moon, we will begin to experience a comfortable version
of reality. Consciously mastering your mind and the thoughts
that appear in it is a necessary step when we want to leave the
Kingdom of Victimhood. We should realise that we are
responsible for choosing the interpretation of a given
situation. Our Mind plays the same thought tape over and
over again until we take control and change the way we think.
It is the Mind that gives meaning to reality through reason
and logic. It is the one who rationalises stories
(rationalisations are usually lies). When working with
Mercury, it helps to ask yourself questions and test your own
logic and consistency of history.



A D D I T I O N A L  Q U E S T I O N S

A N S W E R E D  B Y  

M E R C U R Y ' S  P O S I T I O N :

How do you tell your life story?

What do you like to talk about and why? What do you pay
attention to?

What do conversations represent for you?

What lies do you tell yourself and others?

How do you experience your reality?

How do you understand the world and process information?

How would you describe your life?

What circumstances make it difficult for you to understand and
process information?

How do you pursue answers?

What are you interested in general. What kind of people,  
conversations, new places are you interested in?

What content do you pay attention to and what do you ignore?

What criteria do you use to filter information?

How and on what do you focus your attention?

How do you communicate?

What types of communication are least effective for you?



VENUS
ARCHETYPE: LOVER /  PRINCESS

#VALUES   #PREFERENCES   #PRIORITIES
#RELATIONS   #PLEASURE   #VALIDATION

ITS WHAT MATTERS

THE MOST -
YOUR VALUES

SYMBOL:

“YOU HAVE A RIGHT FOR BEAUTY & PEACE”
THE LAW OF HARMONY

PERSONAL PLANET - VALUES
URGE TO SOCIALISE .  NEED FOR AFFECTION .

RELATIONAL  INTELLIGENCE.



More about me...
I am the planet that helps you attract into
your life what you value the most. I help
you understand what is truly valuable to
you. I love surrounding myself with
beauty, taking care of my body and
experiencing sensual pleasure. I am the
one who builds romantic relationships
between people and I am responsible for
the affectionate feeling. I also love having
fun, tasty food, money and relaxation. I
want to enjoy life in a way that is pleasant
for me. I always choose peace and
compromise, but sometimes I give in too
much. My job is to invite you to have fun,
relationships and take care of yourself.
Define your priorities and stay in
harmony.

VENUS"I am love.
I am affection.

I am the needs.
and values." "I love"

My gifts are love, romance and interpersonal
relationships, values, priorities and the need
for validation, self-care and beauty.

I demand from you to build a system of
values, openness to romantic relationships,
harmony in all relations, rest, relaxation and
contact with beauty.

I am the ruler of Libra and Taurus

TASTES > FEMININE ESSENCE > AESTHETICS >
VALUES > COOPERATION (INTEGRATION)



V E N U S  P O S I T I O N
Please note that the Zodiac Sign is a combination of
element and quality. The element shows the zone in
which Venus satisfies its needs, and the quality shows its
main motivations for doing so. The zodiac sign adds the
rest of the details. The whole picture is your own
language of love and validation.
Fuel: The element is the fuel for Venus.
Zodiac traits: these are the traits you look for in others,
but what you really need to do is to develop those traits
on your own. These are important life values for you.
The houses ruled by Venus or of which it is almuten
indicate the areas of life for which you most want to be
recognised, noticed and appreciated. They are
important for self-esteem and require special
integration of values. It is in these zones that you look
for your loved one and this is where you are sensitive to
rejection and criticism. Here you want to experience
pleasure and comfort. This is your path to love.
The house that Venus occupies shows how and where
you look for love, recognition and gratitude. This is
where you connect with your core values and this is
where you want to establish loving relationships. You
open your heart by committing yourself to this sphere
of life.

Ruler: Taurus     Mooltrikona: Libra     Exaltation: Pisces
Detriment: Scorpio, Aries     Fall: Virgo



V E N U S  P O S I T I O N

S H O W S :

Our needs for validation: to be seen, appreciated,
heard, loved, accepted and valuable.
How do you experience love and what do you want to
be recognized for?
How do you want to show gratitude to others?
What are your core values (what is most important to
you) and what gives meaning and purpose to your life.
What matters to you and what things are important to
you in life.
What is attractive, pleasant and meaningful to you.
Your taste and preferences (material and abstract).
Objects that have meaning to you have their own
symbolism, which reflects the Zodiac Sign.
Which values do you want to experience the most?
What is most important to you in building
interpersonal relationships.
What kind of pleasure and relaxation are you looking
for?
What behaviours will build self-love in you.
What does you love life look like and what does it
require, e.g. Venus in Pisces requires faith in love.
What experiences trigger feelings of rejection?
Which increases you self-esteem.
What decreases your self-esteem.



D I G N I T I E S

I rule Taurus because it likes physical comfort, sensual
pleasure and material well-being. Taurus prefers peace
and stable relationships with people.

I am a Mooltrikona in Libra because it most reflects
my energy. Libra values harmony, aesthetics and
relationships with other people.

Aries is in detriment with me because it is focused on
itself and its own desires. Values risk and strong
impressions. Scorpio is a detriment either because it
can be suspicious, short-tempered and distrustful.

I am exalted in Pisces and it is there that my love takes
on a divine dimension. This is where I love more
spiritually than physically. I develop unconditional love
that knows no boundaries, but sacrifices. 

I am in fall in the sign of Virgo and this is where I
choose work over comfort and confrontation with
others over peace. This is where I rationalize my
feelings, which makes it difficult for me to open my
heart to others.

Ruler: Taurus     Mooltrikona: Libra     Exaltation: Pisces
Detriment: Scorpio, Aries     Fall: Virgo



S E L F - L O V E
Very often we start the journey of self-love by looking for
recognition in the eyes of others. We look for love outside,
thinking that someone will eventually give it to us. Venus
demands that we discover what we are looking for and find it
within ourselves. If you are looking for a partner who will give
you the empathy, start giving it to yourself first. Start building
self-respect, following your priorities and falling in love with
yourself. I'm not talking about narcissism here (it is a
mechanism that covers the lack of self-love). What I'm talking
about here is loving yourself enough to consciously choose
who you build interpersonal relationships with. Love yourself
enough to recognise your priorities and do not sacrifice them
for others. Love yourself enough to take care of your body and
give it enough rest. Another symptom of self-love is allowing
yourself to enjoy an amount of pleasure that does not cause
other parts of you to suffer. It is also important to understand
that love in relationships is a shared growth, not an intoxicating
feeling. Mature lover knows how love differs from lust,
infatuation, longing or adoration. Mature love is free and it is
not a subject to control. We gain access to it only when we love
ourselves fully. To make this possible, we must live in
harmony with our values and what is important to us. The
need for validation affects your well-being and the harmonious
quality of your relationships. When you love yourself, you will
never feel rejected. When you truly love, you share love
unconditionally, not transactionally. 



A D D I T I O N A L  Q U E S T I O N S

A N S W E R E D  B Y  T H E  V E N U S

P O S I T I O N :

What experiences make you feel loved and accepted?

How do you expect validation?

What compliments do you appreciate the most?

What actions, behaviours and values increase your self-esteem?

Why do you seek recognition or prosperity?

What kinds of experiences make you feel insignificant or
unappreciated?

How and where do you look for confirmation and recognition?

What objects and material things do you value and why?

How do you react when you feel rejected or unaccepted?

What makes you feel rejected, unloved and unappreciated?

What experiences make it difficult for you to recognize your
values?

Where are you looking for love? What do you appreciate in other
people?

What kinds of experiences are important to you?

What values do you associate with them? What do they
symbolize?



MARS
ARCHETYPE: WARRIOR /  CONQUEROR

#MOTIVATION  #CONFIDENCE  #ACTION
#DESIRE   #ANGER   #PHYSICAL CONDITION

THIS IS WHAT

DRIVES 
YOUR EGO

SYMBOL:

“YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO DESIRE AND CHOOSE”
THE LAW OF INDIVIDUALITY

PERSONAL PLANET - EGO
URGE TO ACT .  NEED FOR PASSION .

KINESTHETIC  INTELLIGENCE.



MARS "I am desire.
I am passion.
I'm getting what I want,
fighting for what's mine."

More about me!
I am an energetic planet that wants to do
rather than talk or feel. What counts is
action and tangible results. If I want
something, I do it with passion. If I don't
get what I want, I start to feel angry or
frustrated. If someone crosses my
boundaries, I can start a war with them. I
have zeal and enthusiasm for my desires
and I love sexual intercourse. I rule
physical sexuality and I like to conquer. I
am assertive, motivated in my pursuits
and I am not afraid of competition.
Because fulfilling my desires is the most
important thing for me, I can be
impulsive, impatient, selfish or short-
tempered.

"I act"

My gifts are desires, passion for a goal, sexual
drive, motivation to act, decisiveness, courage,
independence, focus and assertiveness.

I demand you to achieve and fulfil your
desires, follow your passion, be active, focus on
yourself, strengthen your body and achieve
good fitness.

I am the ruler Scorpio and Aries.

VOLITION > MASCULINE ESSENCE > DESIRES >
DECISIONS > GOALS > ACHIEVEMENTS 



M A R S  P O S I T I O N

Please note that the Zodiac Sign is a combination of
element and quality. The element shows the plan on
which Mars meets its needs and what it identifies with
most, and the quality shows the motivation behind the
actions. The zodiac sign tells you how and what you fight
for, how you get angry, and how you pursue your
desires.
Fuel: The element is the fuel for Mars.
Zodiac traits: these are the traits that motivate you,
arouse desires in you and push you to action.
Houses ruled by Mars show how you define your
identity. You identify with these areas of your life and
they are also parts of you that you need to defend. They
are the source of your frustration and this is where you
fight for position. These are the areas that require
courage, action, and motivation from you. You need
them to understand yourself.
The house that Mars occupies is the place where you
naturally take action and demonstrate your desires,
anger, and character. This is where you act instinctively
and you have the impression that this area will bring you
satisfaction, which is illusory. Houses ruled by Mars
bring greater benefits.

Ruler: Scorpio     Mooltrikona: Aries     Exaltation: Capricorn
Detriment: Taurus, Libra     Fall: Cancer



T H E  P O S I T I O N  O F

M A R S  S H O W S :
What is your approach to risk, acquisition and struggle.
Your level of motivation and focus.
What motivates you and ignites the fire of passion.
Where do you find an external outlet for your energy?
How do you set life goals?
How your commitment to your goal changes.
When your anger, frustration and irritation appear.
How do you defend yourself against others and how do
you express anger?
What is your object of desire?
How do you express your strength and what do you
find power in?
How do you feel the influence of physical instincts
(including sexual drive).
How you seduce with your energy.
How you cross other people's boundaries.
How you defend your identity.
What do you defend fiercely and on what issues are
you less likely to admit you are wrong?
What do you identify with? How do you use your will?
How and why you make decisions and actions.
How you compete with others.
How you make decisions.
What is your role in the 3D world.



D I G N I T I E S

I rule Scorpio because it is an extremely strong-willed sign
that has the ability to dominate and get its own way. This sign
also loves the passion of sexual intimacy.

In Aries, I am a Mooltrikona because it is most consistent
with my energy. Aries focuses on realising its desires through
goal focus, assertiveness and entrepreneurship. Aries loves
activity, adventure and physical intimacy.

I am exalted in Capricorn and this sign is the most creative
with me. It focuses so much on goals and obligations, creating
something real. It focuses on the material world and the
pursuit of success. Capricorn is strong and powerful.

I am in detriment in the sign of Libra because it lacks
specificity and individual motivation. It takes others into
account too much instead of acting independently. I'm also
in detriment in Taurus because this sign sticks too much to
its routines and is quite slow. It lacks momentum and focuses
too little on physical activities.

I am in fall in Cancer because this sign chooses dependency
over individuality. It chooses emotions over actions and
caring for others over focusing on itself.

Ruler: Scorpio     Mooltrikona: Aries     Exaltation: Capricorn
Detriment: Taurus, Libra     Fall: Cancer



H E A L T H Y  E G O
Mars is the mask we wear in this life. It is our role, identity
and who we are in a three-dimensional world. A healthy ego (a
healthy personality) requires several things from us. First, it is
important to be aware of what we identify with. Who are we
in our own eyes? Do we know this? Can we play our role
correctly? Who are we in the earthly theater? It is important to
know this and be able to express it in a healthy way, without
self-aggrandizement, pride or controlling others. It is
important to learn to control this part of ourselves before we
project that control onto others. It is worth employing your
Mars (action, motivation) to cooperate with Venus (what is
actually important to you). When your Mars focuses its energy
on issues that are important to you, you gain a warrior who
will be ready to conquer peaks for you. For Mars (ego) to
function healthily, it is worth developing a strong will that
consciously chooses how to use the resources of motivating
dopamine. Depending on our relationship with temptations,
habits and the strength of Saturn (reason), our Volition will be
Free or Dependent. As a Warrior, Mars needs drill, discipline,
a strong body and a focused mind. This can be achieved
through concentration exercises, mastering ability to focus,
physical training and learning to make sound decisions. A
healthy Ego is aware of the temptations present everywhere,
but is also disciplined to choose actions that do not create wars
with what is important to you (Venus). A healthy Ego
overcomes weaknesses and fears instead of leading to self-
destruction.



A D D I T I O N A L  Q U E S T I O N S ,

A N S W E R E D  B Y  T H E

P O S I T I O N  O F  M A R S :

Who are you? What do you identify with as a person?

How and why do you fight? When does frustration arise?

What areas of life are the source of your disappointments and
frustrations?

What triggers your anger, how and where do you experience anger?

What types of experiences strengthen or threaten your identity?

What increases your desires?

What enhances and motivates your sexuality?

What do you need to defend yourself?

What issues do you need to take focused, direct action on?

What areas of life require the most courage from you?

What type of physical activity burdens you the most?

What kinds of experiences threaten your ego? How do you express
your ego?

How do you express and experience anger?

On what level do you communicate your desires?

How do you pursue what you want?

What can you defend fiercely and how do you do it?



JUPITER
ARCHETYPE: ADEPT /  SAGE

#EXPANSION   #GROWTH   #ABUNDANCE
#FAITH   #BELIEFS   #DREAMS

IT IS WHAT

GIVES MEANING
AND DEPTH

SYMBOL:

SOCIAL PLANET
URGE TO EXPLORE .  NEED FOR GROWTH .

PHILOSOPHICAL  INTELLIGENCE.

“YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BELIEVE & ATTRACT”
THE LAW OF ATTRACTION



More about me...
I am a planet that magnifies everything it
touches. I bring a lot of perspectives and
opportunities to expand thinking
horizons and acquire knowledge. I attract
opportunities for growth into your life,
but it is up to you to decide whether you
will take advantage of them. I am
generous and attract abundance in the
houses I pass through. I have a good
sense of humor and I am optimistic
(sometimes excessive), which makes me
irresponsible (e.g. lack of moderation). I
am an idealist and I help you build beliefs
and belief systems. I am looking for a
deeper meaning in life. I show you
different perspectives and open your
mind to different cultures.

JUPITER"I am expansion.
I am a teacher.

I am possibilities.
I am abundance." "I expand"

My gifts are abundance, expansion, growth,
tolerance, knowledge, faith, optimism,
gratitude, hope and conviction.

I demand you to build a belief system, open
yourself to abundance and the sea of
possibilities, expand your perspective and
master the law of attraction.

I am the ruler of Pisces and Sagittarius.

FAITH > GROWTH > PERSPECTIVE > PHILOSOPHY
> ETHICS > MEANING > INTEGRATION



J U P I T E R  P O S I T I O N
Please note that the Zodiac Sign is a combination of
element and quality. The element shows the plan on
which you build your faith and grow. Quality
determines what really motivates you to expand. The
Zodiac sign determines the source of your faith, the
type of imagination and the reason why you are
growing.

Houses ruled by Jupiter or of which it is almuten
indicate key areas of life that help you gain faith,
develop and grow. They are the fuel for your
expansion. You build your faith as you become more
involved in the areas of life of these houses. They are a
source of inspiration, fantasy, faith or exaggeration.
These are the houses that test your faith and these are
the areas where you tend to overdo.

The house that Jupiter occupies is where you find faith
and higher purpose. This is where you may have
excessive attitudes, excessive beliefs, or feel a desire for
"more". Here you demonstrate faith and the need for
development. The feeling of lack in this house results
from the improper use of the resources of the houses
ruled by Jupiter.

Ruler: Pisces     Mooltrikona: Sagittarius     Exaltation: Cancer
Detriment: Gemini, Virgo     Fall: Capricorn



J U P I T E R ' S  P O S I T I O N

S H O W S :
How society gives context to your individual life.
What expands the context of your story and
perception.
What causes hope to grow. What helps you grow?
Where you seek faith, wisdom, knowledge and a deeper
purpose or meaning in life. What do you use for this?
What is your perspective on life.
What are your beliefs about life?
What is your approach to dreams and fantasising?
What do you believe in and what is your approach to
faith?
How you manifest your dreams.
How often do you doubt and in what situations?
Where you have the potential to grow and develop.
What do you tend to be exaggerated or excess about?
How you pursue abundance.
How you meet the need for development.
What makes the most sense to you.
What is hard for you to believe or what beliefs make it
difficult for you (lower level of consciousness)?
How much you feel like you deserve something.
How do you verify your growth? How do you know
when you have actually developed?
What awareness of abundance do you have?



D I G N I T I E S
I rule Pisces because it is a sign with extremely strong faith.
Pisces look at the world from a cosmic perspective and
daydream. Pisces are dreamy and spiritual.

In Sagittarius, I am Mooltrikona because it is most
consistent with my energy. Sagittarius is full of optimism
and faith. It likes to open up to new perspectives and is
looking for a higher truth that will give his life more
meaning.

I am in exalted in Cancer and this sign tends to be
exaggerated with me. It may be overly emotional and
overly attached to others. It is also sometimes naive, which
is the result of excessive belief in someone or something.

I am in detriment in the sign of Gemini, because this sign
does not seek deeper understanding and meaning, but
simply gathers a lot of information and possibilities. I am
also in detriment in Virgo, because it is a sign that is
interested in expanding some information system beyond a
deeper spiritual understanding of its meaning.

I'm in fall in Capricorn, which can be conservative and has
quite a narrow perspective. He chooses a few views that it
clings to. It is focused on traditions, not broadening
horizons.

Ruler: Pisces     Mooltrikona: Sagittarius     Exaltation: Cancer
Detriment: Gemini, Virgo     Fall: Capricorn



M A N I F E S T A T I O N
Jupiter teaches us that fantasy and imagination alone are not
enough when we really want to fulfil our dreams. What
matters is whether we strongly believe in them. What matters
is whether we nourish our vision with faith. It is worth noting
that dreams are a very important part of life because they give
us purpose, motivation and stimulate the imagination. Jupiter,
as the first social planet, helps us direct our Mind to the
opportunities that arise in our reality. Opportunities depend
on what we imagine and whether we consciously use our
imagination. The more precisely we present what we want, the
easier Jupiter will show us the way. The more we believe, the
easier it will be. The more often we remind ourselves of our
dreams, the more we can stay motivated to pursue it. It is
impossible to create a better reality if we lack hope, faith or
cannot imagine the desired results. Imagination is powerful
because it draws us to options from a sea of possibilities.
Dreams, even though they fill us with enthusiasm, require us
to find moderation not to stop at the vision itself and
remember about the next steps towards the goal. Abundance is
a mental state that results from the right amount of faith, and
the latter tunes our mind to accept opportunities that will also
lead to success on the material level. Jupiter knows no
boundaries and therefore needs cooperation with Saturn for
its beautiful visions to be actual, long-term and consistent
manifestations. It's worth dreaming, but remember to also
work on your next steps!



A D D I T I O N A L  Q U E S T I O N S

A N S W E R E D  B Y  J U P I T E R ' S

P O S I T I O N :

How do you expand, develop and build your faith?

How do you experience and express your faith?

What is there in your life that you have a lot of and what do you
use to expand? What qualities? What behaviours?

Recall moments of revelations in your life. What beliefs did you
overcome?

What and how do you imagine? How do you dream?

Where do you get your inspiration and hope?

How do you increase meaning and create context in your reality?

What types of experiences support you in building your faith?

How and where do you notice feelings of lack or insatiability?

In what areas of your life do you tend to abuse and exaggerate?

What circumstances limit your imagination and creativity?

What experiences make you lose your faith?

What sparks your imagination and creativity?

What conditions make you lack imagination and creativity?



SATURN

IT IS WHAT IS

MORAL AND
KARMIC

ARCHETYPE: LAWSUIT /  JUDGE

#CHALLENGES   #MATURITY   #CONSEQUENCES
#MORALITY   #CONSCIENCE   #RESPONSIBILITY

SYMBOL:

SOCIAL PLANET - SUPEREGO
URGE TO MATURE .  NEED FOR ORGANISATION .

STRUCTURAL  INTELLIGENCE.

“YOU MUST OBEY UNIVERSAL LAWS”
THE LAW OF KARMA



SATURN "I am justice.
I am necessity.
I am maturity.
I am karma."

More about me...
I put challenges on your path because I
want you to become a strong,
conscientious person. I am the judge
who teaches you the consequences of
your actions and rewards your hard
work. I look at the material world
realistically. There must be law and
order so that it does not descend into
chaos. Structure, routines and rules are
important. There must be boundaries
and some form of control. Discipline,
responsibility and commitment are
important to me. I help you mature
spiritually and challenge you to
overcome your fears. I wouldn't have to
create pressure if you humbly did your
homework and paid your spiritual debts.

"I obey”

My gifts are perseverance, discipline, routine,
diligence, responsibility, commitment, justice,
morality, law.

I demand you to set some goals, persistently
pursue them, overcome all obstacles, release
fears, be consistent, live in harmony with the
world and master the law of karma.

I am the ruler of Aquarius and Capricorn.

KARMA > RESPONSIBILITY > AUTHORITY >
WISDOM > ADVANCEMENT



S A T U R N ’ S  P O S I T I O N

Please note that the Zodiac Sign is a combination of element
and quality. The element shows how you understand
responsibility and what you think you need to take
responsibility for. Where do you set your boundaries and what
are you guided by in setting them? The Zodiac sign represents
your attitude to legal authorities, boundaries and
responsibility, what responsibility means to you and how you
build structures in your life.

Houses ruled by Saturn indicate areas of life in which you
learn Saturn's lessons and karmic challenges. This is where you
practice responsibility. These areas test your perseverance and
commitment. They require the creation of rules and routines
that keep an eye on matters in these areas. This is where you
also suffer the consequences. This is where the limitations
come in. With hard work, you can gain prosperity from these
areas. You also judge others through the prism of these areas,
trying to avoid being judged for their own negligence.

The house that Saturn occupies is the place where you need
to demonstrate authority and maturity. It is a place that
requires routine control, imposition of restrictions and full
responsibility. This is where you experience the shadow and
express judgments. Here you are looking for authority and
giving them the power to act. This is where you suffer the
consequences of your lack of responsibility the most.

Ruler: Capricorn     Mooltrikona: Aquarius     Exaltation: Libra
Detriment: Cancer, Leo     Fall: Aries



S A T U R N ' S  P O S I T I O N

S H O W S :

Your attitude towards authorities.
The type of your conscience and morality.
How you build your own authority.
How you become your own parent and you approach
your own life responsibly.
The voice of criticism in your head. Attitude towards
responsibility.
The rules of life you create and whether you live in
harmony with them.
Core beliefs that build your limitations.
Do you deceive yourself, and how do you do this?
What do you blame others for? 
Who do you blame/judge?
Do you give your authority? To whom?
Type of karmic challenges.
What kind of criticism might you face?
What is your attitude towards responsibility?
How do you approach conscious intention. 
Are you responsible for your current intention?
Whether and how much you resist responsibility.
How you set boundaries for other people while
respecting yourself.
Do you avoid responsibility and how?
How do You set boundaries with yourself?



D I G N I T I E S

I rule Capricorn because it is a sign with an extremely strong
personal conscience. It is hardworking and responsible. It
focuses on life routines, achievements and building personal
structures.

In Aquarius, I am Mooltrikona because it is most consistent
with my energy. I am a social planet that wants to introduce
new structures in society, and Aquarius focuses on exactly
that. Aquarius is distant and judgmental about what society
needs. Aquarius represents collective responsibility.

I am exalted in Libra and this sign tends to be the most
creative with me. It tends to be analysing, judgmental and
seeking justice at all costs. Libra symbolises harmony, which is
ultimately a fluid phenomenon, not a fixed one.

I am in detriment in the sign of Cancer because this sign is
not focused on society, but rather on building its own nest
and home. I am also in detriment in Leo, because it is a sign
that wants to express itself in a liberated way and enjoy life to
the fullest, without limits.

I'm in fall in Aries, that can be irresponsible, likes risk and has
a hard time accepting boundaries. This sign chooses freedom
and can sometimes ignore the consequences or
responsibilities.

Ruler: Capricorn     Mooltrikona: Aquarius     Exaltation: Libra
Detriment: Cancer, Leo     Fall: Aries



R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
Saturn teaches us that any expansion and development of
Jupiter must have some limits. He puts obstacles in our way
and helps us become stronger. When we cross Saturn's
boundaries, discomfort, guilt, shame, or judgment arise. Saturn
reminds us of the value of perseverance and commitment, and
on the other hand, teaches consistency and shows the need for
responsibility. Working with Saturn requires creating authority
within yourself - an internal quality that has already learned to
test consequences in your life and respond to emerging karmic
responses. When we find Authority and Responsibility within
ourselves, we will discover that they are the keys to Freedom.
It's not about fighting the system or fighting against the
Universal Laws, but about being able to use them to build your
own world. When you master cosmic law and responsibility,
your life will no longer be a fight against the flow of the river.
You will learn to surf on it! Saturn teaches you that knowledge
is inferior to wisdom. Wisdom is the conscious experience of
life, and knowledge is a collection of other people's theories
and experiences. Saturn helps you understand your own
limitations and pushes you to develop, pointing you in the
right direction. Stop blaming others and take responsibility for
yourself. Stop making excuses or blaming - it's avoiding the
inevitable. Face the consequences bravely and humbly. Explore
the boundaries of reality and find a way to follow its Laws.
Don't interfere in other people's affairs, focus on your own.
Recognise authorities, but also build your own. Make your own
rules and respect your routines.



A D D I T I O N A L  Q U E S T I O N S

A N S W E R E D  B Y  S A T U R N :

What is the main source of your judgments?

What does responsibility mean to you?

What is your relationship with your responsibilities?

What do you dislike doing but feel like you have to?

How do you react to the word "no", to rejection, to someone's
boundaries?

How do you set boundaries with yourself and others?

In which areas of your life do you need to be responsible, attentive and
consistent?

What qualities do you least respect in others?

How do you give power (causal power) to authorities?

What qualities and experiences do you evaluate in yourself and others?

How do you set boundaries?

What qualities do you respect people for and which are the trigger for
creating judgments?

What behavioural traits or ways of being are unacceptable to you.

What is your level of perseverance and diligence?

How do you approach life's challenges and the consequences of your
actions?



ELEMENTS
&QUALITIES
ELEMENTS

&QUALITIES

VARIOUS FORCES
THAT BUILD THE

UNIVERSE

TOGETHER THEY CREATE
OUR REALITY

L E V E L  O N E

W W W . U N I V E R S A L M A T T Y . C O M



FOUR
ELEMENTS

VARIOUS FORCES
THAT BUILD THE

UNIVERSE

EACH ELEMENT
IS A PLATONIC SOLID

L E V E L  O N E

P L . U N I V E R S A L M A T T Y . C O M



FIRE
KINGDOM OF SELF (THE SPIRIT)

IS EXPRESSED BY

ACTION AND
IDENTITY

ARIES - LEO - SAGITTARIUS
I AM ENERGY



FIRE Cardinal Spark - Baran
Fixed Warmth - Leo
Mutable Flame - Sagittarius

More about me...
I am outwardly expressive (extroverted). I am
very focused on myself and absorbed in my
energy. My identity is important - just watch
me burn! My desires ignite a lot of energy in
me and I am happy to fulfil them. I must rise
higher and spread out (develop). I am
unrestrained and intensely express what I
feel. Let everyone see what I'm burning with.
I shine with a bright, honest and direct
flame. I burn out the falsehood and choose
authenticity. I burn out when I run out of
fuel - inspiration. I need to fan the flames of
motivation and overcome crises by adding
more fuel. I'm subjective and sometimes lack
perspective. That `s not a problem! Why
should I know everything when I can find
something for myself! When I burn, I
sometimes lack moderation. If I lose control,
I might burn you.

Yang Energy

Fire represents warmth, motivation and high
energy. Fire is the freedom of expression of
spirit, which has transforming potential.
Striving for growth. It wants to rise higher and
higher - closer to the truth.

Fiery feelings are intense and extreme, e.g.
passion, excitement, pride, anger.

Fire is subjective, impulsive, active.

ARIES - LEO - SAGITTARIUS



Planets in this element

Fire + Air: They reinforce each other, are extroverted and
externally focused. Air is more objective and fire is more
subjective. This combination is full of stimulation, adventure
and exploration.

Fire + Earth: the fire is extinguished and the earth is burned.
The fire feels limited next to the earth, and the earth feels
overwhelmed by the intensity of the fire. The Earth slows down
the growth of fire, and the fire disrupts the structure of the
Earth. Earth wants control and stability, and fire wants freedom
and impulsiveness.

Fire + Water: Water extinguishes fire or ignites it (gasoline).
Both elements are emotional, but Fire prefers visible feelings,
related to reason, while Water prefers more subtle, internal
ones. Water perceives Fire as insensitive and Fire perceives
Water as oversensitive.

They must be in constant motion and action.
They are motivated by the fulfilment of their
inspirations and passions. They need intensity,
physical effort and creative expression. They
need space to express themselves. They want
to express their greatest potential by raising
their vibration. They are looking for their
individual path and authentic expression. It is
very important for them to be honest with
themselves.

They regenerate their power through the
presence of a flame (bonfire, fireplace,
candles) or exposure to sunlight. Their energy
is also increased by physical activity (including
sports). To express themselves fully, they need
fuel, and they get it through inspiring, exciting
and intense life experiences. If they run out of
fuel, motivation disappears and they become
burnt out in a given area of life.

Compatibility



EARTH
KINGDOM OF SENSES (THE BODY)

TAURUS - VIRGO - CAPRICORN
I AM MATTER

IS EXPRESSED BY

STRUCTURE
& RESULTS



EARTHFixed Soil - Taurus
Mutable Sand - Virgo

Cardinal Rock - Capricorn Yin Energy
TAURUS - VIRGO - CAPRICORN

I am oriented towards expressing myself
internally (introverted). I am real, visible and
tangible. I am grounded in what is practical
and functional. I look at the world from a
sensual perspective. I prefer order, neatness,
gentleness and sequencing. I lose ground
when there is chaos, excessive romanticism or
a lack of boundaries. I desire things that are
physical or have material benefits. I am
interested in safe foundations and a sense of
comfort. I prefer facts over theories. I prefer
what is measured and proven. I am the final
stage of manifestation - materialisation. I am
rational, reasonable and objective. I am fully
focused on functionality and defining the
foundations. I'm interested in actual value,
not superficiality.

The earth represents structure, concreteness
and the material world. It is receptive (receives)
and passive. It is embedded and grounded. It
wants to understand what the specific function
of given things is in material reality.

Earthy feelings are associated with peace,
quiet, relaxation and stability.

The Earth is objective, sensual, passive.

More about me...



Planets in this element

Earth + Fire: These elements do not understand each other and
have different motivations and goals. Earth finds fire too chaotic
and unprincipled, and fire finds earth boring. The fire is too
intense and unpredictable for the earth and burns it.

Earth + Air: they are united by objectivity, order, and both
elements pay attention to content and meaning. They also keep
a distance from intense emotions and are sequential.
Unfortunately, there are significant differences here. Air needs
stimulation, freedom, abstraction and theorizing. Earth prefers
specifics, facts and principles. This limits the Air.

Earth + Water: Water fertilizes the earth, and the earth gives
shape to the water. The earth becomes spiritually deeper and
the water becomes more practical. Water adds subtlety to the
earth, and the earth gives direction to the water. The downside
is that water can be too unstable and messy, and the earth
doesn't like that.

They are reluctant to change. They are quite
stable, practical and functionality-oriented. They
are looking for predictability and structure. They
feel better in places where boundaries are clearly
defined, responsibility is distributed, and the
rules are known. These planets may lack
flexibility and expression. They are precise,
accurate, specific, slow, solid. They have their
feet firmly on the Earth. However, this can lead to
a lack of depth, a lack of inspiration, or a lack of
logic. This may result in being too stuck in the
material world (getting lost in the matrix).
Possible shadows are greed and materialism.

They regenerate their power through touching
the soil, grounding, contact with Nature, walking,
creating forms (sculpting, painting), massages,
and physical comfort. They draw fuel from
structure, form, rules and routines. When they
run out of fuel, they feel like their world is falling
apart. Their effectiveness decreases.

Compatibility



AIR
KINGDOM OF THOUGHT (THE MIND)

GEMINI - LIBRA - AQUARIUS
I AM INFORMATION

IS EXPRESSED BY

THOUGHTS
& WORDS



AIR Mutable Wind - Gemini
Cardinal Breeze - Libra
Fixed Storm - AquariusYang Energy

GEMINI - LIBRA - AQUARIUS

More about me...
I am outwardly expressive (extroverted). I am
active and change my mind quickly. I
evaporate when intense energies arise. I open
my mind and draw from an infinite field of
information. I soar to intellectual heights and
sometimes fall to understand the mundane. I
am analysing different options and looking at
the possibilities. I ask questions and look for
answers. I am motivated by curiosity about
the world. I am a wind of inspiration that
needs communication and freedom. I am the
breath that regulates the speed of the mind. I
feel great in the world of abstractions and
new ideas. It is important to exchange
information, which is why social connections
and connections are crucial to me.
Knowledge, concepts, theories and thoughts
are important.

Air expresses itself on the mental, social and
intellectual plane. It is full of movement, light
and interested in the world. It thinks,
rationalises, relativizes and conceptualises.
Content counts.

Airy feelings are the joy of conversation,
curiosity, lightness of spirit, enthusiasm.

Air is objective, associative, active.



Planets in this element

Air + Fire: together they search for various forms of expression,
abstraction and the experience of freedom. They act consciously
and prefer thinking to feeling. Fire inspires air, and air fuels fire
with its curiosity and freedom. They increase their individuality,
self-confidence and motivation to act. There are several things that
differentiate them, e.g. air is objective and fire is subjective; air
wants relationships with others, and fire seeks to know thyself.

Air + Earth: They have several things in common, but more
differences. The Earth is too little conscious, too slow and too
structured for the air. Air wants expression, freedom and quick
change. The air avoids specifics, while the earth seeks them. Air
likes unpredictability, while earth likes the opposite.

Air + Water: have very little in common. Air looks for intellectual
stimulation, and water mainly wants to feel. Water seeks
connection and air seeks freedom. Water seeks depth within and air
explores without.

They seek intellectual and mental stimulation.
They need some movement and space. They need
new information, relationships and social
opportunities. They are motivated by curiosity
about the world and the desire to find their own
answers. They want to establish connections on a
mental level and easily enter into theorising
mode. These planets have an objective
perspective and draw reasonable conclusions.
They are characterised by a high level of logical
thinking. They feel good when someone names
things or reduces them to concepts. They lack
focus, consistency and practicality. They get
bored quickly.

They regenerate their power by stimulating their
intellect, mental and social activity; wind, fresh
air, open spaces, social gatherings, mind-
stimulating games. They draw their power from
philosophy, concepts and knowledge. When they
lack fuel, their mental performance declines. The
ability to integrate new information decreases.

Compatibility



WATER
KINGDOM OF ESSENCE (THE SOUL)

CANCER - SCORPIO - PISCES
I AM MEDIUM

IS EXPRESSED BY

EMOTIONS &
FEELINGS



WATERCardinal River - Cancer
Fixed Glacier - Scorpio

Mutable Ocean - Pisces

Yin Energy
CANCER - SCORPIO - PISCES

More about me...
I am oriented towards expressing myself
internally (introverted). I am formless and
therefore receptive. I penetrate the earth and
the sky (clouds). I am filled with the desire to
traverse structures and destroy blockages. I am
flooding you with feelings that can be
uncontrollable, chaotic and sudden. I strive to
discover the unconscious desires and
motivations of the soul. I surf the waves of the
mystery of life, seeking connection with the
world. I influence the world using my empathy,
compassion and flexibility. I wander the
unconscious sea using my imagination. I'm
trying to find out the secrets hidden at its
bottom. I represent the memory of experiences.
I want to know the truth and I am looking for its
meaning. I like being dependent on others and
coming together as one. Sometimes I don't
discern myself from others. I descend to lower
levels of consciousness to heal my wounds.

Water represents emotions, feelings and the
depths of the psyche where consciousness
rarely reaches. Water is feelings, primal
energies and cellular memory. Water is the
records of the soul and the subconscious of the
body.

Water feelings are subtle. They include
happiness, sentiment, sadness, tenderness.

Water is subjective, associative, passive.



Planets in this element

Water + Fire: Not compatible, although they have some
similarities. Water wants to express all emotions, and fire only
the intense and extreme ones. Water seeks truth within, and
fire seeks truth outside. Water wants deep connections and fire
wants exploration.

Water + Earth: Water adds sensitivity, feelings and spiritual
meaning to the earth. Both elements are quite introverted and
receptive. The earth provides structure to water and gives it
shape and direction. Together they explore reality. They
complement each other.

Water + Air: the least compatible elements. Water perceives
air as superficial, shallow, saturated with information, too
theoretical. Water feels that it is impossible to build a deep
bond here, and her emotions are rationalized by air. Water feels
lonely in such a relationship.

They are motivated by the emotional plane and the
energies they feel. They explore their own depths
to discover the secrets hidden in the subconscious
and realise their direction. They act unconsciously,
guided by intuition, energy or feelings. They need
to feel and are characterised by reactivity,
sometimes irrationality or instinctiveness. The
main motive of these planets is to create emotional
bonds. Their shadow may be manipulation to
maintain compassion. These planets are connected
to the unconscious and associated with the soul.
They lack boundaries somewhat and absorb
external energies more easily. They lose
themselves in relationships. Water fluctuates on
the scale of consciousness (unstable emotions).

They regenerate through bonds and shared
emotions, emotional music, silence, crying,
sentiments, art; proximity to water. When they run
out of fuel, they become apathetic and depressed.

Compatibility



THREE
QUALITIES

COSMIC ENTROPY, 
THE TEST OF STABILITY 

AND THE NECESSITY
OF EVOLUTION

KNOWING THIS DIVISION YOU
EXPAND YOUR PERSPECTIVE

L E V E L  O N E

W W W . U N I V E R S A L M A T T Y . C O M



CARDINAL
I PRESENT YOU QUALITY THAT IS

IT DETERMINES

BUILDING
STH NEW

ARIES - LIBRA
CANCER - CAPRICORN



I N I T I A T I O N
Cardinal signs are associated with a new beginning, a new season,

a new stage of life. The change has already taken place and

nature is now actively introducing new elements. This energy

opposes cosmic entropy and tries to organise the space. It

symbolises the beginning of a new season. One season is gone

and a new one needs to fully develop and gain momentum. On

the one hand, cardinal energy brings sentiment about the past,

and on the other, the need to mobilise to build something new.

It's a bit as if the new season requires the implementation of

different development goals (one after the other) to build

completely new energy. Building a new foundation takes many

tasks, many attempts and many failures. When you finally

achieve your desired goal, it makes your life much better and

moves the plot forward. Cardinal energy wants to discover and

make breakthroughs, create new trends and take on challenges.

When cardinal energy is confronted, it actively defends itself - it

counterattacks. Sometimes it attacks before it is attacked

(preventively). This energy prefers to solve a problem before it

becomes a larger problem. It does not avoid challenges, but

instead confronts them with courage.



P L A N E T S  I N

C A R D I N A L  S I G N S :

They initiate, start and take new actions.
They’ re looking for themselves and their identity.
They often act based on the fear that they "are bad" and
need to actively prove themselves to be better. This fear
can lead to unconscious rushing.
They live based on the past (that's why they want to take
new actions to prove to themselves that change has
already taken place and the past is over).
They expect that they should have achieved their goal a
long time ago (e.g. Venus should have felt valuable a long
time ago, Mercury should have known a long time ago,
and Saturn should have achieved his ambitions and be
responsible a long time ago).
They feel as if they had to catch up on some
developmental backlog.
They are focused on a specific goal and focus their energy
on it. Failure requires analysis of past mistakes.
They are so eager to act that they sometimes forget to
recharge their batteries. Sometimes there is not enough
energy to fully achieve a given goal. It's a good idea to
break a large goal into many smaller steps.
They are characterised by initiative, internal motivation,
and the need to start something new.
They overcome problems that arose in the past.



E X A M P L E S :
Cardinal Energy likes to be in control and initiate because it
feels responsible for the new energy.

ARIES: As a fire sign, it likes to act as a leader, controlling
ventures and the directions in which they go. Initiates
activities and starts projects. It is enterprising and controls the
flow of energy. It is a trigger for new projects. Likes to set the
example of proactivity.

CANCER: As a water sign, it likes to control the emotional
environment, home environment and its own corner. It is
enterprising and uses its emotions (both positive and
negative) to initiate emotional connections with others. Likes
to set an example of emotional closeness.

LIBRA: As an air sign, it likes to control the atmosphere
between people and the course of the partnership. This sign
initiates debates, analyses and interactions at the level of
verbal communication. It is enterprising and likes to set social
trends.

CAPRICORN: As an earth sign, it likes to have control over
matter. It is enterprising, likes to handle money and manage
physical activities, showing that they bring results. It likes to
set the trend for material well-being, functionality and
usability.



FIXED
I PRESENT YOU QUALITY THAT IS

TAURUS - SCORPIO
LEO - AQUARIUS

IT DETERMINES

MAINTAINING
WHAT EXISTS



S T A B I L I T Y
Fixed signs represent the continuation of a cycle that was built

on the foundations of cardinal energy. This is the part of the

season when it reaches its apogee and stably presents certain

features, e.g. the middle of summer, when we have heat almost

every day (the period of the Sun in the sign of Leo). Constant

energy, instead of initiating something new, maintains what

already exists. Fixed signs maintain their values, approaches, and

paths to prove their worth. As the season reaches its peak, Fixed

Energy wants to prove that the stability it presents is sufficient. It

is an energy that opposes cosmic entropy. Even though

everything is moving and changing, fixed energy tries to create

stable ground for us, at least for a moment. Fixed energy is

characterised by stability, stubbornness and routine. This energy

needs to mature on its own, at its own pace. It perceives

suggestions for change as an attack, to which it reacts by

embedding itself even more strongly in its energy and defending

it. Fixed signs treat such confrontations as opportunities to

strengthen themselves, rather than hints at change. This energy

hates pressure and judgment about its direction. It reacts to such

behaviour with resistance and assertion that it is right.



P L A N E T S  I N

F I X E D  S I G N S :
They maintain their energy to prove their worth.
They are unconsciously motivated by the fear of not
being enough.
They strongly resist change and external influences.
They accumulate energy. They work for the long term.
They are characterised by strength, durability, stability
and strength.
They aim to evolve - to adapt to the Universe in such a
way as to maintain stability. However, their need for
stability turns out to be too great and, as a result, there is a
tendency to cut themselves off from the energy of cosmic
abundance.
They need strong stimuli to arouse activity in them, but
once they are triggered, they move fully in some direction
and it is difficult to stop them. They turn slowly.
They can be stubborn. They change slowly.
They are afraid of feeling lacking in the future and that
is why they accumulate resources now.
They prefer recharging their batteries over constant risk.
They are overly attached to old approaches and methods.
They are growing at a slow, steady and solid pace.
They sometimes waste energy on routines that no longer
serve them. They want to prove that they work. 
They lack a bit of flexibility and speed.



E X A M P L E S :

Fixed Energy likes to assert itself and accumulate energy that
it shares with others. Fixed signs are focused on stability and
changelessness.

LEO: As a fire sign it is associated with self-expression, and as
a fixed sign it does so steadily. The lion accumulates vital
energy and its own identity. When it reaches the appropriate
level of energy, it shares it with others. It shares its warmth,
charisma and character.

SCORPIO: As a water sign, it is connected to emotions and
holds on to certain feelings (even if it is not good). It
accumulates emotional energy and then shares it with others
(in the form of outbursts of intense emotions). It shares its
emotional intensity.

AQUARIUS: As an air sign, it is associated with information
and creates stable perspectives within itself. It accumulates
information, creating ideologies, and when they reach a
certain level of stability, it shares them with others.

TAURUS: As an earth sign, it is associated with matter and the
senses. It tries to create a stable material (physical)
environment by accumulating matter (including food). When
it reaches a sufficient level of stability, it shares the world of
matter and senses with others.



MUTABLE
I PRESENT YOU QUALITY THAT IS

GEMINI - SAGITTARIUS
VIRGO - PISCES

IT DETERMINES

HEALING &
CHANGING



C H A N G E
Now is the time when the cycle ends. The inevitability of the

approaching change of season hangs in the air, and this increases

the rush and desire to complete certain matters. This is a time of

great order, analysis and transformation. The stability of

Mutable Energy can no longer maintain harmony - healing and

change are necessary. It is, for example, the end of summer,

when it is time to harvest and prepare for autumn. The number

of responsibilities and matters to be dealt with is increasing. This

is also a time when more people are sick and need healing. They

cannot keep up with changes in the environment. The arrival of

a new season brings a sense of rush. You need to gather a lot of

experience and perform various tasks. As the cycle completes,

the unconscious fear of this energy is the fear of

incompleteness. By transforming themselves, mutable signs try

to believe that they will find completeness and acceptance in

the Universe. Mutable Energy, when provoked, prefers to

conform, run away, or fight. It looks for a way to best adapt to

the situation. Unfortunately, this energy also tends to avoid

problems by being clever and conserving energy. The season is

ending and what is needed now is intense change, not dealing

with further problems.



P L A N E T S  I N

M U T A B L E  S I G N S :
They are intended to bring completeness and healing to
what was begun by the cardinal signs and maintained by
the fixed signs.
They create new opportunities but do not take action.
They are preparing new options for cardinal signs.
They feel incomplete in some sense and as a result they
adapt to their surroundings.
They focus on individual tasks rather than the big picture.
They focus on what they can complete now.
They lack a long-term perspective and sometimes remain
in the illusion of progress. This can cause them to go
around in circles.
They focus on the present but ignore the connection to
the past or future.
They are characterised by multitasking and a tendency to
take on too much.
Their batteries do not last long and require frequent
charging. However, when they already have energy, they
do not have to save it like fixed signs.
They are easily procrastinated, distracted or dissociated.
They are fast, flexible and have divided attention.
They lack a clearly defined goal. 
They avoid, run away or constantly change something.
They want to heal, bring closure, end.



E X A M P L E S :
Mutable Signs like to heal, change and complete processes. Each
mutable sign has Two Extremes, between which possibilities are
sought.

SAGITTARIUS: As a fire sign, it enjoys various adventures and
discovers itself through physical and mental journeys. Wants to
heal its identity through philosophy or spirituality. Exploring it
brings healing. It is a struggle between human and animal nature
(higher values versus instincts).

PISCES: As a water sign, it likes to change their emotions and do so
by exploring the sea of potential. It looks at the cosmic perspective
and looks for ways to spiritually heal themselves and the world. In
this sign, two fisger fight each other. One clings to the past and
unconsciousness, while the other wants to awaken spiritually.

GEMINI: As an air sign, it likes to change its views and thinking. It
likes talking to different people and looking for new ideas. In this
way, it heals its personal spirituality. This sign has two minds,
which helps it to see more options, but also causes frequent
confusion and changes of mind.

VIRGO: As an earth sign, it likes to analyse and verify the
effectiveness of various options. Explores the mind-body
connection and the concept of physical health. It looks for
efficiency and improvement of what is at a practical level. Virgo
has a very active mind that ranges between extremes. There are
detailed analysis and, on the other hand, excessive worries.



ZODIAC 
SIGNS

ZODIAC 
SIGNS

ARCHETYPAL
ENERGIES OF DISTANT  

CONSTELLATIONS

EACH CONSTELLATION HAS
TYPE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
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Z O D I A C :  W H A T  I T
R E P R E S E N T S

Just as ecology is the science of life systems from the perspective of

the planet, astrology is the science of consciousness systems from a

cosmic perspective. Just as mathematics describes physics, the zodiac

describes astrology. The zodiac is a language of archetypal energy

that influences a particular Star System. Stars are Sources of

Consciousness - Sources of Archetypal Information. They emit this

information in every direction in the form of electromagnetic

radiation. This radiation, when reaching another stellar system (e.g.,

the Solar System), influences that system. When the Archetypal

Information from the constellation of Aries reaches Earth, it affects

it, modulating its specific aspect. It looks something like this:

The Archetypal Information is sent from a specific star (e.g., from

the constellation of Aries). 

1.

It travels through the cosmos and reaches the Solar System. If

there is a planet on its path, for example, Saturn, it encodes a

specific aspect of our reality (in the case of Saturn, it influences

our responsibilities, governance, and many others - see 'Saturn').

2.

 It reaches Earth in the form of a mixture of Archetypal

Information and Cosmic Subject (Planet). It then creates a

combination of the plane on which this energy operates and the

type of consciousness (e.g., Saturn in Aries - a combination of the

Planet and Aries consciousness).

3.



W H A T  I S  T H E
Z O D I A C  A N Y W A Y ?

Wikipedia provides the following definition: "Zodiac (Latin: zōdiacus
from Greek ζῳδιακός κύκλος "circle of little animals", κύκλος "circle" and
ζῴδιον neuter of ζῷον "animal") - a belt in the celestial sphere in the plane
of the ecliptic, approximately 16° wide. Within its area, the Sun, visible
from Earth, completes a full circuit during the year. In astrology, the full
angle (360°) is divided into 12 equal parts, hence the recognition of 12
astrological signs corresponding to 12 zodiacal constellations (in contrast
to modern astronomy, which considers 13 constellations intersecting the
ecliptic). Currently, due to the precession phenomenon, the original
Western zodiacal division significantly deviates from actual observations
(the time the Sun enters a specific constellation), and it may even be
entirely disjointed."

In this passage, we see that the Zodiac is a celestial belt where the
Sun moves over the course of a year against the background of
different constellations. Note that the division of the Zodiac into
Zodiac Signs in the Western system was established at the
beginning of the system's existence and does not align with the
actual (astronomical) positions of constellations in the sky. In the
tropical (Western) system, a planet in the sign of Aries begins when
the planet is in the part of the Zodiac defined as the Aries sign,
whereas in the Vedic (stellar) system, a specific part of the Zodiac
always starts in the same place as the constellation of the respective
sign. More about these systems can be found in the attached link
below.



WHAT IS.                                                    ?

WHAT IS                                                             ?

CONSEQUENCES OF                                            ?

 CONSEQUENCES OF USING THIS SYSTEM.    ?

SIDEREAL:
S Y S T E M  C A L L E D

SIDEREAL SYSTEM
It is an astrological system that is used to calculate the position of planets
in signs, in accordance with the phenomenon of planetary precession. In
this way, the actual position of the planets in the Sky is obtained.

EARTH’S PRECESSION

THIS PHENOMEN

TEGO SYSTEMU

This is a phenomenon that causes the Earth to change its angle of
inclination relative to the Sky in a cycle lasting 26,000 years. An example
result: in a few thousand years, the Polaris will no longer be the North Star.

Znaki zodiaku ulegają stopniowemu, powolnemu przesunięciu na tle 26
tysięcy lat. W związku z tym cały zodiak przesuwa się i np. Lew, który był
znakiem sierpniowym, przesuwa się stopniowo w kierunku jesiennym.

The position of the planets in this system does not coincide with the
position of the planets in the popular tropical system. Example: in our
system, Venus is in Aquarius, while in the Western system, Venus is already
in Pisces.

F R O M  M Y  E X P E R I E N C E :

T H I S  S Y S T E M  W O R K S
B E T T E R !

READ WHOLE ARTICLE

https://pl.universalmatty.com/post/czemu-to-jest-w-innym-znaku-ni%C5%BC-powinno-by%C4%87-czemu-u%C5%BCywam-systemu-gwiazdowego-i-co-to-jest


P E R S P E C T I V E  O F  T H E

A G E  O F  A Q U A R I U S
EVERYTHING IS AN EVOLUTION!

Since the Earth has been in the Age of Aquarius for about 11-
200 years (according to the planetary precession cycle), we live
in times when we are experiencing enormous technological
and scientific development. This era strives to verify all
government structures, unite all humanity, open up to
diversity, freedom and uniqueness of individuals. Its goal is a
huge expansion of awareness, appreciation of the beauty of
individualism and the need to build social groups. This is an
era of significant development of consciousness and that is why
the theme of evolution becomes the main lens (the filter
through which we look) for the next two millennia (that is how
long this era will last). This is important because during it we
will look at the entire Zodiac as a Mandala of the Evolutionary
Program. The Zodiac signs create subsequent phases of
development. This mandala is a fractal that represents every
aspect of reality. Each zodiac sign represents the next stage of
Life on the Planet. The Zodiac Sign Mandala represents the
Instruction Guiding the Life Processes of the Planet. It is a
Higher Program that manages a given local reality. It is
interesting that in each Star System we deal with different
zodiac signs. What's more - in one system they may be
different, depending on the planet and its orbit! Life can take
many forms! This is extraordinary!



The Mandala of the Evolutionary Program influencing the
Earth looks as follows: Aries symbolizes the beginning, birth
and emergence of individuality. Taurus represents the
materialization and experience of having something. Next
come Gemini, who explore their surroundings and want to
learn as much as possible about it. Cancer focuses on creating
an emotional relationship with the environment and building
security in one's life. Leo is the phase of achieving certainty of
one's identity and exploring life in the form of play and art.
Virgo shows that everything achieved can be improved and
that service has great value. Libra redirects energy outwards.
Maybe it's worth connecting with others, just as cells once
connected with each other to form larger organisms. This is an
important stage of evolution when "me and you" counts.
Identity may be somewhat lost in favour of the emergence of
something new. After Libra comes Scorpio, showing that some
questions can only be answered in the depths of our own
psyche and that the journey through life requires courage and
perseverance. Sagittarius is the stage of evolution where we
look for higher truth, the meaning of events and choose to
believe in order to create something better. Capricorn reminds
us that faith alone is not enough and we need something lasting
and stable that will help us manage not only ourselves, but our
community. Aquarius is a sign that brings the need for equality
of individuals, ideological improvements and the need to form
groups. Pisces completes the mandala by showing that  
separateness introduced by Aries has always been an illusion,
and we are all part of the Spiritual Ocean of Oneness. Pisces
reconnects us with the entire Cosmos, with no boundaries.



E X A M P L E S  O F  T H I S

M A N D A L A  I N  L I F E :

Cyprian Graczyk, a Polish astrologer, provided excellent
examples of such mandalas in his course. Among them is
the process of learning a language, starting with the verb "to
be," then progressing to "to have," and only later mastering
the rest. Similarly, the example of work was given, where
one must first take the initiative to enter a new place, settle
in, establish initial relationships, and only then approach
others. Another example he mentioned is the creation of an
empire, which begins with conquest, then defining territory,
building a community, fostering closeness and security, and
only later developing national pride, optimising a functional
system, international cooperation, overcoming crises,
seeking meaning, building political structure, returning to
brotherhood and social interconnectedness, and spiritual
renewal. Each country symbolically goes through successive
zodiacal eras. Cyprian also emphasises the importance of
qualitative analysis. Successive cardinal signs continue the
theme of building identity, doing so on different elemental
planes. The following mutable signs continue the process of
healing, while fixed signs strengthen their structures and
establish specific paths for evolution. The Zodiac is visible
in all aspects of our lives.



ARIES

TO BE,  INITIATE & ACT

RULER: MARS
14 APRIL - 14 MAY

CARDINAL FIRE (SPARK)



CARDINAL FIRE

First step of evolution:
The Mandala of the Earth Evolution Program
begins with this Zodiac Sign. It initiates a New
Astrological Cycle. The consciousness of Aries
symbolises the individuation from the whole. It
marks the commencement of the Separation
Game, where we actively explore who we are.
It's the moment when a child looks in the
mirror, starts identifying with the physical
body-form, and learns its name. Aries discovers
itself through trials, actions, and experiences.
As a cardinal quality, it seeks to prove to itself
that it can, and as a fiery sign, that its identity
matters. Aries wants to emphasise individuality
through focus, drive, passion, and the
expenditure of tremendous energy. One could
say that Aries is the New Beginning, the Birth
of a new version of oneself. The consciousness
of Aries does what it wants, facing challenges.
It operates in harmony with its own will and
natural instincts, even though some of them
bring challenging consequences.

(SPARK)

Aries is a fire sign, so it is active and focused
on its identity (strives to express it).

Aries is a fiery cardinal sign, so it likes to act
as a leader, controlling ventures and the
directions in which they go. Initiates activities
and starts projects. It is enterprising sign that
controls the flow of energy. It is a trigger for
new projects. It likes to set the example of
proactivity.

"I SEPARATE FROM UNITY"



Main lessons:

This archetype values honesty, courage, and directness. It
embodies self-confidence, a belief in infallibility, and
sometimes narcissism. This sign may struggle with admitting
mistakes or failures. It marks the beginning of a new cycle,
and it's worthwhile to focus on new life rather than problems.
The Aries archetype knows what it wants and goes for it
without unnecessary analysis. Its fiery nature dislikes
constraints and opts for intense emotions such as
enthusiasm, anger, passion, and desire. Aries is a sign that
directs its intuition toward action, acting on impulse and
being highly reactive. Conclusions are drawn only after taking
successive steps, rarely analysing them beforehand. It acts on
the spur of the moment, temptation, or desire. Aries is a
warrior hungry for experiences, pushing all boundaries, and
risking to discover life and oneself.

The main lesson of this sign is learning one's
individuality through fulfilling desires and
needs. As Aries lies in opposition to the Libra
sign, it needs to learn to consider the needs of
other people and allow them to be themselves.
Aries needs to understand that everyone is
different and unique - one should not manage
others against their will. Aries needs to learn to
admit to its weaknesses, failures, and mistakes.
It should gauge its capabilities and responsibly
bear the consequences of its actions. It needs
freedom but should find a balance between its
freedom and allowing freedom for everyone
else. It cannot be that its freedom restricts
others! The last lesson of this sign is
distinguishing physical desires of the ego from
the call of its soul, which seeks fulfilment. How
to differentiate pleasure from life satisfaction?
Aries must find the answer to this question.

More about Aries



D I G N I T I E S

Mars is the ruler of Aries, infusing it with powerful ego
desires, temptations, cravings, and instincts. Aries is a
warrior geared towards conquest and expressing identity.

The Sun is in its exaltation here, allowing Aries to invest
an enormous amount of energy, sometimes leading to
burnout. A self-centered focus on risk occasionally puts
Aries' life at stake in pursuit of excitement.

Venus is in detriment, as Aries often overlooks others'
needs and can be too combative in relationships. Desires
take precedence over harmony.

Saturn is in its fall, leading Aries to push boundaries, act
irresponsibly, and express surprise at facing consequences
for fulfilling human desires. Aries sometimes lacks
maturity and lives too much in the moment, ignoring the
law of karma.

Triplicity is found in Jupiter or the Sun, resulting in two
primary subtypes of Aries.

Ruler (+5): Mars     Exaltation (+4): Sun
Detriment (-4): Venus     Fall (-5): Saturn



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They want to act independently and autonomously.
They invest a lot of energy in focusing on their own
desires, aspirations, cravings, and pursuits.
They act in accordance with their own natural instincts
and what they want.
They have a narrow perspective and are highly
subjective.
They lack awareness of others' needs.
They are often surprised that their instinctive, impulsive,
and passionate actions have unpleasant consequences.
At a lower level of consciousness, this may result in
arrogance, selfishness, ignorance, and a belief in
infallibility.
At a higher level, they are characterised by courage,
authenticity, and straightforwardness.
They can bring sincerity, enthusiasm, action, joy,
freedom, self-determination, and courage.
They should learn to distinguish between ego cravings
and expressing the authentic nature of the spirit.

In response to a threat, Aries reacts by impulsively making
decisions, taking action, challenging, exploding, or
launching a direct attack.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Active #Ambitious #Assertive #Direct #Brave #Accurate #Decisive
#Dynamic #Daring #Brave #Effective #Explorative #Extraverted
#Emphatic #Energetic #Enthusiastic #Heroic #Individualistic
#Initiating #Innovative #Instinctive #Clear #AdventureLoving
#Robust #Masculine #Strong #Motivating #Uncomplicated #Fearless
#Independent #Unwavering #Bold #Open #FullOfVigor #FullOfLife
#Confident #Pioneering #RiskTaking #SelfReliant #SelfSufficient
#Concentrated #Focused #Bold #Spontaneous #SelfAware #Honest
#Fast #Valiant #Initiating #Clearheaded #Implementing #Resolute
#Decisive #Risky #SelfGuided #SelfSustaining #Concentrated
#Focused #Bold #Spontaneous #SelfAware #Honest #Fast #Valiant
#Initiating #Clearheaded #Implementing #Resolute #Decisive
#Risky #SelfGuided #SelfSustaining #Determined #Motivated
#Audacious

#Posterlike #Aggressive #Arrogant #Troublesome #Thuggish
#Impudent #Ruthless #Combatant #Stormy #Rude #Chaotic
#Choleric #Acidic #Cranky #Troublesome #Predatory #Drastic
#Irritable #Irritating #Wild #Egocentric #Egoistic #Furious
#Loud #Brutish #Violent #Impertinent #Impulsive
#Quarrelsome #Conflictual #Vociferous #Careless #Martial
#Restive #Sudden #Imperative #Narcissistic #ImposingWill
#Nervous #Impatient #DisregardingOthers #Unbridled
#Imprudent #Cruel #Vulgar #Furious #Urging #Hasty #Crude
#Simple #Reactive #Commanding #Selfish #Self-centered
#Pressuring #Temperamental #Torpedoing #Hostile
#InfatuatedWithOneself #Fiery #Daring #Defiant #Zealous
#Entusiastic

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



TAURUS

TO HAVE, POSSESS & PERSIST

RULER: VENUS
15 MAY - 15 JUNE

FIXED EARTH (SOIL)



FIXED EARTH

Second step of evolution:
Aries conquered the world. Taurus arrives at a
point where it wants to create some stability
around itself. Taurus seeks to build a safe haven
and settle down. The combination of the fixed
quality and the earth element gives this
archetype the energy of stability, routine, and
concreteness. Taurus aims to determine its value
in a tangible and visible way. It wants to channel
its previously impulsive (in Aries) creativity into
something enduring. On one hand, this leads to
good aesthetic abilities and a sense of beauty,
but on the other, it carries the risk of identifying
with what one possessions or becoming obsessed
with stability. This stage in the Evolution
Program Mandala on Earth focuses on creating
stability, which can sometimes be perceived as
stubbornness or resistance to change. Taurus
wants to build a secure environment where
nothing surprises it. This archetype seeks to
create and manage its settlement (its world) and
knows every corner of it.

(SOIL)

Taurus is an earth sign, making it passive,
receptive, and focused on the physical, material
aspects of life.

Taurus is also a fixed sign, attempting to
create a stable material environment by
accumulating matter (including objects,
money, and food). When they achieve a
sufficient level of stability, they share the world
of matter and senses with others.

“I STABILISE MY WORLD”



Main lessons:

This archetype prioritises permanence, stability,
predictability, and having its own territory. This sometimes
results in delaying important changes because "one needs to
prepare for them." Taurus, as a fixed energy, rarely deviates
from the chosen course. Gradually and slowly, it plans the
next steps into the future to avoid surprises at any stage (it
values control). This type of awareness avoids spontaneity
and risk because it wants to be grounded, stable, and
enduring. It desires to be reliable. Taurus does not resonate
with the fire element, which it considers too unpredictable. It
also does not feel comfortable in the presence of the air
element, as it finds it too abstract, non-concrete, and
variable. It prefers the earth or water elements, which help
achieve stability and routine. Emotions destabilise its sense
of peace, but emotional closeness ensures the longevity of
relationships.

The main lesson of this sign is to learn to
create a stable environment and stay in touch
with one's values and needs. Since Taurus is in
opposition to the Scorpio sign, it needs to learn
to delve deeper into relationships with itself
and others. It is valuable for Taurus to learn to
invite more spiritual depth into its world,
treating physical closeness as an opportunity
for unity with a partner, not just sensory
pleasure. Taurus needs to learn greater
flexibility and strengthen the power of its will
to resist every physical whim. It needs to find a
balance between stability and positive change.
The last important lesson that Taurus
encounters is discovering the difference
between pleasure and life happiness. Pleasure
is fleeting, and happiness is not ephemeral.
Living in harmony with one's priorities will
help in distinguishing between the two.

More about Taurus:



D I G N I T I E S
Venus is the ruler of Taurus, infusing it with a strong sense
of aesthetics, a need for harmony, and tranquility. Even
though Taurus is not Venus' Mooltrikona, it possesses many
of its qualities. Taurus focuses on prosperity, relaxation, and
stable relationships.

The Moon is exalted in Taurus, making it overly attached
to the sensory world and material possessions. This
attachment may lead Taurus to prioritize survival and
security more than others.

Mars and Pluto are in detriment here because Taurus
tends to be calm and moves slowly towards its goals. This
sign is quite susceptible to physical temptations and has a
relatively low level of self-control.

Uranus is in fall in Taurus, and as a result, Taurus prefers
what is predictable, stable, and gradual. It dislikes surprises
and prefers when everything happens at the right pace. 

Triplicity is in Venus or the Moon, creating two fundamental
subtypes of Taurus.

Ruler (+5): Venus     Exaltation (+4): Moon     
Detriment (-4): Mars and Pluto    Fall (-5): Uranus



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They experience life through physical senses.
They are inseparably connected to natural cycles.
They feel discomfort in communication through
language (words). They prefer body language.
They are characterised by patience, stability,
endurance, and practicality.
They want to grow slowly, gradually, and at a steady
pace.
They have a well-developed sense of aesthetics, taste,
and beauty.
They value loyalty, sensitivity, and trust.
They prefer classic or gentle forms of art.
They are more prone to dependence on the material
world, food, and sensory pleasure.
They lack a bit of speed, courage, abstraction,
flexibility, initiative, and enthusiasm.
They are strongly focused on their own worth and
need tangible results.
They lack willpower and can sometimes be stagnant.

When faced with a threat, Taurus responds through
stubbornness, resistance to change, defense, caution, or
early preparation (securing oneself “just in case”).



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Artistic #ClearSky #Safe #Patient #Tender
#ComfortConscious #Gentle #Effective #Elegant #Physical
#Harmonious #Generous #Introspective #Classic #Loving
#NatureLoving #Soothing #Comfortable #Competent
#Concrete #Beautiful #Gentle #Kind #Loyal #Reliable #Natural
#Quiet #NonViolent #Unhurried #Tireless #Tasteful #Devoted
#Resilient #Observant #Composed #Diligent #Cheerful
#Hardworking #Practical #Productive #Realistic #Reasonable
#Composed #Meticulous #Calm #Stable #Steady
#Conscientious #Generous #Tactful #Tender #Tolerant
#Agreeable #Organized #Polite #Calming #Situated
#Grounded #Grateful #Refined #Understanding #Persevering
#SelfAware #WithGoodTaste #Devoted #Resilient #Composed
#WithSensitivity #KnowsTheirValue

#Banal #Colorless #Heartless #Uncompromising #Merciless
#Greedy #Cunning #Sensual #Decadent #Prolonged #Lazy
#Insensitive #ThickSkinned #Hedonistic #Voracious #Lusty
#Materialistic #Dull #Tedious #Inflexible #Unoriginal
#Unresponsive #Relentless #Insensitive #Unchanging
#Unmotivated #Undifferentiated #Boring #Heavy #Limited
#Resistant #Lethargic #GroundedInMatter #Sluggish #Flat
#Indulgent #Possessive #Slow #Restrained #Repetitive
#LackingInImagination #LackingInInspiration #Predictable
#Attached #Earthly #Dissolute #Stingy #Ossified #Snobbish
#Stale #Hardened #Stiff #Dull #Hard #Stubborn #Persistent
#AddictedToPleasure #Greedy #Fierce #Backward #Preserved
#Closed #SetInOnesWays #Jealous #Numb #Tedious

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



GEMINI

TO CONNECT, THINK & SPEAK

RULER: MERCURY
16 JUNE - 16 JULY

MUTABLE AIR (WIND)



MUTABLE AIR

Third step of evolution:
Once Taurus has created a physically stable
environment, it's time to get to know the area,
the other beings living there, and gather the
information you need. The Gemini archetype is
an explorer who wants to expand its thinking
horizons and understand the world around it.
What counts is what is close and nearby. There
is no point in expanding knowledge at this
stage. It is better to absorb a lot of it, but at a
general level. It is good to open up to
acquaintances and learn who serves us and who
limits our development. Gemini seeks
cognition and intellectual understanding. They
represent the time when we form our opinions
and draw conclusions. This archetype does this
through a duality perspective. Gemini likes to
jump between extremes - they discover where
the truth is and where are the extremes that
create problems. This archetype favours
inquiry, exploration, and understanding over
action or stabilization. It is an active explorer.

(WIND)

Gemini is an air sign, so they are focused on
words and thoughts. They are changeable and
open to social contacts.

Gemini is a mutable sign, so they like to
change their minds and thinking. They like
talking to different people and looking for new
ideas - this is how they heal their personal
spirituality. This sign has two minds, which
help them see more options, possibilities and
paths, but reduce their concentration.

“I CONNECT WITH PEOPLE”



Main lessons:

This archetype is the fastest of all energies. It is interested in
the immediate surroundings, superficial information, and is
focused on satisfying the mind curious about the world. The
speed of this energy makes it impatient and it doesn't like
delving too deeply into one subject for too long. It often
jumps from one topic to another, and it's challenging for it to
choose one direction. Geminis absorb information and share
it with others, helping to build short-term mental
connections. Their primary goal is the exchange of
information rather than emotional bonds. The abundance of
information allows this sign to adapt well to various
situations. It is socially attractive and enhances certain
abilities, such as ease in making connections, creating
content, and building understanding. Geminis find and seize
opportunities. They are focused on logic and cause-and-
effect relationships. Rationality plays a crucial role here.

The main lesson for Geminis is to acquire new
information, open up to new possibilities, and
follow their curiosity. This archetype thrives on
sensations, but it can lead to gossip and talking
behind others' backs. Geminis must unlearn this
behaviour as it has consequences. Another crucial
aspect is learning to speak only the truth. They
learn the importance of honesty and that, while
exploring various options, it's essential to remain
truthful in every relationship. The Gemini
archetype is opposite to Sagittarius, and therefore,
individuals born under this sign must learn to
distinguish between universal truth and personal
belief. Due to their inherent variability, they
should also learn to maintain focus for a longer
time and confront problems rather than escape
from them. Intellect should be a support, not a
means of self-deception. Embracing diverse
perspectives should help them find a balance in
life and discover a greater meaning in unfolding
situations.

More about Gemini



D I G N I T I E S
Mercury rules Gemini, making them incredibly mentally
active. They gather vast amounts of information and enjoy
sharing it in their diverse relationships. They are interested
in connectivity and exploring the surroundings.

Rahu (North Lunar Node, shadow planet) is exalted here,
causing Gemini to excessively conform to surrounding social
trends and seek quick wealth. This may lead to insincerity or
various manipulative behaviors.

Jupiter is in detriment in Gemini because it seeks deeper
understanding, meaning, and a philosophical approach to
life, while Gemini collects and shares superficial information.
They are not concerned with deeper meanings.

Ketu (South Lunar Node, shadow planet) is in fall here,
and as a result, Gemini, instead of focusing on the spiritual
purpose of life and Moksha, skims the surface in mental
dispersal.

The triplicity is in Saturn or Mercury, creating two basic
subtypes of Gemini.

Ruler (+5): Mercury     Exaltation (+4): Rahu
Detriment (-4): Jupiter    Fall (-5): Ketu



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :
They are looking for answers, new possibilities and more
options.
They broaden their horizons through a wealth of
experiences, new social contacts and a greater number of
different points of reference.
They are motivated by curiosity, the desire to understand
and the need for intellectual stimulation.
They find their energy in company.
They are curious about the world in a form that can be
researched, named and analysed.
They have divisible but dispersed energy.
They are characterised by multitasking, stimulation and
arousal.
They lack depth and rationalise their feelings.
They are guided by rationality and logic.
They may be devoid of value, driven by haste.
They let go and get rid of attachments more easily.
They escape into the world of entertainment, company
and intellect.
They are looking for simple and easily accessible
solutions.

Gemini responds to threats by distracting, relieving tension
with humor, avoiding, escaping, lying, or changing the
subject.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Abstract #Analytical #Impartial #Clever #Sharp #Charismatic
#Curious #Inquisitive #Adaptable #Witty #Effective #Flexible
#Eloquent #Flirtatious #Flexible #DataGathering #Intelligent
#Associative #Comical #Communicative #FactConnecting
#PeopleConnecting #Quick-witted #Light #Light-hearted
#Logical #MentallyEngaged #Youthful #CriticalThinking
#EmotionallyUnaffected #Innovative #Objective #Well-read
#Perceptive #Imaginative #Breezy #Friendly #Adaptable
#Rational #Knowledgeable #Conversational #Understanding
#Amicable #Funny #Social #Resilient #Clever #Conscious
#Socially #Swift #Tolerant #Sociable #Transparent #Talented
#Attentive #Articulate #Imaginative #Funny #Surprising
#Graceful #Skillful #Diverse #Agile #Lively

#FairyTaleWriter #Disorderly #Heartless #Thoughtless
#Carefree #Chaotic #Curious #Cunning #Misleading #Two-
faced #False #Talkative #Gossiping #Intriguing #Capricious
#Scheming #Flirtatious #Conflictive #Disregarding #Careless
#Reckless #Imprudent #Rash #Unwise #Unfocused
#Uncentered #Unstable #Unsteady #Unscrupulous #Inattentive
#Clumsy #Inconsistent #Disloyal #Irresponsible #Impatient
#Careless #Negligent #Thoughtless #Unmethodical #Scattered
#Distracted #Dispersed #Absentminded #Superficial #Evading
#DiscussionSeeking #SensationSeeking #Cowardly #Clumsy
#Doubtful #Inquisitive #Interfering #Intrusive #Deceptive
#Arrogant #Bored #Deceptive

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



CANCER

I  FEEL,  CARE & GETTING CLOSER

RULER: THE MOON
17 JULY - 16 AUGUST

CARDINAL WATER (RIVER)



CARDINAL WATER

Fourth step of evolution:
After surveying the surroundings, building
superficial acquaintances, and gathering basic
information about the world, it's time to build
something more lasting between people. It's time
to create deep emotional bonds that will help
achieve emotional security. The Mandala of the
Evolution Program on Earth now directs its
attention to psychological comfort and the
stability of the home environment. As a cardinal
sign, Cancer seeks its identity through emotional
relationships with other beings or places. It does
this by initiating interdependence and deepening
its relationships. To make this possible,
dissolving boundaries between people, closeness,
and fostering mutual trust are crucial. How can
this be achieved? It is worthwhile to take care of
what is important to us and create a bond based
on sharing something. Cancer is the first in the
cycle that feels the consequences of Aries
separating from Unity. It longs for unity with
another being.

(RIVER)

Cancer is a water sign, making it receptive,
passive, and focused on its internal emotional
world.

Cancer is a cardinal sign, so it enjoys
controlling intimacy, the home environment,
and emotions there. It is enterprising and uses
its emotions (both positive and negative) to
initiate emotional bonds with others. It likes to
set the pattern for emotional intimacy.

“I BOND WITH OTHERS”.



Main lessons:

This archetype needs closeness with others to feel fully
themselves. Often, it believes that it takes care of everyone's
emotional well-being around it, while in reality, it seeks to
satisfy its own need for emotional comfort. Cancer opens up
to dependence, and it is hard for them to understand that
support and love received from others are not the only way to
meet emotional needs. When Cancer feels secure, they take
care of their environment and loved ones. They become
sentimental, dreamy, and emotionally deep. When Cancer
loses security, they motivate themselves to act, but fear and
anxiety lead them to irrational decisions that rarely yield
good results. Fear is not a good advisor. It would be
worthwhile to learn to act actively from a place of courage.
When Cancer attaches to someone or something, they
become loyal and devoted. They value traditions, memory,
family, and honor. 

The main lesson of the Cancer Archetype is to
learn how to build emotional intimacy in
relationships with other beings and places. It is
important for Cancer to learn to do this without
creating love that is dependent, while
maintaining a certain level of individualism.
The bond should not be based on the fear of
loneliness or loss, and there should be no
emotional manipulation in it. Cancer should
learn closeness in the name of love, not in the
name of safety. Bonds should be maintained for
pure reasons, not at any cost. Toxic
relationships should be terminated, and the
sensitive points of other people should not be
exploited. Cancer needs to learn a greater level
of independence, freedom, and release the fear
of abandonment. It is important to find
closeness with one's spiritual nature and the
place of life. Creating a home space, taking care
of animals or children can be helpful. It is
worthwhile to direct this energy.

More about Cancer



D I G N I T I E S

The Moon is the ruler of Cancer, creating a strong need
for security and emotional closeness. Additionally, there
are also subconscious fears present here.

Jupiter is in exaltation here, causing Cancer individuals
to greatly exaggerate emotional situations or strongly
believe in relationships, no matter what. It enhances their
dreaminess and visionary tendencies.

Saturn is in detriment, as Cancer individuals struggle to
set boundaries and are inconsistent in their dealings with
loved ones. They lack specific assertiveness.

Mars is in fall, as this planet requires individuality and
independence, while Cancer values emotional
dependencies with others above all. It lacks personality
and forms it more in relationships. Cancer prefers taking
care of others rather than fulfilling its own desires.

The triplicity is only in Mars, causing Cancer individuals
to have unconscious, egotistical motives.

Ruler (+5): Moon    Exaltation (+4): Jupiter
Detriment (-4): Saturn    Fall (-5): Mars



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They operate on an unconscious, emotional and
energetic level.
They are motivated by forming emotional bonds with
places or other beings (including people).
They blur the boundaries between themselves and
others.
They are proactive and confront problems.
They may be defensive, preventive, cautious, protective
or paranoid.
They want connection (Cancer is the first water sign in
the cycle that wants to return to Oneness).
They are sensitive to external stimuli and filled with
compassion.
They are highly subjective and have a weak sense of
individuality. They lack boundaries.
When they feel safe, they become dreamy, insightful
and visionary. Moreover, they take care of others.

Cancer responds to threat by hiding, withdrawing,
manipulating or preemptively attacking emotionally and
maintaining certain feelings.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#BuildingBonds #Warm #Tender #Caring #WarmingCold
#Homely #Empathetic #Deep #Hospitable #InitiatingBonds
#InterestedIn #Introverted #Introspective #Intuitive #Uniting
#Loving #LovingHome #Cooperative #Creative #Gentle #Kind
#Merciful #Loyal #Dreamy #Nice #Imaginative #Devoted
#Nourishing #Caring #Cautious #Thrifty #Open #Patriotic
#Pioneering #DeepeningBonds #ConnectedWithInstinct
#Helpful #Thoughtful #Prudent #Prepared #Reflective
#Understanding #OthersNeeds #Sentimental #Modest
#RespectingPast #RespectingTradition #Caring #Creative
#Active #Kind #Insightful #Sensitive #Supportive
#Compassionate #UtilizingResources #Understanding
#TreasureSeeking #Providing #Resourceful #Concerned
#FamilyOriented

#Cunning #Demanding #Irritable #OperatingInSecret
#OperatingBehindBacks #HierarchizingPeople #Hoarding
#Capricious #Tacky #Scheming #Controlling #Greedy
#Manipulative #Sulking #Maternalistic #Nationalistic
#Overprotective #Oversensitive #Neurotic #Indirect #Fearful
#Restless #Dishonest #Tense #Unsettled #MoodSwinging
#BlamingOthers #PlayingVictim #Dejected #Parasitic
#PassiveAggressive #Crying #Mushy #Delusional #Possessive
#Needy #ProvokingReactions #OverlySensitive #CozyingUp
#Attached #Reactive #Manipulated #Dreamy #Stingy
#Secretive #Snobbish #Threatening #CliqueForming
#Pretending #Submissive #PanicProne #Addictive #Dependent
#Codependent #ExcludingOthers #Exaggerating #Possessive
#Greedy #Suffocating #Deceptive #Concerned
#OverlySentimental #Grumpy

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



LEO

TO CREATE, DESERVE & SHOW

RULER: THE SUN
17 AUGUST - 16 SEPTEMBER

FIXED FIRE (WARMTH)



FIXED FIRE

Fifth step in evolution:
After Cancer has built a sense of emotional
comfort and have created place like home, the
archetype of Leo invites us to celebrate our
achievements, enjoy life, to create art, and
express divinity in the safe physical world. It's
time for fun, passion, and self-appreciation.
The Mandala of the Earth Evolution Program
takes another fiery step - Leo, as the second fire
sign, Leo emerges with its individuality into the
world. Leo shows its talents to others. It takes
pride in what it has achieved and wants to play
with form, realising that it possesses creative
potential. However, with taking this step, the
fear of criticism arises. What if the world
doesn't accept me for who I am? What if not all
opinions I hear are positive? How to strengthen
my character? Such questions arise at this stage
of the Mandala of the Earth Evolution Program.
Leo wants to shine bright but is not sure
whether others will see it the same way.

(WARMTH)

Leo is a fire sign, which means it is active and
focused on its identity (striving to express it).

Leo is a fixed sign, so it likes to express itself
in a stable manner. Leo accumulates vital
energy and its own identity. When it reaches an
appropriate level of energy, it shares it with
others. Leo shares its warmth, charisma, and
character, encouraging the celebration of
oneself.

“I CELEBRATE MYSELF AND MY LIFE”



Main lessons:

The archetype of Leo seeks recognition, appreciation, and
attention from others. It wants others to look at its
achievements, approve them and praise them! As a fixed
energy, there is a tendency to feel that its own individuality
may not be sufficient. This leads Leo to behave somewhat
artificially and showy. Drama, excessive self-absorption (in
extreme cases narcissism), and exaggeration emerge, all to
get the attention it desires. The archetype of Leo at a higher
vibrational level knows that the Creator expresses itself
through them and that they deserve love, warmth, comfort,
and pleasure. At a lower level, it pursues these matters too
desperately, unaware that it deserves them. It then claims
certain rights but does not respect them within itself. The
lower level involves pride, shame, a sense of mediocrity, and
masking these feelings. Leo stubbornly accumulates energy
within itself and sometimes erupts.

The main lesson of this archetype is adopting
the perspective of the God within and learning
to celebrate life through passions, playfulness,
and appreciation. It teaches us that we are
Divine Sparks that can express themselves
artistically and possess wonderful creative
potential. They can manifest their goals and
build their identity with them. Leo needs to
learn that, regardless of what others say, it
should continue to be itself. Its lesson is to
build a stronger character and admit mistakes
along the way. They shape the person and
strengthen them on their journey. Another
lesson is understanding and releasing shame.
Leo tries to protect our sensitivity, but our
sensitivity doesn't have to be understood by
everyone. What we sometimes feel ashamed of,
we need to learn to live with and express for
our own comfort, not for the audience. Leo
learns not to prioritise fame and recognition
over self-love. It's worth noting that each
person is a Unique Divine Spark.

More about Leo:



D I G N I T I E S

The Sun rules Leo, creating a great need in them to
express themselves and shine their light with integrity. Leo
celebrates the Divinity within themselves and enjoys being
in the spotlight. They are incredibly creative.

Pluto is in exaltation here, making Leo a natural leader.
They don't take orders well and dislike being diminished.
Leo likes to be distinguished and values praise while
defending their reputation. They indulge sensually.

Saturn is in detriment here. Leo dislikes restrictions and
difficulties, wanting to express themselves freely. Uranus
is also in detriment, and Leo excessively focuses on
themselves, following trends instead of individuality.

Rahu is in fall here, causing Leo not to think excessively
about the future. They indulge in the present moment.
Glory, art, and humanism are more important to them.

Triplicity is in Jupiter or the Sun, creating two
fundamental Leo subtypes.

Ruler (+5): Sun    Exaltation (+4): Pluto
Detriment (-4): Saturn & Uranus   Fall (-5): Rahu



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They want to express themselves authentically and
strongly.
Sometimes they act for show, seeking excessive
attention.
They can be exaggerated, dramatic and bend their
character to suit the audience.
At a higher level of consciousness, they are fully
authentic and strongly manifest their energy. They
radiate it to others.
They inspire others with their enthusiasm, warmth and
joyful approach to matters.
They don't act rashly. They prefer to wait, accumulate
energy and express it pompously and spectacularly.
They express themselves steadily and majestically.
They want to shine, be visible and recognized.
They are expressive, creative and imaginative.
They can be stubborn, inflexible and uncompromising.
They take criticism hard.
They need to know their standards and live in
accordance with them (integrally and coherently).

Leo reacts to threats by resisting, asserting itself and with
an outburst of dramatic, theatrical emotions and behavior.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Assertive #Authentic #Heroic #Charitable #Charismatic
#Warm #Childlike #Expansive #Extraverted #Elegant
#Enthusiastic #Trustworthy #Zealous #Heroic #Generous
#Honorable #Lively #ForwardGoing #Quality #Bright #Loving
#Creative #Flamboyant #Loyal #Strong #Untamed #Fearless
#Unshaken #Reliable #HighStandard #Devoted #Brave
#Determined #SelfConfident #Fiery #Cheerful #True
#Adventurous #Entertaining #Spectacular #Spontaneous
#Steady #Decisive #Honest #Generous #Noble #Creative
#Honest #Joyful #Generous #Loyal #Entertaining #Decisive
#Defined #KnowingYourValue #Funny #Bold #Friendly
#Dynamic

#Aggressive #Authoritarian #Arrogant #Impudent
#Uncompromising #Bigoted #Spectacular #Insolent
#Dominant #Proud #Showy #Egocentric #Selfish #Highfalutin
#Hard #Hyperbolic #Hysterical #Ignoring #Imperative
#Infantile #Intense #Quarrelsome #Greedy #Dismissive
#Pitiful #Megalomaniacal #Moralizing #Intrusive #Pompous
#Arrogant #Impervious #Uncompromising #Ostentatious
#Pathetic #Contemptuous #Pretentious #LackingRespect
#Overdramatized #Exaggerated #ConvincedOfInfallibility
#CrossingBoundaries #Excessive #Commanding
#SeekingApplause #Theatrical #TreatingOthersPatronizingly
#Stubborn #Persistent #High-Handed #Dominant #Mean
#Explosive #Coercive #Haughty #Self-Absorbed
#SeekingAttention #Greedy #Conceited #Arrogant
#ConcernedAboutReputation #TooDirect #TooCertain

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



VIRGO

I  ANALYZE, EVALUATE & SERVE

RULER: MERCURY
17 SEPTEMBER - 17 OCTOBER

MUTABLE EARTH (SAND)



MUTABLE EARTH

Sixth step of evolution:
Leo brought the celebration of life,
achievements, and fun, while Virgo reminds us
that everything can be perfected, and
moderation is essential in play. The lion's pride
has been tamed, and in its place, humility has
emerged. Having fun is great, but it doesn't
contribute anything lasting to this world, so
Virgo reminds us of the value of work,
discipline, and a sense of duty. Virgo represents
a stage in the Evolution Program Mandala on
Earth where understanding how the Mind
connects with the Body and what Health is
becomes crucial. This archetype teaches us
about the necessity of finding a balance
between the body and the psyche. It does so by
exploring diets, medicine, Ayurveda,
alternative healing methods,etc. Anything that
helps soothe the mind and body is valuable.
Virgo emphasizes order, cleanliness, and
organization. Such values not only heal us but
also benefit other people. Service is essential
because some people need help.

(SAND)

Virgo is an earth sign, so it is passive and
focused on the physical aspect, practicality,
and functionality.

Virgo is a mutable sign, so it likes to analyse
and verify the effectiveness of different
options. It explores the connection between
the body and mind and the concept of physical
health. Virgo seeks efficiency and improvement
at a practical level. It has a very active mind
(ruled by Mercury).

“I IMPROVE AND HEAL MYSELF”



Main lessons:

This archetype emphasises the most practical, efficient, and
economical use of material resources. Virgo loves to feel useful
and functional. The priority is to streamline, organise, plan, and
order. Virgo chooses practical solutions and concrete answers
instead of seeking a deeper, spiritual meaning. It opts for a cool,
objective assessment of situations over fun and laughter. At
lower levels of consciousness, Virgo can be very critical,
obsessive, compulsive, and lost in details. It then focuses on
chasing perfection, postponing what is truly important. It takes
on too many projects and becomes frustrated with the immense
pressure that follows. It distances itself from the world and
expresses a lot of criticism towards it. At higher levels, Virgo has
a very precise memory and enjoys every moment, recognising its
perfection. It helps others and assesses situations rationally. It
perceives the needs of other people and can effectively serve
with assistance.

The main lesson is to learn the value of service,
discipline, and health. Virgo needs to
harmonise the connection between the body
and the mind and understand how these two
elements influence each other. As its life
revolves around improvement, it needs to
comprehend that perfection is not the goal but
the process itself. This archetype learns that
not only logic matters in this world; it is just
one pole (extreme by which the world can be
judged). On the other pole, there is intuition
and spirituality. Virgo also learns moderation
in using its mind and the ability to relax.
Organization and cleanliness are important,
but peace of spirit and mind is even more
crucial. This sign discovers that not everything
can be named and defined, that some things
are illogical or incomprehensible to the mind.
Virgo should integrate and allow more
intuition and spirituality into its life and learn
patience.

More about Virgo:



D I G N I T I E S

Merkury jest władcą Panny, co sprawia, że ten znak jest
analityczny, racjonalny i skupiony na Umyśle. Panna to
piasek, a piasek potrafi być wywiewany przez Powietrze.

Merkury jest tutaj w egzaltacji, przez co Panna potrafi
zwracać uwagę na wszelkie szczegóły i specjalizować się
mocno w jakiejś dziedzinie. Merkury bywa tutaj nadmierny
i może to prowadzić do obsesji, paranoi lub braku spokoju.

Jowisz i Neptun są tutaj w detrymencie, ponieważ
Panna stawia na funkcjonalność, logikę i konkretność. Są
to przeciwne bieguny w stosunku do intuicji, wizjonerstwa
czy marzycielstwa, które nie są praktyczne.

Wenus jest tutaj w upadku, ponieważ Panna ceni pokorę
i nie zależy jej na byciu zauważoną. Wybiera intelekt
ponad uczucia i szuka perfekcji, zamiast harmonii. Jest to
zbyt niespójne z planetą Wenus.

Troistość jest w Wenus lub w Księżycu i to sprawia, że
istnieją dwa podstawowe podtypy Panny.

Ruler (+5): Mercury     Exaltation (+4): Chiron
Detriment (-4): Neptune     Fall (-5): Venus   



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They feel a certain incompleteness and want to
improve themselves.
They are critical of each other.
They need to learn that they are enough and perfect
now, and perfection cannot be the goal.
They pick up on all the details and like to specialise in a
certain area.
They are objective, critical and analytical.
They are precise, logical and predictable.
They want to feel needed and useful, they try to
improve reality in a practical way.
They sort out their quality.
They are conscientious and disciplined.
They are interested in efficiency and functionality.
They seek healing in matters concerning the planet, or
should seek it there.
Sometimes they don't know when to finish something
and let go, it's hard for them to close a project/cycle.

Virgo responds to threats through emotional distance, cold
analysis, assessment of the situation, adaptation,
improvement or criticism.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Adaptive #Analytical #Sharp #Accurate #Cutting #Alert
#Clean #Delicate #Detailed #Precise #Adaptable #Discursive
#Effective #Economic #Flexible #Physical #Functional
#Flexible #Hospitable #Intelligent #Introspective #Light
#Logical #Manual #Methodical #Reliable #Infallible
#Unassuming #Observant #Economical #Responsible
#Perceptive #Perfect #Humble #Correct #Hardworking
#Practical #Precise #Considerate #Exemplary #Punctual
#Resolute #Conscientious #Modest #Meticulous #Articulate
#Coherent #Observant #Appropriate #Conscientious #Detail-
Oriented #Fast #Accurate #Organized #Orderly #Clarified
#Helpful #Improving #Talented #Healing #Useful #Insightful
#Efficient #ProvidingComfort #CommonSense #Disciplined
#Sensual #Organized #Agile

#Bureaucratic #Cold #Cynical #Annoying #Depreciating
#Detail-Oriented #Digressive #Disciplining #Discriminating
#Formal #Calculating #Conformist #Critical #Anxious #Petty
#Grumbling #Materialistic #Tedious #Misanthropic
#Overinterpretative #Tense #Complaining #Nervous
#Inconsistent #Uncertain #Shy #Restless #Unstable #Intolerant
#Dissatisfied #Insensitive #Unhappy #Unintegrated #Boring
#Judgmental #Cool #Judgmental #Parasitic #Pedantic
#Perfectionistic #Faint-hearted #Influenced #Submissive
#LostInDetails #Obedient #LackingFaith #Cunning
#Faultfinding #Fussy #Self-Critical #Sarcastic #Stingy
#Systematic #Cowardly #Submissive #Persistent #Hidden
#Choosy #Cunning #Shaken #ClosedOff #Jealous
#TooCautious #Sarcastic #Malicious #Affected #Whiny
#Tedious

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



LIBRA

I  COMPARE, RECONCILE & BALANCE

RULER: VENUS
18 OCTOBER - 16 NOVEMBER

CARDINAL AIR (BREEZE)



CARDINAL AIR

Seventh step of evolution:
Virgo worked hard and perfected various
aspects of life, and Libra shows that we cannot
go further alone. To achieve greater success, we
need to work with others, recognise their
needs, and open ourselves to perspectives that
were foreign to us before. The Evolution
Program reaches a point here where we express
our identity in contact with another person,
acknowledging their values and contributions.
The archetype of Libra explores others'
perspectives, analyses various possibilities, and
weighs their value. It tries to assess which
ideas, thoughts, and decisions are better and
which are worse. Libra seeks a middle ground,
which is needed when two beings with different
energies meet. They need to find a harmonious
point where their qualities can find common
ground. Libra reminds us of the value of
internal balance and tact in communication.
Diplomacy, courtesy, grace, and tact are
important. Beauty and gratitude are welcomed.

(BREEZE)

Libra is an air sign, so it is active, focused on
words, sociable, and rather superficial.

Libra is a cardinal sign, so it likes to control
the atmosphere between people and the course
of a romantic relationship. This sign initiates
debates, analyses, and interactions on the level
of verbal communication. It is enterprising and
likes to set social trends (e.g., exemplary
communication or style).

“I SEE THE OTHER BEING”



Main lessons:

Libra wants to understand itself through another person. This
archetype is aware of the importance of cooperation, culture,
and recognises the values of others. Compromise sometimes
requires giving up its own desires, sometimes a part of its
identity. Libra adopts elements from others to improve itself.
It does this carefully as a personal study aimed at
harmonising its identity. Libra examines, analyses, and
considers the "for" and "against." It is interested in everything
it can reflect upon, such as relationships with other people,
art, science, etc. True balance for Libra is achieved when it
stops doing something for show and connects with what is
genuinely important to it—its own values. In addition, visible
beauty and a harmonious emotional environment matter to
Libra. It likes when things are pleasant. This can lead to
excessive compromise or living in the illusion that
"everything is fine." Harmony requires action.

The main lesson of this sign is to consider the
needs of the other person and maintain
individuality in a relationship built between two
people. Libra needs to learn balance and inner
harmony. Its lessons are related to maintaining
an aura of diplomacy, peace, tact, and grace.
Libra learns that a relationship requires
compromises, but it doesn't have to mean losing
oneself. On the contrary! It's worth nurturing
individuality in relationships with others and
learning to make decisions. Creating both partner
and romantic relationships is valuable for
achieving more together. It's essential to find a
golden mean in relationships and not forget
about assertiveness. Libra should also know the
difference between equality and justice. Not
everything requires justice here and now. It's
worth remembering karma and that what we
deserve will eventually come to us (sooner or
later), not necessarily NOW. Justice is important,
but an obsession with it may not be healthy.

More about Libra:



D I G N I T I E S

Venus is the ruler of Libra, making this sign focused on
relationships, aesthetics, and harmony. For Libra, beauty,
love, and balance are essential.

Saturn is in exaltation here, causing Libra to have an
obsession with justice and the law. Everything must be fair.
Balance must be maintained at all costs. Unfortunately,
this can be excessive.

Mars is in detriment here because Libra can be
dependent on others, struggles with assertiveness, and
sometimes loses its individualism. Additionally, Libra
limits its spontaneity and avoids anger.

The Sun is in fall here, and as a result, Libra sometimes
loses its identity and spontaneity in favor of good PR. This
sign can be submissive and seeks itself based on
relationships with other people.

Triplicity is in Saturn or Mercury, creating two
fundamental subtypes of Libra.

Ruler (+5): Venus     Exaltation (+4): Saturn
Detriment (-4): Mars     Fall (-5): Sun



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They can look at situations from several different sides.
They can develop objectivity by analysing different,
often opposing perspectives.
They have grace, politeness, good communication
skills, tact and intuition.
They have good taste and demand gratitude.
Personal culture is important to them.
They have opportunities to harmonise their
environment.
It is difficult for them to make a decision (low level of
decision-making) and they are indecisive.
They lack assertiveness.
They have a lot of personal charm.
They care about having good PR.
They want to be well perceived, attractive and liked.

Libra responds to threats through diplomacy, mitigating
the situation, debating, changing their mind (or attitude),
persuading other people that they arex right, or
negotiating.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Analytical #Artistic #Attractive #Civilized #Charming
#Sensitive #Pure #AppreciatingBeauty #AppreciatingArt
#Diplomatic #Distinguished #Elegant #Empathetic #Aesthetic
#Harmonious #Intellectual #Quality #Jovial #Clear
#Communicative #Creative #Cultural #Courteous #Connecting
#Light #Logical #Mediating #Kind #Objective #Graceful
#Beautiful #Cheerful #Peaceful #Orderly #Charming #Pleasant
#Impressive #Romantic #Reasonable #Considerate #Cheerful
#SociallyAware #Just #Strategic #Subtle #Synergistic #Noble
#Tactful #Tender #Sociable #Sober #Composed #Polite
#Grateful #Collaborative #Articulate #Exquisite #Refined
#Sublime #Exquisite #Balanced #Sustainable

#WithoutPersonality #Thoughtless #Unfeeling #Unsteady
#Curious #Sentimental #OverlySweet #Sycophantic #Two-
faced #Dissonant #Epicurean #Flirtatious #Compromising
#Hedonistic #Innuendo-driven #Coquettish #Conflictive
#Conformist #Dismissive #Lazy #Wavering
#CravingCompliments #Manipulative #Insipid #Narcissistic
#Unreliable #Inconsistent #Disloyal #Uncommitted
#Irresponsible #Uncertain #Insecure #Incoherent #Unattached
#Unfocused #Unsolid #Unstable #Insincere #Insensitive
#Undecided #Undefined #WeakWilled #Backbiting
#Indifferent #Procrastinating #Neglectful #Parasitic #Passive
#Shallow #Influencable #Submissive #SuperficiallyClever
#Sycophantic #Weak #Snobbish #Contradictory #Suggestive
#IntrigueCreating #Submissive #ConflictAvoidant
#Exploitative #Calculating #Dependent #TooPolite #Affected
#Procrastinating

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



SCORPIO

I  DESIRE,  SEEK & REVEAL

RULER: MARS (*PLUTO)
17 NOVEMBER - 15 DECEMBET

FIXED WATER (GLACIER)



FIXED WATER

Eighth step of evolution:
The Mandala of Evolution on Earth has reached
an understanding of others' needs in
relationships and created a harmonious
atmosphere in the sign of Libra. Scorpio shows
that true, deep human connection requires
greater intimacy and emotional closeness. Each
of us carries wounds or traumas, and they often
surface in relationships. Some questions do not
have answers on the surface. Sometimes, one
must delve into the deep darkness and
illuminate it with the light of consciousness to
free oneself from challenging energy. Scorpio
teaches us that life brings crises at times and
requires courage from us. We must delve into
our own psyche, and this requires stepping out
of the comfort zone. Not everything in life is
beautiful! Our shadows create holes in our field
through which energy leaks. It is worthwhile to
explore our subconscious secrets and regain
lost power. It's time to regain control over our
own lives.

(GLACIER)

Scorpio is a water sign, so it is receptive,
passive, and focused on the inner world of
emotions.

Scorpio is a fixed water sign and is associated
with emotions - it holds on to certain feelings
(even if they are not good). It accumulates
emotional energy and then shares it with
others (in the form of outbursts of intense
emotions). It shares its emotional intensity.

"I REVEAL WHAT IS HIDDEN"



Main lessons:

This archetype knows that all the answers await within
ourselves. Scorpio's fixed quality means that it accumulates
emotions that it must somehow learn to release (the ice must
melt). Scorpio is a sign that crosses taboo boundaries, tries
the forbidden fruit, and later bears the consequences. In this
way, it learns about various intense energies and how to
transform them. It experiences shame, powerlessness, guilt,
and must confront them. This archetype is a time when one
must stop fearing death, darkness, or the unknown and
acknowledge them all. It's a time when we open ourselves to
the necessity of energy transmutation and surpass our inner
boundaries. Scorpio discovers the power of passion, true
intimacy, and the value of courage. On a lower level, this sign
hides its emotions and conceals reality through repression
and keeping secrets. On a higher level, it is bold, passionate,
intimate, and ready for transformation.

The main lesson of this sign is to boldly open
up to the depths of one's psyche, ask difficult
questions, release dense emotions, and regain
power by working with one's own shadows.
Scorpio learns that it is important to trust life
and go through the darkness, through the cave
of one's own traumas and crises. This
archetype learns surrender and acceptance;
that life is not only about light. True intimacy
requires overcoming one's own weaknesses and
bravely transcending intense emotions. Scorpio
should remember that they live in the physical
world, and beyond the depths of emotions and
crises, joy in life and enjoyment of its sensual
values are also important. One can explore
their psyche, connect with others, and release
traumas without losing contact with the
external world, material prosperity, and
physical comfort. One can find themselves
spiritually while also being present in this
world.

Więcej o Skorpionie



D I G N I T I E S

Mars and Pluto are the rulers of Scorpio, and this sign
must bravely, with a focus on itself, delve into the depths
of the psyche and transform challenging energies. It needs
to overcome the darkness and reclaim its power through
the learning of surrender.

Uranus is in exaltation here, turning the need for change
into a necessity for transformation. Scorpio's emotions can
be impulsive, sudden, and quite chaotic.

Venus is in detriment here because Scorpio focuses on its
own inner world, crises, and difficult emotions, while
Venus seeks harmony, peace, and pleasure.

The Moon is in its fall here because Scorpio transcends
the comfort zone and immerses itself in challenging
emotions, while the Moon seeks psychological comfort and
peace. The Moon likes what is familiar, safe, and soothing. 

Triplicity is only in Mars, making Scorpios courageous and
possessing strong characters.

Ruler (+5): Mars & Pluto     Exaltation (+4): Uranus
Detriment (-4): Venus     Fall (-5): Moon



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They struggle with their morality, feelings of guilt, and
temptations.
They try to tame desire.
They are characterised by intensity and extremeness.
They can be passionate and full of zeal.
They are determined and boldly pursue their goals.
They are motivated to discover inner truth.
It is challenging for them to control desire or curiosity.
They accumulate emotional energy and then explode
when suppressing it is no longer possible.
They are subjective and have a narrow, personal
perspective.
They are inflexible, quite fixed in their ways.
They express emotions authentically or manipulate.
They may excessively try to control reality and
stubbornly avoid life difficulties or intense emotions by
hiding them, keeping secrets.
They may hold grudges and be hypersensitive.
They can be passionate, courageous, powerful.

In response to a threat, Scorpio reacts through venomous
attack, vigilance, gathering facts, strategic politics, isolation,
apparent withdrawal, or counterattack.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Assertive #Purposeful #Charismatic #Alert #Energetic #Brave
#Exciting #Emotional #Authentic #Empathetic #Deep #Heroic
#Inspiring #Instinctive #Intense #Intuitive #Loving #Robust
#Artistic #Loyal #Magnetic #Mystical #Strong #Passionate
#Unfathomable #Unwearying #Fearless #Unwavering
#Imaginative #Purifying #Dedicated #Courageous #Self-
Reliant #Caring #Cautious #Passionate #FullOfFeelings
#Penetrating #Perceptive #Powerful #True #Persuasive
#Prudent #Self-Sufficient #Sexual #Resilient #Focused
#Capable #Transformative #Tough #Creative #Emotional
#Spiritual #Attentive #Insightful #Sensitive #Compassionate
#Tenacious #Durable #Engaged #Enthusiastic #Resourceful
#Determined #WillingToSacrifice #Captivating #Bold
#Complete

#Aggressive #Merciless #Ruthless #Apprehensive #Pessimistic
#Deviating #Dramatic #Drastic #Irritable #Enigmatic #False
#Hedonistic #Hypnotic #Impulsive #Calculating #Scheming
#Compulsive #Controlling #Rebellious #Manipulative #Muddy
#Dark #Vengeful #Oversensitive #Neurotic #Hateful
#Unforgiving #Insecure #Unruly #Shy #Unaware #Obsessive
#Cruel #Opportunistic #Vindictive #Pessimistic #Suspicious
#Deceptive #Twisted #Impetuous #Gloomy #Possessive
#Lustful #Cunning #Cunning #Sensitive #Complicated
#Hidden #Temperamental #Toxic #Intriguing #Stubborn
#Offensive #Hidden #Seductive #Dependent #Dominant
#Hostile #Inquisitive #Shameful #Explosive #Withdrawn
#Demanding #Cunning #Closed #Jealous #Treacherous #Angry

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



SAGITTARIUS

I  BELIEVE, SEE & EXPAND

RULER: JUPITER
16 DECEMBER - 14 JANUARY

MUTABLE FIRE (FLAME)



MUTABLE FIRE

Ninth step of evolution:
The Mandala of Evolution continues its quest
for Truth, but this time it is not the inner and
subjective truth (Scorpio) but the Cosmic Truth
(higher). Sagittarius is the Archetype that
discovers the power of faith as a tool to reach a
place where it will find answers to existential,
universal questions. This archetype explores
the world with a broad perspective. Distant
travels, deepening spiritual or philosophical
knowledge, and opening up to adventures aid
in this exploration. As a mutable sign, it may
feel a certain incompleteness, motivating it to
search for answers. As a fire sign, it wants to
elevate the flame of its identity as high as
possible, and this is facilitated by connecting
with the cosmic and opening the mind.
Sagittarius is a seeker, traveler, and
philosopher searching for a deeper purpose and
meaning in life. This sign explores religion,
literature, spirituality, and the depths of cosmic
nature.

(FLAME)

Sagittarius is a fire sign, so it is active and
focused on its identity (striving to express it).

Sagittarius is a mutable fire sign. As a fire
sign, it enjoys various adventures and
experiments with its identity. It changes its
identity by exploring the world and higher
knowledge. Delving into it brings spiritual
healing. Within Sagittarius, human nature
battles with the animal (spirit with instinct).

“I SEEK UNIVERSAL TRUTH”



Main lessons:

The symbolism of the centaur illustrates the duality of
Sagittarius' nature – on one hand, it pulls toward animal
instincts, and on the other, the spiritual perspective of an
evolving human being. This archetype seeks objective truth,
and when it feels it has found it, it likes to proclaim and teach
others. Believing deeply in its idealism, it sometimes forgets
how this impacts others. It can be idealistic but may forget
that everyone has a different path and individuality. At a
lower level, it has a sense of mental superiority, leading to
moralising and attempts to "convert" others. It can be proud
and stubbornly cling to its beliefs. At that point, it may focus
on the pleasures of life, parties, and hedonism, becoming
excessive and exaggerating. At a higher level of
consciousness, it becomes a sage, collecting life wisdom,
proclaiming universal truth, and teaching others about it. It is
full of visions, knowledge, and experiences.

The main lesson of this sign is to restrain
human temptations and the desire for pleasure,
redirecting attention towards the search for
universal, higher truths. This sign learns
moderation and visionary thinking. It learns
higher knowledge and values the wisdom
gained through various adventures, travels,
and life situations. Sagittarius learns that it's
not just about the destination but that the
journey itself is the essence. There are many
paths to discover the truth, not just one. Each
individual is unique, and everyone discovers
the cosmos in their own way. When Sagittarius
understands the truth, it approaches seeing the
world objectively. Another important lesson for
this sign is taking responsibility for one's
beliefs and words. It's not just about distant
travel but also about close explorations and
connections. It's valuable to have a social
network. This sign should also learn to be
honest and base conversations on facts rather
than personal beliefs and desires.

More about Sagittarius



D I G N I T I E S

Jupiter is the ruler of Sagittarius, making it a sign full of
faith, optimism, and a desire to explore the world.
Sagittarius is a visionary who wants to discover the truth.

Ketu is exalted here, giving Sagittarius a strong desire for
development and finding a way to spiritual liberation. Ketu
loves spiritual topics and sees life as a mission where we
discover meaning.

Mercury is in detriment here because Sagittarius is a sign
of faith and hope, not logic. Reasoning is not its strong
trait, and it chooses to believe rather than think.

Rahu is in fall here because it favors the material world,
money, and technology, while Sagittarius prefers
liberation, independence, and a focus on spiritual and
philosophical knowledge. Rahu combines how to master
the material world, and Sagittarius seeks spiritual values.

Triplicity is in Jupiter or the Sun, creating two
fundamental subtypes of Sagittarius.

Ruler (+5): Jupiter     Exaltation (+4): Ketu
Detriment (-4): Mercury     Fall (-5): Rahu



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They want to go beyond limitations, experience the
unknown, travel physically and mentally.
They have a high level of passion, sincerity, focus,
enthusiasm, and optimism.
They are spontaneous and full of faith.
Motivated to broaden their perspective, gain
knowledge, experience freedom, and above all, faith.
They use faith to motivate themselves to fulfil their
planetary goals.
They lack objectivity, practicality, and agility.
They want to experience freedom through the
manifestation of purpose.
They broaden their horizons.
They can be instructive and convinced of their own
rightness.

In response to a threat, Sagittarius reacts through a sudden
attack, emotional outburst, escape, avoidance, brutal truth,
or demanding honesty from others.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Academic #Accepting #Diverse #Autonomous #Direct #Lush
#CuriousAboutTheWorld #Farsighted #Experienced #Witty
#Dynamic #Exotic #Expert #Enthusiastic #Philanthropic
#Philosophical #DeepInWordAndDeed #KnowledgeHungry
#Zealous #Generous #Honorable #Idealistic #Inspiring
#Intellectual #Interesting #LovingTheWorld
#CherishingFreedom #LoyalToIdeals #Wise #Fearless
#Independent #IndependentlyMinded #BroadlyViewed
#Optimistic #Open #FullOfHope #FullOfPassion
#PerspectiveDriven #SelfAssured #Traveler #Truthful
#Reflective #Independent #Spectacular #Social #Honest
#Generous #Noble #TruthSeeking #Tolerant #Sociable
#Honest #Spiritual #Wandering #Generous #Loyal
#Freethinking #FreedomLoving #Free #Articulate
#MovingForward #Lofty #Expressive #Sublime #Funny
#Energetic #Daring #Audacious #Dynamic

#Imperious #Arrogant #Aimless #Cheeky #Mindless #Haughty
#Chaotic #Dogmatic #Dramatic #Drastic #Irritating #Proud
#Wild #Egocentric #Eccentric #Excessive #Evangelizing
#Fanatical #Pharisaical #Garrulous #Loud #Silly #Slothful
#Violent #Noisy #Hyperbolic #Spiteful #Quarrelsome
#Loudmouthed #Megalomaniacal #Moralizing #Overzealous
#Abusive #Intrusive #Naive #Insensitive #Uncontrolled
#Disloyal #Uncouth #Careless #Unrealistic #Irrational #Unwise
#Simpleminded #Tactless #Unstable #Immoderate #Clumsy
#LackOfModeration #Overrated #Hypocritical #Lethargic
#Drunken #Inciting #Pompous #Primitive #Overrating
#Exaggerated #ConvincedOfOwnRightness #Proud #Risky
#Self-glorifying #Hostile #Vulgar #Exaggerating #Arrogant
#Overbearing #Assuming #Presumptuous #TooOptimistic
#Overconfident #Inconstant

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



CAPRICORN

I  BUILD, MAINTAIN & ACHIEVE

RULER: SATURN
15 JANUARY - 12 FEBRUARY

CARDINAL EARTH (ROCK)



CARDINAL EARTH

Tenth step in evolution:
Sagittarius discovered the power of faith,
ethics, morality, and manifestation.
Unfortunately, it turns out that the world
cannot be built solely on faith. Capricorn now
reveals the world of discipline, ambition, and
focus on results. The Mandala of Evolution
Program now indicates the necessity of
creating solid foundations, structure, and
actions. This archetype symbolises opening up
to material prosperity, self-sufficiency, and
independence. Capricorn also symbolises
governance as the structure on which the entire
country is built. It represents order, rules, and
regulations that help us create a system
pushing us towards achieving our ambitions.
Capricorn supports businessmen as they focus
on money, prosperity, and independence. This
archetype wants to see results. In a determined
manner, it strives to establish authority within
itself, choosing strong ambitions and
methodically taking actions.

(ROCK)

Capricorn is an earth sign, so it is functional,
practical, and focused on the material aspect of
life.

Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign, so it likes
to have control over the material world. It is
entrepreneurial and leads its life towards
tangible results. It likes to operate with money
and manage others' physical actions. It enjoys
setting trends in material prosperity.

“I BUILD RESPONSIBLY”



Main lessons:

As an earth cardinal sign, Capricorn tries to find and express
its identity on the physical (material) plane. It believes that
by achieving the right status, realising specific ambitions, or
building a respectable legacy, it will find itself. Capricorn
approaches its life seriously and responsibly. It is decisive,
stern, and quite critical of both itself and those close to it,
leading to the accumulation of a sense of guilt. Capricorn is
also a good leader or organizer, as it allocates work
responsibly and can build efficient logistical systems. Rigor,
hard work, and schedules are tools that help it achieve
success. On the downside, this sign often experiences a sense
of stagnation, a lack of joy, and difficulty in letting go. It
seeks control over the structure to make life comfortable on
the material level. Capricorn strives to physically improve
reality.

Capricorn's main lesson is to discover that hard
work, discipline, and structure can manifest
true material prosperity and leave a lasting
legacy. Despite of traditions, rules, control and
listening to authorities being limiting, it helps
build something enduring in our lives.
Capricorn learns how to build solid
foundations, set principles in life, and impose
limitations for their own good. In addition to
its archetypal lessons, it should also learn to
find time to relax and let go. Learning
forgiveness and allowing oneself to have fun
occasionally can add some flexibility that this
sign lacks. Moreover, this archetype also learns
to consider others. While independence and
self-focus are beneficial for achieving goals and
ambitions, human relationships require a level
of interdependence and recognition of others'
emotions.

More about Capricorn:



D I G N I T I E S
Saturn rules over Capricorn, creating a need for hard
work and the maintenance of structures (traditions,
routines, discipline) within this sign. Saturn requires
Capricorn to set boundaries, prioritise stability, and build
something long-lasting.

Mars is in exaltation here, allowing Capricorn to invest
an enormous amount of energy in its ambitions and goals.
This sign can become overly self-focused, proud, and
explosive when someone gets in its way.

The Moon is in detriment in Capricorn because this sign
seeks independence, making it challenging to establish
intimacy. It struggles with expressing emotions.

Jupiter is in fall in Capricorn, causing the sign to display
pessimism and conservatism. Its perspective is subjective,
and its mind is inflexible. Capricorn prefers goals, plans,
and concrete steps over dreams and visions.

The motivation (triplicity) is in Venus or the Moon,
creating two primary subtypes of Capricorn.

Ruler (+5): Saturn     Exaltation (+4): Mars
Detriment (-4): Moon     Fall (-5): Jupiter



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :
They can be strict and critical of themselves.
They demand a lot from themselves. They are solid
and consistent.
They are characterised by rigor, discipline and
specificity.
They are motivated to act, make decisions and achieve. 
What motivates them depends on triplicity (for Venus
it is the need for validation, for Moon it is physical
security).
They remain stable, mature, practical and reliable.
They are strongly focused on their identity and want to
contribute to society.
They need clear and strong structures and boundaries.
They defend their structures.
They tend to be conservative, rigid and attached to
laws, regulations and authorities.
They tend to repeat old patterns.
They perceive reality hierarchically.
They can be stingy, greedy and judgmental of other
people's status.

Capricorn responds to threats by confrontation, setting
strong boundaries, seeking advice from authorities, and
seeking advice from a mentor.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Ambitious #Ascetic #Aspiring #CommandingRespect
#LongDistance #WellAdapting #Mature #Thorough #Effective
#Elegant #Ethical #Physical #Formal #Humorous #Consistent
#Competent #Comprehensive #Conservative #Sturdy
#Methodical #Strong #WithClearBoundaries
#WithStrongFoundations #WithStrongWill #Moral #Paternal
#Devoted #Responsible #Determined #Cautious #Economical
#Diligent #Well-Organized #Serious #Hardworking #Practical
#Precise #Productive #Prominent #Realistic #Resolute
#Reasonable #Considerate #Sensible #Articulate #Compliant
#Solid #Constant #Decisive #Meticulous #Conscientious
#Respectful #Sober #Tough #Moderate #Structured #Attentive
#Appropriate #Temperate #Efficient #Executive #Persistent
#Anchored #TaskOriented #Determined #CommonSense
#Disciplined #Organized

#Authoritarian #Autocratic #Uncompromising #Ruthless
#Unfeeling #Relentless #Bureaucratic #HoldingGrudges
#Greedy #Indigestible #Despotic #Drastic #Disciplinarian
#ThickSkinned #Hedonistic #Ironic #Calculating #Compulsive
#Critical #Criticizing #Materialistic #Tiresome #Melancholic
#Misanthropic #Moralizing #Arrogant #ImposingWill
#Inflexible #DisregardingOthers #Unsentimental #Shy
#Unyielding #Implacable #Insensitive #Boring #Restrictive
#Limited #Cruel #Judgmental #Austere #Sharp #Pessimistic
#Gloomy #Sullen #Instructive #Predictable #Coercive #Down-
to-earth #Routine #Stingy #Spartan #Stern #Dry #Systematic
#Thrifty #Stiff #Tyrannical #Utilitarian #Narrow #Dominating
#Coercive #Cunning #Closed #Sedentary #Envious
#TooAmbitious #TooConservative #TooTraditionalist #Distant
#Coarse #Cold

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



AQUARIUS

I  INVESTIGATE, INVENT & KNOW 

RULER: SATURN (*URANUS)
13 FEBRUARY - 14 MARCH

FIXED AIR (STORM)



FIXED AIR

Eleventh step in evolution:
Capricorn improved society by creating a
hierarchical system of laws and regulations.
Aquarius discovers that this method won't lead
the world further. If we want to achieve
progress as a group, we must open our minds,
care for social equality, nurture our
individualism and creativity, and remain
connected with collective responsibility.
Aquarius introduces innovations and enhances
existing social structures. It creates groups that
bring people together, fostering unity and
solidarity. Prioritising equality and
brotherhood, openness, and uniqueness,
Aquarius reminds us that everyone can
contribute something special to the
community, and individualism should not be
excessively restricted. Aquarius shows that we
are part of a collective consciousness, and each
of us should contribute to a better future for
the entire society. Let's distribute resources
and help those in need.

(STORM)

Aquarius is an air sign, so it is focused on the
mental sphere, opening its mind to new ideas.

Aquarius is a fixed air sign, meaning it is
associated with information and forms stable
viewpoints. It accumulates information,
creating ideologies, and when it reaches a
certain level of stability, it shares them with
others, forming a group based on these ideas.

“I UNITE PEOPLE”



Main lessons:

As a fixed sign, Aquarius seeks its value in a society, looking for
acceptance and approval of its individualism and unique traits in
group of people. Belonging to some group is extremely
important to it, but it usually achieves it only when it finds
people aligned with its beliefs and ideologies. This archetype
emphasizes reason, logic, and objective thinking to solve group
problems. Along with this comes emotional distance because
emotions can hinder a fair assessment of the situation. Aquarius
has immense empathy for the world but lacks it in intimate
relationships. This archetype wants to be mentally understood
by society. It wants its ideology to be heard. Aquarius sometimes
feels out of place in society and can be lonely. It is a visionary of
the future learning about its individuality in a group of people. It
has the potential to create communities that change the world
for the better. It values originality and open minds and focuses
on the future of society.

Aquarius, as a sign focusing on collective
responsibility, must learn to balance between its
own identity and individualism and not losing
them for the sake of the group or ideas. Its main
lesson is understanding how to remain true to
oneself within a group of people and how to
recognise both the group and each of its members
individually. Aquarius learns how to create its own
identity while remembering the responsibility for
the group, which is the result of the energy of its
members. This sign discovers the value of its
uniqueness, which, through creativity, improves
the entire society. Aquarius should learn that
while emotional distance is good for managing a
group, it can be harmful in intimate relationships.
It also learns that thinking about and caring for
the collective is valuable but can lead to
deficiencies in its own identity. It's important for
this sign to understand that individuality doesn't
have to fit into society, and it can be expressed
naturally and spontaneously, in harmony with
oneself and without shame.

More about Aquarius:



D I G N I T I E S
Saturn is the traditional ruler of Aquarius, instilling a
strong need for structuring society and influencing its
systems. Uranus, the modern ruler, prompts Aquarius to
introduce innovations to the group. Aquarius is interested
in individualism, extravagance, and originality.

Rahu is exalted in Aquarius, leading this sign to be
scientific, fanatic, and focused on the future. It aims to
improve the material world.

The Sun is in detriment in Aquarius, and Aquarius seeks
its identity and acceptance from society. It lacks natural
self-expression and self-focus.

Pluto is in fall in Aquarius, causing Aquarius to be
intolerant of authority. It is a sign of rebellion, revolution,
and does not adhere to widely accepted principles.
Aquarius prefers to overthrow the government and give
power to the group.

Triplicity is in Saturn or Mercury, creating two basic
subtypes of Aquarius.

Ruler (+5): Saturn & Uranus     Exaltation (+4): Rahu
Detriment (-4): Sun    Fall (-5): Pluto



P L A N E T S  I N  O T H E R

Z O D I A C  S I G N S :

They assess their value in the context of social usefulness.
They love freedom, individualism, uniqueness and
extravagance, but they also appreciate principles, rules and
structures.
At a lower level, they lack the balance between structure
and innovation, which can lead to chaos, excessive
rebellion and limitation. They may then be indifferent,
cold or fanatical.
At a higher level, they are tolerant, collectively intuitive
and visionary. They work for the freedom and equality of
individuals. They unite people.
They develop objectivity, abstract thinking and approach
emotional situations with distance.
They have the ability to think logically, have
independence of opinion and develop idealism based on
it.
They consider a relationship, group or society as a
separate entity. They are altruistic.
They have low levels of flexibility, practicality and
emotional sensitivity.

Aquarius responds to threats by rebelling against the current
situation, resisting, detaching emotionally, communicating
the situation and creating a new mental space.



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Altruistic #Analytical #Assertive #Avant-garde #Fraternal
#Sharp #Charming #Eclectic #Humanitarian #Idealistic
#Individualistic #Innovative #Intellectual #Intelligent
#ClearThinking #Loving #Diverse #Communicative
#FactConnecting #Liberal #Logical #Unconventional
#Unpredictable #Unconventional #Fearless #Independent
#Nonchalant #RichImagination #BroadHorizons #Objective
#Visionary #ResistantToManipulation #Brave #Original
#Peculiar #Open #Perspective #Informed #Helpful
#PreciseInThoughtAndTheory #Progressive #Spacious
#Friendly #Rational #Revolutionary #EqualityDriven
#Conversational #Self-sufficient #Composed #Social #Just
#Herdlike #Aware #Socially #Fresh #Synergistic #Noble
#Theoretical #Honest #Wandering #FaithfulToIdeals
#Visionary #Freethinking #Libertarian #Free #Collaborative
#Articulate #Easygoing #Funny #CommonSense

#Anarchistic #Asocial #Heartless #Uncompromising
#Personless #Rebellious #Stubborn #Heavy #Whimsical #Two-
faced #Quirky #Eccentric #Elitist #Fanatic #ThickSkinned
#Conflictive #Obstinate #Capricious #Nonconformist
#Inauthentic #Mismatched #Inflexible #LackingEmpathy
#Abstract #Unpredictable #Nonbinding #Irresponsible
#Disobedient #Impractical #Unrealistic #Disobedient
#Unscrupulous #Insensitive #Insensitive #Unsympathetic
#Unmoved #Uninterested #Undisciplined #Inconsistent
#Wicked #Alien #Indifferent #Neglectful #Resistant #Perverse
#Tribal #Shallow #Superficial #Rationalizing #Radical
#Reformist #Angry #Solitary #Skeptical #Separatist #Conflict-
ridden #Cunning #Stiff #Difficult #Stubborn #Utopian
#Inquisitive #Idealized #Pompous #Contradictory #Distant

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :



PISCES

I  SURRENDER, SACRIFICE & HEAL

RULER: JUPITER (*NEPTUNE)
15 MARCH - 13 APRIL

MUTABLE WATER (FOGGY OCEAN)



MUTABLE WATER

Twelfth step of evolution:
The Mandala of Evolution reaches its final step.
It is time to return to the connection with
Cosmic Unity and gradually merge with it. After
Aquarius helped unite people, it is now time to
unite them with Nature and the Cosmos. Pisces
show that we are part of a greater oneness - a
universal consciousness referred to in various
ways (such as God, Source, Cosmic
Consciousness, and others). Pisces seek this
energetic connection using religion, spiritual
practices, healing, and deep soul-level
relationships. Pisces tune into the subtle world
of energy and can see how the Universe speaks
to them. They feel the connection with it,
moving towards Unity and gradually letting go
of their ego. This stage of evolution symbolises
the completion of the cycle that Aries initiated.
It is a time when we return to Unity, connect
with the Oversoul, and flow in harmony with
cosmic waves.

(FOGGY OCEAN)

Pisces is a water sign, so they are focused on
the inner world of emotions and spirit. They
are looking for a feeling of unity.

Pisces is a watery mutable sign, so this sign
likes to change its emotions and does so by
exploring the sea of potential. It looks at the
cosmic perspective and looks for ways to
spiritually heal itself and the world. In this
sign, two Pisces fight each other. One clings to
the past and unconsciousness, while the other
wants to awaken spiritually.

“I UNITE WITH THE UNIVERSE”



Main lessons:

As a mutable sign, Pisces feels the need for healing and
closure of a certain cycle. Pisces have ethereal, scattered,
elusive energy, sometimes manifesting through dissociation
or merging with the Source of Love. Because their path is one
of unity, empathy, and sacrifice, they may lack boundaries in
relation to other people, sometimes not distinguishing their
own energy from others. They may long for a sense of unity
so much that they seek it in romantic movies, substances, or
the world of fantasy (imagination). Pisces are so sensitive
that they may sometimes build an illusion to avoid a high
level of suffering and responsibility. On one hand, there is a
tendency for self-sabotage, playing the victim and martyr,
and on the other hand, there is deep faith, vision, spiritual
feelings, healing on the deepest levels, dedication,
forgiveness, and unconditional love. Pisces represent the
path of Christ.

The main lesson of the Pisces sign is the
learning of spiritual service to the world, doing
it with empathy and an open heart. Pisces learn
to help brothers and sisters who suffer and
follow the guidance of Divine Consciousness.
They learn to love unconditionally and dream
of a more beautiful world. Since they are a
highly intuitive sign, an important lesson for
them is to remember logic and common sense,
so as not to be exploited and not to lose
themselves in the physical world. It's crucial to
consciously use power od dissociation when
life becomes challenging, but never to escape.
More to get clarity. Pisces learn to accept and
to fully love, regardless of the situation. Since
Pisces focus on the spiritual dimension, an
important lesson for them is to find a balance
between spiritual practices and living in the
three-dimensional, physical world. They need
to learn to be responsible in it and confront the
challenges that arise on their path. Pisces need
to practice spirituality in a healthy way.

More about Pisces:



D I G N I T I E S

Jupiter is the ancient ruler of Pisces, making them
visionary and dreamy. Neptune is the modern ruler of
Pisces, and that's why they are full of inspiration,
sensitivity, and devotion.

Venus is exalted here, so Pisces seek love on the deepest,
most spiritual level. It is unconditional love as the highest
cosmic value.

Mercury is in detriment, as Pisces navigate their destiny
using intuition, often abandoning reason, logic, or any
form of analysis.

Mercury is in fall, and as a result, Pisces strive for
complete detachment from the Mind, focusing fully on the
Spirit and its Divine dimension. Pisces surrender to the
guidance of Higher Consciousness and flow with the
cosmic current. They choose spiritual devotion.

Mars as a Triplicity always represents motivation, making
Pisces motivated by the desire to dissolve their ego.

Ruler (+5): Jupiter /Neptune     Exaltation (+4): Venus
Detriment (-4): Mercury     Fall (-5): Chiron



P L A N E T S  I N  T H I S

Z O D I A C  S I G N :

They lack individuality, practicality, focus,
concentration, objectivity, structure and organisation.
They are very emotional and lack boundaries.
They absorb other people's emotions and energies.
They have difficulty distinguishing what is mine and
what is someone else's.
They may be susceptible to escapism, falling into
illusion, denial and emotional dependence in
relationships or addiction.
They act intuitively, under the influence of inspiration
and emotions.
They can be reactive due to their own traumas.
They lack concentration, focus and discipline.
They can deceive themselves by escaping into a fantasy
world, which helps them avoid the pain and difficulties
of life.
They value art, artistic and emotional sensitivity.
They have vivid imaginations and inspiring visions.

Pisces respond to threats through denial, escape into
illusion, reactivity, surrender or dissociation (detachment
from the body).



H I G H - V I B E  T R A I T S :

#Absorbing #Adaptive #Altruistic #Artistic #Selfless
#Unconditional #Divine #Charitable #Warm #Tender
#Delicate #Flexible #Empathetic #Philanthropic #Deep
#Generous #Idealistic #Instinctive #Introverted #Intuitive
#Loving #Complete #Contemplative #Creative #Merciful
#Human #Mediumistic #Metaphorical #Soft #Merciful
#Imaginative #Protective #Devoted #Caring #Open
#Parapsychic #Nurturing #Flowing #Fluent #Poetic
#Connected #Extraterrestrial #Prophetic #Receptive
#Romantic #Sentimental #Heartfelt #Holy #Symbolic
#Mysterious #Caring #Spiritual #Kind #Healing
#Complementary #Believing #Visionary #Fitting #Sensitive
#Compassionate #Understanding #Sacrificial

#Disorderly #Hopeless #Chaotic #Misleading #Dissociative
#Erratic #Escapist #Flexible #Hysterical #Illusory #Capricious
#Manipulative #Masochistic #Bland #Melancholic #Hazy
#Oversensitive #Haunted #Neurotic #Unclear #Vague #Absent
#Undefined #Careless #Clumsy #Impractical #Unrealistic
#Incoherent #Elusive #Awkward #Indecisive
#Incomprehensible #Hypocritical #Obsessive #Sloppy
#Disconnected #PlayingTheVictim #Deceptive #Indulgent
#Submissive #Confused #ChoppedUp #Needy #Boundaryless
#Overreactive #Diluted #Dreamy #Scattered #SelfDeceptive
#Reclusive #Servile #Sad #Suggestive #Escaping #Submissive
#Addictive #Dependent #Codependent #Imaginary #Lost
#Deceptive #Concerned #TooEmotional #TooSentimental
#Desperate #Disoriented #Deceitful #Worried #Changeable
#Confused #Deceptive

L O W - V I B E  T R A I T S :
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OF LIFE
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A X E S
There are 6 Astrological Axes that define certain polarities.

Two of these axes are particularly important: the Ascendant-

Descendant Axis and the Immum Coeli-Medium Coeli Axis.

Houses 1 - 7 (Ascendant - Descendant Axis): This axis

defines the relationship with oneself and with others.

Houses 2 - 8: This axis defines resources, opinions and the

way they come to our lives. 

Houses 3 - 9: This axis represents perspectives, comfort

zone, believes and looking for truth. 

Houses 4 - 10 (Imum Coeli - Medium Coeli Axis): This axis

indicates the direction of action (private or public). 

Houses 5 - 11: This axis involves creativity (personal or

collective).

Houses 6 - 12: This axis involves service and healing

(physical or spiritual).



M O S T  I M P O R T A N T . . .

As I mentioned, the most important are the Ascendant-
Descendant Axis and the Immum Coeli-Medium Coeli Axis. The
Ascendant is the point in the sky that is most eastern at the time
of birth, determined by the constellation closest to the eastern
horizon. The Descendant is on the opposite, western side of the
sky. The Medium Coeli (MC) is the point most southern in the
sky, and on the opposite side is the Immum Coeli (IC), which is
most northern.

Unlike planets, Axes are abstract phenomena - they don't exist
physically. Planets are living, conscious sources of energy that
influence us on various life planes. Axes, on the other hand, mark
points that can be used to facilitate the interpretation of planets.
Axes designate so-called sensitive points in the horoscope. They
don't cause anything to happen, but they are places where
something may occur, especially if a planet is located there or
makes an aspect to these points. The conjunction is particularly
strongly felt. Horoscopic axes are gates that connect us with the
external world. The Ascendant is the front gate (what others see).
The Descendant is the back exit, where loved ones come for a
party. The MC is the top of the house - a balcony from which we
can see the achievement of the entire house, representing our
entire life. The IC is the basement, a private place and part of the
foundations of this house. This is where supplies are stored, and
only a few have access to it. Planets near the Ascendant and MC
are most strongly felt.



ASCENDENT
WHAT OTHERS SEE OR PROJECT

WHAT PEOPLE

EXPECT
FROM YOU

YOUR AURA
YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION



A S C
This is a very important element of the horoscope. The external

world expects you to be your Ascendant, and you expect the world

to be as the energy of your Ascendant. However, the Ascendant is

only your mask - an avatar that you create on the surface. The

Ascendant represents your physical body, style of dressing, posture,

attitude toward the world, and image. When others get to know you,

they see the Ascendant first, its ruler, and the planet that is in

conjunction with it (if any). The more confident you feel in your

environment, the more your Ascendant fades away, and the energy of

Mars and the Sun becomes visible.

Analysing the basic dignity of the Ascendant allows you to understand

more about which elements of your personality are visible.

Ascendant analysis should always be done in the context of Sun

analysis. The Ascendant is the avatar of the Sun (its garment). If the

Sun and Ascendant have consistent zodiac signs (or elements), it is

easier to maintain balance with the external world. If these elements

or signs are not harmonious, people may expect qualities from you

that you do not possess. Some may feel disappointed upon closer

acquaintance because their expectations and impressions do not align

with reality. People then realize that you are completely different

than you initially appeared. This can build pressure to become more

of your Ascendant "for the audience." Don't do this because the Sun

provides you with the fuel, not the Ascendant!



S I G N  &  T H E  R U L E R
The Zodiac sign in which the Ascendant falls shows how you
present yourself externally. It represents your packaging,
your avatar, your aura—how others see you. It indicates your
physical condition, body structure, external appearance, and
the impression you create. It also encompasses your style of
dress and how you behave in new situations or with new
people.

The Ruler of the Ascendant is also known as the Ruler of the
Chart. This is a crucial planet in your journey to happiness. It
doesn't mean that it has to be the most important, but it holds
significant value. When you integrate the energy of this
planet, you achieve a greater sense of fulfillment and
happiness. This planet shows which parts of you are visible at
first glance. When you master the positive expression of this
planet, you gain a better reception from your surroundings. It
may seem like you should focus on this planet, but that's not
necessarily the case. It's worth checking in which House the
Ruler of the Ascendant is placed because this House is also
quite visible to others. The zodiac sign in which the Ruler is
located reveals more traits that contribute to your
personality. These traits can be low or high vibrational,
depending on the level of consciousness. However, people
interpret these traits through the lens of their own level. For
example, boundaries might be perceived as selfishness. Others
see us from the level at which they themselves exist on.



A S C  &  P L A N E T S
Attention! When you compare the position of the Ruler of
the Ascendant with the Ruler of the Midheaven (MC), you
will see your relationship with your mother. When
compared with the Ruler of the Third House, it represents the
relationship with siblings. When compared with the Ruler of
the Fourth House, it represents the relationship with the
father. For example, if he is like Mercury, and you are like
Saturn, these are the relationships between rulers! Look at the
compatibility of elements, signs, and planets. Examine the
aspects between the rulers of specific houses!

Now, let's talk a bit about planets in conjunction with the
Ascendant. They have a significant impact on your
personality and external appearance. Others clearly see them
in you. In some ways, you appear to be an Avatar of the
planet that is in conjunction with the Ascendant. This planet
can also cause other people to project its bright and dark sides
onto you (for example, in the case of Saturn, they might
project responsibility or a lack thereof). If the planet in
conjunction with the Ascendant is in the Twelfth House, you
probably are not aware of it, even though others see it. If the
conjunction occurs within the First House, you are aware of it
and identify with its energy. It's useful to check the degree at
which the First House begins and consult the Dignity Table.
The more points a particular planet has, the more it
influences the Ascendant.



A S P E C T S
Finally, it's worth talking about the aspects involving the Ascendant.

When it comes to the Ascendant, I mainly consider the sextile (60

degrees), square (90 degrees), trine (120 degrees), quincunx (150

degrees), and opposition (180 degrees). We'll delve into aspects more

in an advanced course. In short, aspects are geometric angles formed

between planets or planets and points in the horoscope. Depending

on the type of aspect (angle size), we can expect different interactions

between two objects (planet - planet, planet - horoscope point).

Planets that form aspects with the Ascendant either facilitate or

hinder your self-expression. They influence your presence,

expectations of the world, and the expectations others have of you.

They also affect your physical condition and vitality. For example, if

Venus (the planet of relationships, values, self-esteem, validation)

forms an aspect with your Ascendant, Venusian issues become visible

quite quickly. Even with limited knowledge about you, someone

might know a bit about your relationships, priorities, and value

system. If the aspect is harmonious (sextile, trine), it contributes

positively to your image and personality. If the aspect is

disharmonious (square, quincunx), it may hinder your self-

expression, making you appear lazy, for instance (the shadow side of

Venus). In the case of conjunction, you embody the energy of that

planet to some extent, while in the case of opposition, your self-

expression, relationships, and what you value in life are on opposite

poles. This requires finding harmony between them.



DESCENDENT
WHAT YOU SEE OR PROJECT

WHAT ENERGY

YOU NEED IN
RELATIONSHIP

WHAT KINDS OF PARTNERS
YOU NEED AND ATTRACT IN YOUR LIFE



D S C
Descendant is a point in the horoscope that lies opposite the

Ascendant, forming the Ascendant-Descendant axis. This axis is

crucial because the Ascendant represents your Personality and the

impression you create, while the Descendant signifies the type of

people you will attract for your own good. Each person develops a

personality (Ascendant) that requires the harmonisation of certain

aspects through the Descendant. Just as Yin needs Yang, you need

your Descendant. It is the energy that complements your

shortcomings, tones down your disharmonies, and brings greater

balance into your life. The Descendant is often associated with who

you should be with, as opposed to who you want to be with. This is a

significant distinction. The individuals you attract into your life are

always perfectly matched to you. It is essential to analyse the

Descendant in correlation with the Ascendant. Note that the planets

forming an aspect to the Ascendant also form it to the Descendant

(not necessarily in the same way!). The Descendant reveals qualities

you need to harmonise your Ascendant with. This is why opposites

attract! The Ascendant attracts the Descendant. Subconsciously, you

need these qualities, so you are drawn to partners who possess them.

These traits are attractive to you. You need to integrate the qualities of

the sign on the Descendant, and interpersonal relationships will help

you with that. In them, you will see the mirror effect reflecting your

personality. You project Descendant traits onto partners. You need to

recognise and harmonise them within yourself!



S I G N  A N D  T H E  R U L E R
The zodiac sign in which the Descendant falls shows you a set of
traits that seem attractive to you, and you subconsciously seek
them in relationships, especially in partnerships or business
relationships. This sign describes your marriage and interactions
with other people. You project the mentioned traits onto a
partner, and they help you balance yourself.

The ruler of the Descendant is the planet that indicates the
qualities you do not want to recognise within yourself or do not
see. Life will encourage you to develop these traits through
interpersonal relationships, which serve as an alchemical
laboratory for this process. In these relationships, you will
experience these traits in your partner, name them, and gain the
necessary inspiration to find them within yourself. The
Descendant ruler shows the type of projection you have on
others. This planet supports and tests you. Sometimes it appears
as a friend, sometimes as an enemy. You have a dualistic
relationship with it. You feel that its challenges are endless,
causing dissonance and are strongly rooted in a dualistic form.
The house occupied by the Descendant ruler indicates the area
of life to which you grant access to other people. They may
abuse the resources of this house or make you feel depleted by
them in this area! Pay close attention to this and consciously
choose people you allow into this space (this astrological house).
If the planet is in conjunction with the Descendant, it is active
in relationships and needs other people to fulfil its agendas. It
requires cooperation.



MEDIUM
COELI

YOUR PUBLIC ACTIVITY

WHAT DO YOU

EXPECT FROM
THE FUTURE

WHAT IS YOUR RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE EXTERNAL WORLD



M I D H A V E N
Medium Coeli (MC, Midheaven) is the point that indicates who you

want to become in the external world. This part of the horoscope

determines the role you wish to play in the physical reality and

outlines your highest aspirations (the peaks you aim to reach). It

represents your career, life path, ambitions, and also your relationships

with authority figures. Midheaven points to character traits for which

you want to be recognized in the broader world. It is where you build

your public image, create your presence on social media, and despite

being visible publicly, during direct contact, people see your Ascendant.

MC also relates to your image of the mother, your relationship with

her. You need to find these traits within yourself, and they are described

by the planet ruling MC and the Zodiac sign associated with it. It is these

traits that you want the world to recognize you for, and it is through the

lens of this sign that you want the world to see you. Your social media

and public image strive to be imbued with these characteristics. The

ruler of the MC indicates the qualities you expect from authority

figures and your mother. Until you work through these qualities, you

may hold grievances against your mother. For example, you might

resent low self-esteem (Venus) or a lack of responsibility (Saturn). You

need to integrate the qualities of the Ruler within yourself. Success is

closely tied to how well you work through the energy of that planet. If it

is, for example, the Sun, you must learn to love yourself, be fully

authentic, and express your true identity. The Ruler of the MC also

represents your reputation and the public opinion about you.



A S P E C T S  W I T H  M C
Planets in conjunction with the MC are publicly visible.
They are apparent in your career and whenever someone
looks at you from the outside. These planets don't necessarily
have to be the strongest in the horoscope, but they have a
significant impact on your image. Such planets also
influence your path to success and the source of your
popularity. These planets leverage your reputation and social
position (after all, they occupy this house!). The traits of these
planets are publicly associated with your persona - your
public image.

Whenever a planet forms an aspect with your MC, it
immediately influences your career, relationship with your
mother, interactions with authority figures, as well as
promotions and achievements. For example, a square with
Saturn may indicate difficulties in this area, limitations,
frustrating situations, or judgment from your mother or boss.
It's not a favourable aspect and can affect your reputation. It's
worth mentioning that a planet forming an aspect (other than
a conjunction) may not be visible to everyone, but its
influence is. It has an impact on your career, rather than you
personally (it is not Asc!). 



IMUM
COELI

YOUR PRIVATE ACTIVITY

WHAT ARE THE

SECRETS OF
YOUR PAST

WHAT IS YOUR RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE INNER WORLD



I M U M  C O E L I
Imum Coeli (IC) is the opposite point to the MC. It represents your

past, privacy, family, home, roots, and everything that is not public.

While the MC looks to the future to achieve success, the IC looks back

into the past to sort out private matters. It represents the part of your

personality that you don't show quickly to everyone; you even partially

hide it from yourself. It symbolizes your privacy and the most hidden

personal matters. It is also the foundation for your personality, and

issues in this area can shake you to the core.

The zodiac sign in which the IC is located describes your relationship

with your father and your behaviour within your close circle of people.

It's crucial to analyse the IC in the context of the MC; they represent two

polarities. From the IC (the past), you try to break free by building your

life toward the MC (success in the future). The IC provides you with

privacy, while the MC exposes you to the public. The zodiac sign in

which the IC is located indicates how your history, past, and relationship

with your father appear. These elements describe your family home, and

the sign shows what you consider as "family norms." The ruler of the IC

governs your home, privacy, and intimacy. It is an extremely personal

planet that you prefer to keep to yourself (or share with people you truly

trust!). Issues with this planet are also visible in your relationship with

your father. You need to let go of expectations that it will represent the

higher qualities of this planet. It's you who needs to build your own

family foundation based on these qualities and taking care of it.



A S P E C T S  W I T H  I C
Planets in conjunction with the IC are visible only to those
closest to you. You don't openly show them. They influence
the foundations of your personality, but they are not as
straightforward for others to see and understand. Sometimes,
others might judge your MC through the lens of the
foundations of your IC. After all, they don't know what made
you who you are now. Planets in conjunction with the IC
influence your childhood, family home, past, and roots. Other
aspects don't have as much significance in the case of the IC.



W H A T  A R E
A S T R O  H O U S E S ?

Astrological Houses are the "stage" - areas of life where specific

transits take place. They represent distinct zones of various

experiences through which planets travel. When a planet is in a

house related to health, its influence is expressed in themes related

to health. Similarly, when it is in a house associated with ambitions,

the life story focuses on ambitions. Planets express their

characteristics in the area designated by the house. Another way to

view houses is that they represent internal qualities responsible for

specific life issues. These qualities are activated as a result of

planetary movement. Each Astrological House represents a different

area of life, encompassing multiple threads and themes. One might

say that each house has various, yet interconnected "rooms."

Symbolically, the significance of Astrological Houses is analogous to

the sequence of Zodiac Signs, with some differences. However, it is

crucial to remember that the function of houses is entirely

different from that of signs. Therefore, we cannot interpret several

planets in the Seventh House, for instance, as "This person has many

Libra traits." This is incorrect! Such an individual is focused on the

realm of Libra in their life, but they do not necessarily possess the

characteristics of that sign. Astrological Houses are like prepositions,

whereas Planets are subjects, and Aspects are predicates. Planets state

"what," Aspects describe "what happens," and Houses specify "where

and with what it is related." Together, they form an event.



P L A C I D I U S
S Y S T E M

Determining the Houses in a particular horoscope can be done in
various ways. Among them are the whole sign system (Vedic), equal
houses, topocentric, Koch, Placidius, and many others. Most Western
astrologers use the Placidius system. It involves dividing the sky in a way
that takes into account the differences in receiving cosmic energy from
planets depending on the angles they form. These angles result from the
planet's position (latitude and longitude). This makes more sense,
especially if we assume that it is the electromagnetic radiation coming
from distant stars, modulated by our Solar System, and then reaching
Earth, that influences our genes, behaviours, and expression (it is the
cause of astrological influences). If this is the case, the angles at which
this radiation arrives vary depending on the geographical latitude. The
Placidius system takes this into account.

While the Western astrologers' treatment of Zodiac Signs as a division
of the ecliptic did not appeal to me, and in my opinion, it is further
from the truth known to the ancients, the invention of the Placidius
System is, in my view, an important breakthrough in Modern Astrology.
In my approach, I combine Spirituality and Science, building a bridge
between them. I present you with Universal Astrology, which combines
Vedic perspectives with scientific observations. It shows that Spirituality
and Science are not opposites but two different paths of knowledge.
Universal Astrology recognises the Placidius house system and the
approach to the Stars as the Center of Spiritual Consciousness. It is in
line with astronomy and the philosophy of hermeticism, describing the
structure of the Universe and the Logos. More on this in another topic.



H O U S E  C U S P ,  R U L E R

A N D  T H E  A L M U T E N
In Universal Astrology, we acknowledge that the primary ruler
of a house is the Zodiac Sign in which that house begins. The
house may also have a co-ruler (almuten) if the dignities
indicate such. Lastly, a house may have a secondary ruler (less
important than the main ruler and almuten). This occurs when
the house begins, for example, in Zodiac Sign #1, encompasses
the entire Zodiac Sign #2, and ends at the beginning of Zodiac
Sign #3. In such a case, the secondary ruler is Zodiac Sign #2,
which covers the majority of that area (despite its percentage, it
is less important than primary ruler!). It's important to note
that determining the ruler itself is not of great significance — it
is mainly done to know which planet rules that house. If the
Astrological House begins in Aries, which planet rules that
house? It is ruled by Mars, and this is significant because
planets express themselves through us on Earth. They are a
part of us, so Mars, ruling that house, will express itself through
us in that area of life. Additionally, it is important to check
where that planet is located, as it will also be a part of its
expression. Let's summarize this with an example of the Sixth
House starting in Gemini. The fact that this house starts in
Gemini is not of major importance, but the fact that it is ruled
by Mercury provides valuable information about someone's
communication, perception, and everything related to that
planet.



It is now important to mention a crucial rule related to the
rulership of a planet over a specific house. This rule states that
"Every planet that rules a particular house becomes that house,
and that house becomes that planet." Planets are conscious
entities whose energy is expressed through living beings on a
given planet. From one perspective, they are our Gods; from
another, they are Higher Logos, and from one more, they are
electromagnetic modulators of our behaviours and energy flow.
One thing is certain — their power is potent and has an impact on
us! Returning to the topic of houses, a Planet takes care of the
House(s) it rules, utilising the resources and energy of the house
it occupies. It has its own goals, strategies, and motivations
depending on its character. For example, Mars seeks motivation,
conflict, and fulfills its desires, while the Moon needs security,
intimacy, and psychological comfort. Each planet speaks a
different language and touches different elements present in
human life. These elements are present because there are planets
in our Solar System with such characters. Let's repeat — a Planet
is a subject, its Transits are the predicate, the Zodiac Sign in which
it is located describes its traits and serves as an adjective, and the
Houses are the area where all of this happens, the content of the
situation. Planets ruling a specific house embody its
characteristics and react when something happens in that house.
Planets occupying a particular house express its energy as
tenants but do not rule that area. In this situation, they use the
resources of that house but do not embody it and do not govern
that area. An interesting situation arises when a planet is both the
ruler and occupant of a house. In such a scenario, the planet
works cohesively with that house.
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“I AM. I EXPRESS.”



YOUR PERSONALITY

First Sphere of Life
The pinnacle of this house is known as the
Ascendant. It defines how others perceive you
—what impression you make based on your
external expression (behaviour and physical
appearance). It is through the filter of this
house that you present yourself to the world. It
is the mask you instinctively and intuitively put
on. It is your external aura and the first
impression you make on other people. It is your
cover and filter through which you experience
life in this dimension. This world requires
you to express your Ascendant (and its
ruler) in the highest vibration possible. The
world wants You to be the Ascendant, but this
doesn't necessarily mean that this is who you
really are (your Sun). The Ascendant is the
attire, style, posture, aura. Properly satisfying
the planet that rules the Ascendant (the so-
called ruler of the chart) makes it easier for us
to feel fulfilled and enjoy happiness in our
lives.

(IMPRESSION)

The First House defines the relationship
with yourself. It reflects our superficial
personality, how we build our image, and our
attitude toward the world. This house also
indicates our interests, hobbies, and level of
vitality. It enriches our self-esteem and
describes our individual identity. It represent
your expectations of the world and what other
people project on your auric field, which is only
their projection.

“TIME TO EXPRESS YOURSELF”



Ruler of the 1st House

The planet that occupies the First House becomes highly
absorbed in itself, taking everything personally and absorbing
personality and identity. This planet wants to be
independent, and it is based on this planet that you build
your image. It is through its influence that you build a
relationship with yourself and your interests. The planet
occupying this house also uses your health and body to
achieve its goals. It doesn't take into account other planets
and their needs. It is particularly visible in closer
relationships with other people. It is personal, individual, and
independent. While the Ruler of the First House shows the
path to happiness and fulfilment, this planet utilises your
happiness and fulfilment. In this way, it influences your
health, interests, and overall sense of life happiness. This
planet is recognized by those close to you.

The planet that rules the Zodiac sign in which this
Astrological House begins is called the Ruler of the
Horoscope. It has a significant impact on achieving
life happiness and fulfillment. It determines what
brings you happiness and motivates your life. It is
also responsible for what governs your health and
vitality. It defines your appearance and unique
personality. If there are issues in the First House,
solutions should be sought in the aspects created
by the ruler of this house. Other people can feel
the aura of the planet that rules this house
emanating from you. This planet demands the
most attention to resolve issues associated with it,
and you may feel like everyone sees the problems
you have with this planet. The ruler indicates the
motivations behind your interests. You engage in
them to experience the energy of this planet. The
house occupied by the ruler is the area where you
seek happiness and fulfillment, vitality, and
health. It's where you express yourself.

Planets in the 1st House



E X E M P L A R Y  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetur
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incididunt ut labore.

Let's assume Saturn rules the First House. In this case...

Saturnian qualities become visible elements of your personality. Your image takes on
the aura of this planet – you give the impression of a mature, experienced sage who can
critically assess their surroundings. People sense your coldness and the need for justice.
If they are not responsible in their own lives, they may avoid you, fearing criticism
from your side. The more problems with responsibility you have in your own life, the
more you may feel that everyone sees and knows about it. Pretending to be responsible
won't go unnoticed and may be met with criticism. On the other hand, you can
approach your image very responsibly, and with age, you will discover its significant
importance. You diligently develop your interests and shape your character through
diligence, commitment, and hard work. These Saturnian traits allow you to build your
identity and move closer to fulfillment and life happiness. To maintain a good image,
you must be characterized by specificity, stability, and discipline. People expect wisdom
beyond your years from you. They expect you to have answers to their questions and to
guide them with your wisdom. If you lack responsibility, people won't take you
seriously. Whether you like it or not, people may get the impression that an aura of
criticism and judgment emanates from you. Some people may project their own
irresponsibility onto you because the Ascendant is a mirror on which others project
issues related to the ruling planet.
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Your presence makes people remember their responsibility for their lives, and not everyone may
like that. That's the aura you have. Instead of taking responsibility for their feeling of being
judged, consider how you express your judgments. If you are not responsible, people stop
considering you an authority. You feel fulfilled and happy when you responsibly, persistently,
and industriously approach your interests and life motivations. Your diligence and respect are
written on your face. To experience the fullness of happiness and fulfillment in this incarnation,
you need to set boundaries, become an authority, and be responsible in how you lead your life.
You need to tame karmic difficulties and gain immense life wisdom (this often happens with age).
It's possible that you engage in your hobbies because you want them to contribute to building
structures in society or improving the world. On an unconscious level, you may pretend to be a
more responsible person than you are, but that's because you already have enough judgments on
this matter. You can be critical of the area that Saturn occupies in your horoscope. Saturn also
represents how you set boundaries. Other people see whether you can do it, and if not, they
automatically take advantage of it. Saturn in the First House requires interpersonal boundaries.
Other people perceive this quality of yours on a subconscious level and will react accordingly to
your actual ability to set boundaries. Accept the necessity of setting boundaries and do it, being
responsible for yourself. Instead of criticizing yourself, take responsibility for the areas that
Saturn rules. Set boundaries in those areas, even with yourself (if they are related to habits). Work
on those areas, and you will start to give off the impression of a Saturn in high vibration. It's also
important to pay attention to any aspects that Saturn forms. It affects your presence, image, and
the aura you project around you. That's how it is with the planet that rules the First House!
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VALUE SYSTEM

Second Sphere of Life
This house focuses your attention on building a
value system. What is valuable to you? What
skills are you honing because they are your
priority? What talents do you possess (your
intrinsic value may be associated with them)?
What is most important to you? Money is a
symbol that assigns value to various material
objects and services. How do you approach
them? What brings you income? Under what
circumstances do you earn? What kind of
clothing are you seeking? What items do you
want to surround yourself with? What kind of
food? What mental resources do you possess
(opinions, knowledge, values, skills)? Note that
this house focuses on resources at various
levels, so it may also signify your natural
talents that help you achieve greater
prosperity. This house requires setting
priorities that align with your value system,
leading to increased abundance.

(& POSSESIONS)

The Second House defines your relationship
with money, possessions, and movable
property. It shows your values, stemming from
what is important to you. This house represents
your opinions, personal resources, and
attachment to material things. It also reflects
your approach to earning money and your
regular income. Moreover, the Second House
also relates to your skills and talents.
Ultimately, you cultivate in yourself what you
value and consider worthwhile.

“TIME TO SET PRIORITIES”



Ruler of the 2nd House

This planet utilizes the resources provided by this House. It is
the one that spends your money, utilizes the material,
talents, and skills you have acquired. This planet expresses
opinions and leverages your value system. Interestingly, the
planet or planets in this house can help you generate greater
resources but are more focused on spending than generating.
They aim to acquire a certain value that will enrich you
internally. They want to increase your capital by investing in
their own goals. The planet occupying this House uses your
talents and skills to achieve its own objectives. It draws from
this house to form its own opinions and shape its value.

It is responsible for your earnings, finances, and
opinions. It governs your talents and skills,
showing what motivates you to earn money and
acquire resources. It supports the development of
your talents and the enhancement of specific
skills. This planet reacts to any issues related to
opinions, values, abilities, and everything you
possess. It comes into play when there are
problems in these areas. When you have financial
problems, you are actually dealing with issues
related to the planet ruling this house. When you
engage in matters related to your talent, skills, and
the ability to earn, you activate and work through
the energy of the Ruler of this House. Working on
the Ruler of the Second House opens you up to
abundance. The house that this planet occupies
indicates where you regularly earn money. By
using the resources of the occupied area, you
express your opinions and acquire more talents
and skills.

Planets in the 2nd House



E X E M P L A R Y  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N
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Suppose Mars rules this house. In that case...

Mars represents identity, motivations, desire, action, anger, confidence, aspirations, and
the right to individualism. You express your opinions boldly and in a fiery manner. You
do it somewhat impulsively and can thereby provoke conflicts with others. You form
your opinions based on your identity, individuality, and your own determination of
what is important and what is not. You lack caution in this area but have a lot of
directness. Your own subjective opinions are expressed vocally. Sometimes, you
perceive them too universally and forget that it's just your perspective. You can be
imposing and controlling in those moments. Your opinions result from successive
personal life experiences, emerging from overcoming your own weaknesses and
engaging in internal and external battles. The Second House represents your talents, and
Mars represents vitality and action. This indicates that you like to actively utilize your
talents. You are entrepreneurial and enjoy using your skills and talents in a way that
presents challenges and opportunities for acquisition. You don't want others to advise or
control you on this path. You want to decide, choose, and forge your path to abundance
on your own. In your life, you feel like you're fighting for a better financial future. On
one hand, it requires courage and enthusiasm, and on the other, endurance and a high
level of vitality. What supports your finances is following your passions and what fills
you with Martian fuel. Routines or places that dictate what you should do are not
suitable for you! They will lower your...
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ability to earn money. Courage is the main element that can bring you prosperity. Your skills are
linked to your identity— it is your identity that can attract more money into your life. Since Mars
also represents anger, the path to abundance is a struggle for a position that you must defend. On
this path, you need to demonstrate masculine, active energy. Waiting will get you nowhere. You
need the Second House to understand yourself and your identity better. When it comes to your
budget, you plan it based on your desires and goals. Initially, these may be ego-driven desires, but
with increasing awareness, they will become Soul-driven desires. You approach material matters
in a fiery way. Mars requires control, independence, self-sufficiency, and motivation. You have to
work for abundance through a proactive approach, following what inspires and motivates you.
You need to achieve, acquire, and raise the bar. You need to toughen your body and spirit and
become stronger. Mars makes your sense of masculine energy grow with the ability to earn
money and openly express your opinions and talents. Your talent is your passion, and your
passion is your talent (House is the Planet). Mars makes you need to boldly express your skills.
This will ensure your prosperity. However, be careful not to make your opinions too
domineering or imposing. Life teaches you about money through your relationship with passions
and courage. You desire money, and that desire propels you forward. Life teaches you control
over money, and if you try to control others' resources instead of your own, you will encounter
conflicts. Be prepared for situations that will require courage and expressing your identity in an
unbridled manner. The sign and house that the ruler of the Second House occupies, along with
aspects to other planets, bring many significant details helping to develop an understanding of
this subject.



DAILY LIFE
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YOUR DAILY LIFE

Third Sphere of Life
The Third House represents everything that is
familiar, obvious, and routine. This house
determines your relationship with your
surroundings and the people you encounter
in it. These include neighbors, friends,
siblings, cousins, and others present in your
environment. It is your comfort zone, the
relationship with your surroundings, and the
routine patterns of daily life. This house is
associated with how you communicate with
your environment. It is connected to writing,
speaking, and conversing. It also reflects the
attitude you have towards people and the
neighborhood that forms the backdrop of
your daily life. Accidents can also happen in
this house! The Third House, as the House
related to the Surroundings, is associated
with exploring it and how you approach
exploring your place of residence. It also tells
the story of how you build relationships with
your siblings.

(& COMFORT ZONE)

The Third House defines your relationship
with the environment, siblings, neighbours,
passersby, and casual friends. It is your
familiar surroundings, the comfort zone, and
close vicinity. This is where you create routines
and habits. It is where you communicate with
others and build basic connections. Here, you
feel subjective security and establish
relationships with cousins. This House also
governs early education, short trips, accidents,
foreign languages, writing, and gossip.

“TIME TO EXPLORE WHAT IS NEARBY”



Ruler of the 3rd House

A planets like this primarily rely on what is tried and
habitual. It rarely opens up to something new or different. It
develops its own methods and uses them in a stable manner.
Such a planet or planets may need to learn greater flexibility
and occasionally open up to change and expanded
expression. The planet occupying this House utilizes its
resources. It takes advantage of your habits, relationships,
and communication. It makes use of short trips and your
immediate environment. This planet tends to be closed off to
new experiences, preferring well-trodden paths and familiar
patterns. It tries to express itself through habits and
everything familiar to you. It lacks innovation and a
willingness to experiment, preferring superficial connections
and building on what is already known. It enjoys social
contacts.

The planet that rules this house, in some sense, is
close and familiar to you. It shows the basic approach
and what guides you in your habits and daily
routines. This planet operates habitually through
this house, in an automated way. You don't give it
enough conscious attention because you feel that
you know it well. You sense that you don't have to
make an effort to understand its energy—it's present
in your environment and surroundings. It reacts to
any disruptions in the area of your daily life, habits,
routines, customs, relationships with siblings,
neighbors, friends, etc. When problems arise in these
areas, it's worth looking at this planet and working
on it and its aspects. Remember that the comfort
zone should be expanded from time to time by
implementing new habits (especially when the old
ones no longer serve their purpose). The house
occupied by the Ruler of this House indicates where
you most resist in habits and routines. It is in this
house that you find the center of communication,
knowledge, and where you like to talk about this area
of life.

Planets in the 3rd House
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Imagine that Venus rules this house. In that case...

Venus represents preferences, priorities, values, relationships, relaxation, and the
right to pleasure. Venus, as the ruler of the Third House, shows that stepping out of
the comfort zone can be comfortable as long as it aligns with your values. Engaging
in relationships and experiencing sensory pleasure are part of your daily life. Your
relationships tend to fall into routine and automatism, and sometimes, this requires
reassessment. Relationships will benefit from proper communication and the right
level of conversation. Your routine actions are related to what is truly important to
you. You build habits that help you get closer to what you consider valuable. Your
relationships with others are rather predictable, and you like to do familiar things in
them. You also enjoy habitually ordering the same food, doing the same things, or
listening to the same music. Relationships become predictable. Your friends know
your priorities because you communicate them clearly. Your approach to pleasure is
routine—you can do the same activities, and they always bring you joy. Your
preferences and taste are linked to everyday life—perhaps you prefer comfortable
clothes or want to look like a person from the neighborhood. If your habits and
routines are disrupted, your relationships and priorities suffer. Your value system
feels disturbed, and you feel like you're losing something valuable in your life.
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Your priorities, relationships, and value system are your routines. Your routines are
your relationships, value system, and priorities. You expect life and people to live by
their priorities because it is familiar and obvious to you. Your everyday life primarily
serves to build relationships, take care of what is most important, and indulge in
sensory pleasure. Routines help you harmonize relationships, stabilize your value
system, and build a stable environment that promotes your preferences. When your
routines, habits, or relationships with the environment are disrupted, your self-esteem
may decrease. When your relationships with siblings or the environment are
disharmonious, it affects your self-esteem. You then feel worse about yourself.
Changing habits requires you to reevaluate your value system and priorities to see if
they are in harmony. If you adopt habits that go against them, your self-esteem suffers.
The sign and house that Venus occupies, along with the aspects it makes, provide more
details about this area.



FOUNDATION
FOURTH ASTROLOGICAL HOUSE

YOUR PERSONAL LIFE
PAST AND HOMELAND

“I CREATE MY FOUNDATIONS”

YOUR ROOTS
ANCESTORS,

FAMILY & HOME



YOUR PRIVACY

Fourth Sphere of Life
The Fourth Astrological House represents roots
—a foundation that stabilises your life. This
area pertains to the family home, ancestors,
family, and its traditions. It is the sphere that
describes our private life because not everyone
shares their family or domestic matters with
everyone. The Fourth House signifies a physical
foundation in the form of a home and a
metaphorical foundation as a place where we
feel comfortable, regenerate, and regain
strength. It is a house where we find a sense of
belonging and sanctuary. It is a temple of peace
and integration between public or professional
life. Additionally, this house refers to your past
(generational traumas and patterns passed
down through generations). Interestingly, it
also alludes to the future—your old age. It also
encompasses your attitude towards heritage,
family, and relationships with parents,
homeland, and grandparents.

(FOUNDATION)

The Fourth House defines your relationship
with your father, male authorities, family,
ancestors, and real estate. It is your domestic
environment, a sense of privacy, and the past.
This house builds your foundations, but along
with them, generational traumas may be
ingrained. It is a sanctuary that influences your
self-esteem. The Fourth House also describes
the homeland, cultural traditions, and how the
end of your life may look. Additionally, it may
be associated with gardening.

“TIME TO GET ROOTS”



Ruler of the 4th House

The planet or planets occupying the Fourth Astrological
House hide somewhat from the world and build an aura of
privacy. They seek a sense of belonging and exploit the
relationship with the family. They may utilize your home,
residence, and properties to fulfil their needs. They prefer not
to be visible and value stable foundations. At the same time,
they benefit from their roots, ancestors, and the foundations
they have. The planet occupying this house wants to fulfil
itself by delving into the past, exploiting its origins, and
connecting with the land (e.g., gardening).

The planet that rules this House is your
Foundation. It enables the creation of both a
physical and emotional home. It helps expand your
individual world and stabilizes your life. The less
you have integrated the lessons of the ruler of this
house, the more stability issues you may
encounter. The ruler of this House shows you the
primary motivation in your relationship with your
father. This planet is the realm of privacy—it is
personal and somewhat hidden. It also describes
your home, your past, and your relationship with
family. The ruler of the Fourth House supports you
in finding your sanctuary and understanding and
fulfilling your domestic needs. The house that this
ruler occupies indicates where you rely the most
on your foundations and family. The resources of
this house are your priority and will help you
create a stable ground. The areas of life associated
with the place occupied by the ruler are strongly
influenced by your upbringing and family
programs.

Planets in the 4th House
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Let's assume Jupiter rules this house, and therefore, it falls in the sign of Pisces. In that
case...

Jupiter represents expansion, growth, abundance, faith, beliefs, and dreams. It also
signifies the need for acquiring knowledge and broadening horizons. If Jupiter rules
your Fourth House, everything this planet represents becomes your true life
foundation. The better your relationship with this planet, the more efficiently you
function, and the more stably you build your life. The house is a place that teaches you
a lot and expands your perspective. Here, you exercise your faith and discover your
beliefs, especially regarding parents, for example. Your views, beliefs, and convictions
are private matters—you don't openly share them like some people. Not everyone
needs to know everything about your development and how you broaden your life
perspectives. Spiritual development is a private matter for you. Building your
abundance may be supported by your family. Your abundance stems from your roots.
Some beliefs and views may be inherited from the family. Part of your life's meaning
may be linked to building a home, creating your own private space. Development and
travels will help you find the right place to root yourself anew. Manifesting using the
law of attraction is key to realising the vision of a lasting foundation. Your knowledge is
your foundation. Your knowledge allows you to root yourself more in life. Expanding
knowledge will lead to greater abundance in life. This is the Path to Abundance.
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There may also be a tendency to exaggerate family matters or build various beliefs in
this area. Some of them may be illusory or have a fantasy background. Since the Fourth
House is in Pisces, the theme of unconsciousness, addictions, secrets, sabotage, and a
sense of isolation may arise in the House and Family area. Through such domestic
experiences, you now primarily trust people who are more grounded and have better
family relationships. You believe that new roots should be built with faith. Life contrary
to your beliefs and convictions destroys your foundation, making you feel like you lack
a sense of Home. Belonging arises when you start building a foundation using
abundance and faith. This attracts greater stability into your life. You want to believe in
your family and loved ones. You want your family or country of origin to thrive. You
approach your place of origin with enthusiasm. If difficult things happen in the Fourth
House, you lose faith and begin to form beliefs about it. This House must operate in
accordance with your beliefs and views for you to feel that you belong to it. You believe
in a specific type of family closeness, and if you don't see it in reality, you lose hope.
Jupiter in the Fourth House may also indicate that you want to believe in your Father
and want him to believe in you. You want him to respect your beliefs and views. You
want your dad to grow and desire him to support your development. Your dream is to
have a harmonious relationship with your Father, but you will achieve this only when
you start believing in your own father. You have to take that step yourself.



CREATIVITY
FIFTH ASTROLOGICAL HOUSE

YOUR NEED FOR ROMANCE,
CHILDREN & SELF-EXPRESSION.

“I LIVE CREATIVELY”.

YOUR ATTITUDE
TO FUN, RISK &

PLEASURE



REATIVE EXPRESSION

Fifth Sphere of Life
In this House, you discover your creativity and
ways of expressing it. It is where you want to
live life to the fullest through play,
entertainment, and pleasure. This area
indicates your tendencies towards risk-taking,
your approach to games, and the desire to
party. Fun and pleasure also intersect here in
the form of romance and sexual encounters. In
this House, one can lose control due to
excessive risk-taking and a hunger for
experiences. Additionally, this House
symbolizes your approach to your own
creativity and how you express it. This
creativity also extends to the biological
dimension (procreation). This House represents
the approach to fun and romances. The Seventh
House deals with long-term relationships,
while the Fifth sees romance as a form of play
and enjoying life. Love doesn't always have to
be taken seriously; it can be carefree. Marriage
and sex are separate realms in the light of
astrology.

(AND NEED FOR FUN)

The Fifth House defines relationships with
entertainment, fun, risk, fleeting romances,
love adventures, lovers, and children. In this
area of life, you express your approach to
entertainment, pleasure, and creativity. The
Fifth House is associated with a desire to
experience life to the fullest, openness to
experimenting with love, as well as with
expression, investments, gambling, risk, sports,
games, and the relationship with children. 

“I ALLOW MYSELF FOR PLEASURE”



Ruler of the 5th House

This planet (or planets) utilizes your creativity, pleasures,
play, and takes risks to achieve its goals. It is oriented
towards fun, games, or relationships with children. It
sometimes operates in a dramatic manner, but this mainly
happens when something interferes with its play, creative
self-expression, or pleasure. It ceases to function properly
when there is a lack of fun, pleasure, or creativity. This planet
sometimes takes risks but rarely considers the consequences.
Regardless of whether the situation becomes tense or
problematic, it will seek a way to turn it into play. This could
involve humor, manipulation, hedonism, or escapism—all
depending on the level of awareness. This planet wants to
have fun and "enjoy life to the fullest."

The planet ruling the Fifth House is used creatively or
for fun. You don't take it too seriously and allow
yourself to embrace it more when opening up to the
entertaining part of yourself. You engage with it
during vacations, when taking risks, or starting a
romance. You play with various ways to express it, and
it determines what attracts you in games and what you
seek in pleasures. It motivates your individual
creativity and reveals your attitude towards children
and reproduction (the Zodiac Sign in which the House
is located also provides indications). You work with
the ruler of this House when engaging in romances,
sex, risk-taking, and dealing with children. If you
struggle with the ruler of this House, you may lack
moderation in pleasures, or on the contrary, there
might be too little of it in your life. The house
occupied by the Ruler of the Fifth House indicates
where you seek pleasure, entertainment, and
expression. You utilize the resources of this House to
express yourself, and in this area, you are inclined
towards risk and speculation. You seek romances, sex,
and inspiration there. It is in the circumstances
described by the House in which the Ruler is located
that you find romantic adventures.

Planets in the 5th House
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Assuming that Mercury rules this house...

Mercury represents perception, communication, connectivity, logic, and
understanding. Mercury is the Right to Your Own Truth. When you engage in the
creative process of the fifth house, your mind comes into play. Your creativity is linked
to your thinking or communication. Perhaps you communicate in a creative way.
Maybe your thoughts are trying to create something new. Your creativity is expressed
mentally. It may manifest in the form of jokes or wordplay. It can be useful for writing
books or poems. When you open yourself to risk and new things, your mind speeds up,
and then you feel mental stimulation. You start talking about what excites you out loud!
To create, you like to first understand something logically. Your creativity is fueled by
understanding. Your ideas like cause-and-effect relationships. When you go all in, you
do it so that the story of your life becomes more interesting. You take risks in life to
have some more interesting stories to tell others, and they also become a source of fun.
Risk and fun can inspire or mix up your mind. Curiosity and rationality are sufficient
motivations for you to take risks and explore something new. You enjoy exploring new
possibilities as long as you gain more information for yourself in the process. If you
take risks from a place devoid of logic or rationality, you may lose out! A better option
is to think everything through before diving in. A thorough analysis and determining
the next steps can be helpful here.
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When it comes to fun, you seek interesting stories, opportunities for conversation,
stimulation, and acquiring new information. Fun should stimulate your mind to give
you joy. Romances should be interesting chapters in the story of your life. They should
be an inspiration for writing or an opportunity for late-night conversations. You
approach them sometimes too rationally, overly analyzing potential situations. Your
creativity is your mind. Your mind is your creativity. You have an incredibly creative
mind! It receives many interesting ideas. When you daydream, you find a wealth of
fascinating information in your thoughts. Where do they all come from? The creative
force of this house provides them to you. Lack of moderation in the area of fun and
romance confuses your mind and brings unfavorable thoughts. Good fun for you is
related to following what is interesting and catches your attention. Reading books,
exploring topics, conversations, sharing different points of view, and exploring
perception and its possibilities can be enjoyable for you. When you have fun to the
fullest, your curiosity determines the directions. Your mind is entertainment for you.
You enjoy surrounding yourself with information, writing, speaking, communicating,
and opening up to relationships where you will discover even more perspectives.
Finally, it's worth noting that you get along well with younger individuals (including
children).



HEALTH
SIXT ASTROLOGICAL HOUSE

HOW YOU SERVE OTHERS
YOUR DUTIES, WORK AND DISCIPLINE

“I TAKE CARE.”

YOUR ATTITUDE

TO BALANCE OF
MIND & BODY



YOUR DUTIES

Sixth Sphere of Life
The Sixth House is the house of atonement,
expressed as the necessity of service. Here, we
work off certain karmic debts, and as a result,
we must perform specific tasks for others.
There won't be praise or recognition for it. It's
an energetic debt that we must repay. This is
the house of duties and hard work. Discipline
and health aid in this process. How can we
achieve health? This House shows us useful
routines and teaches us a certain level of rigor.
We must approach life in a stable and
conscientious manner. We must work, and this
House reveals our approach to work and the
people we encounter there. This House compels
us to maintain unpleasant routines to find the
value in working for others and abandon
expectations. It's not a comfortable House;
rather, it involves effort, crises, and
overcoming them through learning harmony
between the mind and body. Finding balance in
life and work.

(& HEALTH)

The Sixth House defines the relationship
with employees, health, service, and pets. It
is the area of life associated with work,
colleagues, and the relationships we have with
them. It is a place of employment and the
necessity of service, which is a karmic
consequence. In this House, we learn about the
coherence of body and mind and attain health
or face illnesses. This is where we experiment
with diets and learn discipline. Here, we may
feel in servitude or obligated.

“TIME TO TAKE CARE OF BODY&MIND”



Ruler of the 6th House

The ruler of the Sixth House also indicates the nature of your
work and what you want to contribute to others. Through this
planet, you engage in service, undergoing valuable lessons
through this service. If you are not satisfied with your work
environment, for example, if you dislike the way work is
conducted or have difficult, conflict-ridden relationships with
others, it's worthwhile to pay conscious attention to the planet
ruling this house! It responds to any problems and difficulties
related to the work environment or neglecting your health
(e.g., through improper diet), lack of discipline, or
responsibility for your duties. The ruler of this House
determines illness and health, assessing your level of finding
the center in your efforts—not too little work, not too much.
The house occupied by this ruler indicates what contribution
you want to make, where you seek work, and what resources
you utilize while working. It may show the workplace or places
to avoid. This House also indicates where illness manifests
most strongly, and it will be more pronounced the more we
utilize the resources of the occupied house.

The planet ruling this House reveals your primary
motivation behind the need for service. It indicates
a deeper sense of your work and what you want to
contribute to people. What is the essence of your
work? This planet demands rigor, discipline, and a
hardworking, conscientious approach from you. The
necessity of working on this planet is deeply
embedded in your life, and you may feel it has
karmic ties. The more you ignore this planet, the
more physical and psychological symptoms may
manifest, serving as reminders. This may result in
an obsession with striving for perfect mastery of it.
It also distances you from the center point, which
defines health. The ruler of this house requires
balance—discipline without compulsion or
obsession. Working on this planet also means you
don't receive much in return, but problems may
arise if you neglect it. Accept the fact that others
may not applaud you for it. Disease arises when you
reach the polarities of this planet—either ignoring it
or excessively working on it.



The planet (or planets) located in this House utilizes its resources, thus benefiting from your illness
or health, work, and service. It has an incredibly strong sense of responsibility and may exaggerate
the amount of work toward its goals. This planet is more noticeable in relationships with colleagues.
It may feel overwhelmed and become grumpy when overworked. It tries to shift its duties and
responsibilities onto others. When overworked or excessively depletes the resources of this house, it
can lead to illnesses. When it's sick, it is more likely to avoid responsibilities, but this time out of
obligation rather than choice. Planets in this house work hard, and work is a source of fulfilling their
needs. They are open to helping others.

Planets in the 6th House:
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Suppose the Moon rules this house. In that case...

The Moon represents closeness, attachment, the comfort zone, the need for safety, and
the inner world of emotions. It reflects your instinctive reactions and subconscious
patterns. If the Moon rules the Sixth House, your Comfort Zone is your Work. Your
work brings you peace of mind and builds your sense of comfort. Your work requires
addressing subconscious patterns and working with your inner child. Taking care of
yourself is crucial in this area. It is in this sphere that you feel like a child in need of
care. In this area, you also develop a parent within yourself who will take care of you.
When you lack work, your sense of comfort may diminish. When work is missing,
feelings of insecurity and fears may arise. In this area of life, you receive specific lessons
about taking responsibility for yourself and your work. In the work area, you
experience various emotions (depending on the zodiac sign where the Moon is located).
For example, if it's in Sagittarius, you may experience enthusiasm, anger, excitement,
and joy. When faced with a long list of duties, you might feel tied to them, restricted,
and overwhelmed. Concerns about whether you can handle these issues may arise. Life
requires you to work on your Moon. It's your karmic duty (Sixth House). You need to
release subconscious programs, work on your Inner Child, and manage emotions.
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At work, you may encounter many situations that require stepping out of your comfort
zone. It's possible that it will require learning to control your emotions or overcoming your
fears. Work tests your comfort zone and reactivity. These situations are opportunities to
reflect in the Mirror of the Subconscious and its programs. In professional matters, you
might be holding onto your comfort zone, fear, and what is close and familiar to you. You
need to overcome your fears in this area. The more subconscious fears you have, the more
your health will suffer. The more you fear health-related issues, the easier it is to attract
diseases and injuries. In the health area, you may have some subconscious patterns, perhaps
inherited from home (from your mother), that need releasing. The better your relationship
with your Moon, the more your health, work, and duties thrive. You become attached to
your work, but fear no longer blocks you. Work then generates a lot of positive emotions
and helps you create a comfort zone in professional expansion. In your work, you become
nurturing and care for other people with concern. You then serve others from a place of
empathy and spread a comfortable atmosphere. You show people that it's possible to work
in a comfortable environment, taking care of their emotional well-being. Any issues with the
Moon reflect on your mental, emotional, and physical health. It's crucial to routinely check
your emotional state and consciously step out of the fear zone. Check the level of your
mental comfort and unravel subconscious patterns related to work, service, and health.
Service and work can be the source of your fears, and fears are the source of your illnesses.



RELATIONS
SEVENTH ASTROLOGICAL HOUSE

YOUR MARRIAGES
AND PROJECTIONS ON OTHERS

“I FIND MYSELF IN OTHERS”

RELATIONSHIP

WITH LOVER
OR ENEMY



YOUR RELATIONSHIPS

Seventh Sphere of Life
This Life Area relates to your connection with
another person. It represents the experience of
the external world in which you build a
relationship with someone based on a common
goal, contract, or agreement. It can be a
romantic relationship with another person, an
arrangement between individuals, a relationship
with a therapist, coach, and more. It's worth
noting that from a certain perspective, marriage
is a kind of contract or agreement. This House
also shows how you project positive and
negative aspects onto others. The accumulation
of these projections manifests in your partner
(spouse) and your adversaries (people who
openly dislike you or whom you dislike). Since
this House is opposite the First, it indicates
what you can perfectly see in others but may
lack the awareness of within yourself.
Interpersonal relationships are mirrors in which
you can see and understand yourself more. They
act as mirrors for your identity.

(COUPLES)

The Seventh House defines your 1:1
relationships with spouse, business partner,
therapist, enemy etc. It is the house of long-
term relationships that require confrontation
and negotiation. It is about other people and
the relationships you form with them, whether
they be business, romantic, therapeutic, or
other. It represents your expectations of the
other person and what the world need You to
harmonise with (polarity that will balance Your
Ascendent personality). 

“TIME FOR LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS”



Ruler of the 7th House

The planet or planets occupying this house manifest in
relationships with others, marriage, or partnerships of
various kinds (including business). You might feel as if this
planet is more in others than in yourself. Activating this
planet requires relationships. It can happen through asking
for help, projecting the problem onto someone else, or
shifting responsibility to others for this planet. Planets in this
house tend to give their energy to others. It can be a good
thing, but it doesn't have to be. The energy of these planets
mainly expresses itself in relationships, therapy, or business.
These planets expect others to do for them what they should
do themselves. They wait for the other side of the
relationship to take care of their needs. Unfortunately, in this
way, they give away their power to others! It's valuable to
learn the energy of this planet more and possess it yourself.
Accept responsibility for it. Let others help you with that.

The planet ruling this House is absent in you. You
mainly see it in other people, projecting both its
positive and negative traits onto them. Life partners
help you integrate this planet. On one hand, this planet
guides you on how to take care of it when you look in
the Mirror of Relationships, and on the other hand, it
may also show its shadows in it. The better you handle
this planet, the more support you receive in this area
from your partner. The ruler of this House determines
how your long-term relationships, partnerships,
business contracts, and relationship confrontations
(even the challenging ones) look like. When you
experience difficulties in relationships or judge other
people, it's worth looking at the Ruler of This House
and balancing its influence. After all, you project its
issues onto others! The House occupied by the Ruler
indicates in which life spheres you need support or give
too much power to other people. The partner may draw
from the resources of this House! They may
complement or utilize it. The resources of this House
are crucial if you want to create harmonious
relationships. You may project responsibility for this
House onto your partner and blame others, but
ultimately, you must address these issues.

Planets in the 7th House
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Let's assume that the Sun rules this house. In that case...

The Sun represents consciousness, presence, focus, life, soul, life path, creativity, and
vitality. The Sun embodies integrity, clarity, and resourcefulness. When the Sun is the
ruler of the Seventh House, it means that to understand your life path, connect more
with your soul, and regain vitality, you need contact with other people, communication,
and their attention. Without exploring relationships with others, it might be challenging
for you to understand who you are and what you want from your life. Relationships
with others restore the missing pieces that you integrate within yourself. Your creativity
and resourcefulness are, on the one hand, your life partners and something that
supports you, but on the other hand, they can become your enemies when ideas
become unpleasant or complicate your life. Your life contains a hint of dissonance and
dualism. You feel that, on the one hand, it's beautiful and wonderful, and on the other
hand, it sometimes presents itself as problematic. Your life revolves around
interpersonal relationships (especially one-on-one). Your life can change significantly
under the influence of relationships with others. Relationships can be a catalyst for your
creativity, vitality, and liveliness. You tend to shift your issues with vitality, creativity, or
life path onto other people, suggesting that the relationship affects these matters. In
your interactions with others, you use your charisma, warmth, creativity, and vitality.
Your life has a significant element of interpersonal relationships. The state of your
relationships translates into the vibration of your consciousness.
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The state of your relationships translates into your vitality, life-giving power, and creativity.
Relationships help you achieve greater clarity in life and brightness. Each interpersonal
connection builds your identity and helps you get closer to your authenticity. Every
relationship teaches you something about yourself, bringing you closer and closer to being
your true self. It can be said that through relationships, you discover who you really are and
who you want to be. Relationships recharge your energy and add vigor to your life.
Relationships require honesty from you and test your integrity. You expect your partners to
enrich your life and help you live creatively. You want them to be full of vigor, vitality, and
ideas. It may happen that you project your own issues with authenticity, vitality, integrity,
and creativity onto others. You may judge others in these aspects, but in reality, it is a mirror
of your own problems in these areas.

With the Sun ruling the Seventh House, your quest for self-discovery through relationships
can lead to two extreme situations. On the one hand, you may lose yourself and become the
people you surround yourself with, and on the other hand, you may become excessively
frustrated that you don't fully know who you are. This can lead to conflicts with others. It is
necessary to understand your own pieces and the mirrors of relationships here. Pay
attention to the extent to which you give away your creativity, vitality, and life to other
people. Use relationships to find yourself, with respect for yourself and your energy. The
Sun ruling this house also gives you the ability to inspire others to become authentic
themselves.



CIRCULATION
EIGHTH ASTROLOGICAL HOUSE

SHARED RESOURCES
OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY

"I SHARE WITH OTHERS."

THESE ARE
LIABILITIES, DEBTS

AND LOANS



SHARED RESOURCES

Eighth Sphere of Life
This house is the house of loss, crisis, and the
attempt to rebuild. It encompasses debts,
credits, obligations, and taxes. These can also
be karmic, emotional, or energetic debts we
have towards others, the nation, the system,
God, or ancestors. This house may generate
income, but if so, it's at someone else's expense
(someone loses, you gain). This house calls us
to help each other in financially difficult
situations. It can also relate to gains in the
stock market. Interestingly, it may also indicate
the debts and loans of a partner! Moreover, this
house also signifies belonging to small
communities with which you share intimate
ties, issues, similar traumas, or spirituality.
These can be witch Sabbats, sects, religious
circles, meditation groups, men's or women's
circles, ACA meetings, AA meetings, etc. These
are places where emotional losses have
occurred, or energy is shared.

(& GOODS)

The Eighth House defines your relationship
with debts, obligations, others' and shared
property, and communal possessions. It
refers to external sources that can assist you in
times of crisis. On a physical level, we turn to
loans, shared resources (including taxes and
obligations), and other people's money. It also
encompasses insurances, inheritances, and
communities. On higher levels, we delve into
magic and rituals that can also offer assistance.
This house represents karmic debts, hidden
matters, and secrets.

“TIME TO GET SOME HELP FROM OTHERS”



Ruler of the 8th House

The planet or planets occupying this house utilize its
resources. They use credit cards, others' finances, loans,
inheritances, and investments. They also tap into the
emotional resources of other people. In some sense, this
planet is dependent on others, feeling powerless in certain
matters. It needs support from other people. It leverages
others' resources – family money, spouse's resources, or
loans. This planet may belong to communities united by
shared spirituality, secrets, issues, intimate relationships, or
philosophy. It may be associated with ritualization. To satisfy
its needs, this planet requires others' opinions, values, and
resources. It is prone to taking loans or borrowing, seeking
investors, and pursuing goals that require collective efforts
and resources, whether material, energetic, or emotional.

The planet ruling the Eighth House is more like
someone else's property than yours. Other people have
easy access to it and can draw from it. They can also
nourish it (through intimacy). The ruler of this house is
associated with the issue of debts, and for it to fully
activate, you must first repay individual debts
(material, karmic, etc.). Integrating this planet is the
key to learning the circulation of finances. Note that
this house teaches us that Debt is not something bad.
It is a sign of support that will eventually need to be
repaid. The ruler of this house also points to your fears
and attitudes related to others' property. It shows
support from others. The needs of the ruler of this
house will only be fulfilled with the support of others.
It also indicates the opinions of other people and your
attitude towards them. This planet is highly dependent
on others and requires learning the law of energy
circulation and synergistic interaction with others.
This is where you balance giving and taking. The house
occupied by the ruler shows where you rely most on
the help of others, take out loans, borrow, and where
you feel dependent on others. In this area, you need
support, and it is in these areas that you later share
with others.

Planets in the 8th House
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Assuming that Venus rules this house...

Venus represents your values, preferences, priorities, relationships, pleasures, and
relaxation. Venus also relates to your finances. It signifies gratitude, the need for
validation, and a sense of self-worth. When Venus rules the Eighth House, your need
for validation becomes your debt. Your debt is your need for validation. The desire to
elevate your sense of worth can lead you to take on debts. You might borrow money or
take loans to spend on something that will boost your self-esteem. You may also
excessively spend money just to gain recognition in the eyes of others. If art and
spiritual development are significant values for you (e.g., Venus in Pisces), you might
borrow money to have more space for them. Venus, as the ruler of the Eighth House,
indicates that being part of intimate groups or associations can help you open your
heart and experience more love. Your heart opens and closes beyond your control! You
thrive during shared emotional experiences that have an intimate nature. It is crucial to
be cautious about whom you allow access to your heart and with whom you share your
love, as others simply absorb it. At some point, you may notice a decline in your own
value, signalling that you've given too much of it to others. In your life, a debt of
gratitude arises. You may feel that you express too little gratitude. This changes but is
beyond your reach. There may be a fear of gratitude, leading to avoiding accepting gifts
from others.
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It may take the form of avoiding compliments or refusing others' money or external
pleasures. This happens because you associate receiving with debts and loss. You know you'll
have to repay it. When someone gives you something, you feel indebted. On the other hand,
when you boost someone else's self-esteem, you believe that the other party now owes you.
There is a certain transactional nature in giving and taking. Expectations arise. If the other
party forgets to repay, you may feel somewhat used. You might excessively see love and
gratitude as a kind of transaction—an exchange of energy. However, remember that not
everyone operates in this way! Another issue when Venus rules the Eighth House is that the
approval and opinions of other people have a significant impact on your self-esteem. It is
crucial for you that the people and environment around you share the same values as you.
On the other hand, your Venus and its values are something you share with others. People
have access to your values. This can support and develop them, but on the other hand, they
can also influence them. When you share the same values with others, you feel better about
yourself. You may go through a phase in life where you are unsure about your values—they
become a debt. Discomfort arises, and self-esteem drops. To discover what is most
important to you, you must first lose something valuable several times. Your love, gratitude,
and values become more conscious when you lose them at least once.



EXPANSION
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YOUR GROWTH

Ninth Sphere of Life
The Ninth Astrological House represents
unknown, distant, and foreign territories—a
fertile ground expanding your perspective. This
House encompasses beliefs, ideals, religion,
higher education, and publishing. It indicates
the expansion of perspective and then sharing
it. In this House, we grow from the role of a
student to that of a mentor or teacher. To open
the mind and learn greater tolerance, this
House requires travel, contact with foreign
cultures, international experiences, or
encounters with spiritual teachers, gurus, and
guides. The Ninth House also points to experts
and individuals who safeguard universal or
higher knowledge. Additionally, the Ninth
House represents media, advertising,
propaganda, and tools used to shape ideologies,
beliefs, and convictions. Writing a book or
creating a course can contribute to influencing
others ideologically in this realm.

(& EDUCATION)

Ninth House determines your relationship
with teachers, spiritual leaders, beliefs,
foreigners, experts, philosophers, and the
academic circle. It is the area of your
expansion, development, and progress. This
House rules exoticism, religion, cultural
differences, and broadening horizons. It also
governs the ability to ideologically influence
others through writing or speech. This includes
publications, advertising, propaganda, law, and
spiritual paths.

“TIME TO HAVE AN OPEN MIND”



Ruler of the 9th House

The planet or planets occupying the Ninth House need a
significant amount of inspiration, new information, stepping
out of the comfort zone, new ways of expressing oneself, and
opening up to the unknown. The planet in this House uses
philosophy, beliefs, dogmas, or higher education to achieve
its goals. It utilizes the resources of this House, but at the
same time, it must find new, missing information. This planet
feels better when leaving the comfort zone, traveling,
learning something new, and expanding the scope of its
ideology, knowledge, or faith.

The planet ruling this House is, in some sense, foreign to you; you
don't understand or know its energy. As a result, it may seem risky
or dangerous to you. Something within you wants to understand
this planet more. To make this possible, overcome the fear of the
unknown using this planet. Step out of your comfort zone, delve
into unfamiliar beliefs using this planet. This planet requires faith,
philosophical exploration, spirituality, listening to the opinions of
leaders and experts. It demands acquiring certain knowledge and
listening to authorities in specific fields. This happens because you
are entering unfamiliar territory, expanding your perspective
beyond the familiar. The ruler of this House needs novelty and
shows how you react to it (new places, experiences). You leave the
comfort zone to integrate the Ruler of the Ninth House. The ruler
of this house represents your beliefs, your ideology, the purpose of
your convictions, and faith. You seek experts and spiritual guides
who possess the aura of this planet. You seek a deeper
understanding of the meaning of this planet. The House that this
planet occupies shows the area of your life where you rely most on
knowledge, experts, spirituality, religion, or authorities. It's in this
house that you seek greater understanding, and this area
continually offers you new lessons and experiences. In this house,
you manage resources well, but you should avoid becoming too
self-satisfied, as it may close you off to expansion.

Planets in the 9th House
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Suppose the Moon rules this house. In that case...

The Moon represents attachment, closeness, safety, subconsciousness, and the comfort
zone. It signifies the sense of both psychic and physical security. When the Moon rules
the Ninth House, a sense of attachment and rootedness may be unfamiliar to you. For a
long period in your life, you might not understand why you lack a feeling of belonging.
Instinctively, you may not feel like a part of the place you inhabit. To find these
feelings, you need to create your comfort zone in travels and expansion. Go to distant
places, listen to the voices of guides and experts, and acquire knowledge. You need to
delve deeper into spiritual matters to find emotional and mental peace. Your path to
comfort requires unfamiliar, new, and sometimes exotic experiences. Closeness with
others may also seem alien and requires learning. You might feel that you don't yet
have knowledge or insight into this area, or that it is something distant for you. This
distance could be related to your relationship with your mother. It's worth examining
all aspects of the Moon and analyzing the house it occupies. Your path to achieving
closeness involves stepping out of your comfort zone. Paradoxically, you gain mental
and physical comfort by stepping beyond your comfort zone. It's a bit like learning how
to build a comfort zone through skillful approaches with others, grounding yourself in
distant places, or spiritually working through your subconsciousness. Working with a
spiritual teacher could be beneficial.
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This knowledge, spiritual practices, and the integration of your own beliefs will help you
achieve greater lunar harmony. You need to verify your beliefs about closeness, abandon
them, and find new ones. Being thrown into the deep waters, far from the familiar world
you know every day, you discover new levels of comfort and belonging. You feel a part of
something you didn't feel in your daily environment. It's easier to build closeness with
others and develop a sense of psychic comfort there. However, the journey alone won't do
everything. Your subconsciousness and the emotions accumulated in it need exploration of
various philosophies, beliefs, and listening to the voices of guides, spiritual teachers, and
others. Be cautious of excessive dogmatism. Look for beliefs that promote your life comfort.
(If it were, for example, Mars, they would have to promote courage, vitality, and proactivity).
When you feel a lack of physical or mental comfort, immediately verify your beliefs. They
define this area within you. Your beliefs can evolve throughout your life. This is normal!
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YOUR CAREER

Tenth Sphere of Life
This House indicates our achievements, which
result from ambition and perseverance in
pursuing goals. Here, our honor matters, as
well as how we present ourselves publicly to
the world. It is the House of public life and
success. You activate the energy of this House
when you appear in public, such as giving a
speech, recording a video on YouTube or
Instagram, etc. This House is visible publicly
and accessible to everyone. It represents your
path to success, rewards, recognition, and
honors. These are your achievements! You
work with the energy of this House when you
enter the zone of ambition, goals, career, and
life mission. Every time you connect with your
calling or try to build something in society that
improves its functioning, the energy of this
House emerges. Additionally, it is associated
with your relationship with the mother,
authorities, and people in high positions. These
can be powerful and influential individuals.

(& AMBITIONS)

The Tenth House defines your relationship
with the mother (or female authorities),
government, superiors, society, and the
public sphere. This House helps understand
dimensions such as career, achievements,
ambitions, public image, and reputation. It
points to the zone of success, social status, and
social media. It reveals the relationship with
authorities and the government. The Tenth
House can also be a path to achieving fame or
gaining honors and public respect.

“TIME TO ACHIEVE”



Ruler of the 10th House

The planet or planets located in this House use its resources.
They leverage your image, success, and fame to achieve their
goals. They utilize your relationship with your mother,
reputation, and public life. In modern times, they often use
social media or government institutions to satisfy their
needs. This planet is visible to everyone, and its aura is your
public image. Additionally, this planet influences your
reputation, honor, and achievements both positively and
negatively. Effective use of the energy of these planets can
bring you fame, recognition, and is a crucial piece in the
puzzle to fulfill your life mission and achieve success.

The planet ruling this house indicates your public
image. Everyone sees how you express the energy of
this planet. Your success, honors, achievements,
promotions, and recognition by society depend on the
level of engagement of the Ruler of the Tenth House.
When you present yourself to the world, you integrate
the energy of the Ruler. The same happens when you
publish content online. The Ruler of this House brings
a sense of fulfillment to your life if you act in alignment
with it. This planet helps you achieve goals and fulfill
your ambitions. This House shows how you contribute
to society, and it is a real determinant of success. Issues
with failure or a sense of failure and lack of progress are
associated with this planet. The higher it vibrates, the
better for you. You also expect more traits related to
this planet and the Zodiac Sign it resides in from your
mother. The characteristics you expect need to be
integrated within yourself. The House occupied by this
Ruler shows the path to your advancement, success,
and fame. You use the resources of this House to fulfill
your role in society, establish a higher status, improve
your reputation, or fulfill your life mission. Your fame
and success depend on how well you leverage the
resources of this house.

Planets in the 10th House
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Let's assume that Mars rules this house. In that case...

Mars represents motivation, confidence, action, ego, desire, anger, and passion. Mars is
about taking the next step towards a goal. When Mars rules the Tenth House, your ego
and identity become your reputation. Your reputation is based on your individualism.
It might be that for a long time in your life, you give away your power and adapt your
identity like a chameleon just to gain admiration and a good reputation. As you become
more bold and self-assured, your reputation and recognition grow. There is a clear
correlation between your ego, willpower, motivation, and your reputation. People know
you for who you are and the role you play. It is very visible, just like your anger,
assertiveness, and desires. They are public commodities. Your identity, physical
condition, and skillful assertiveness allow you to achieve more in life. Strong will and a
healthy ego lead you to success. The vision of achievements and success motivates you.
Having a strong, attractive, and athletic body motivates you. The internal fire and
passion drive you to achieve more in life. These factors make you want to strive for
something greater. Your actions are often focused on achievements (higher vibration)
or reputation (lower vibration). Failures can frustrate you, and you might try to overly
control your path to the goal. On the other hand, you could turn and consider these
"failures" as milestones that toughen your inner warrior. Look at the correlation
between success and your mother. In what way does her character, anger, and strength
relate to it now? You resemble her in character.
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When your character is vague, insensitive, unhappy, too possessive, overly dominant, or
offensive, people will see it and judge. They will talk about it among themselves. Who you are
radiates to the world around you. If you are negative, people will not appreciate and like you. If
you care about your image, allow yourself to be who you are in your power. Be confident. Be
bold. By overcoming your weaknesses, you make others turn to you for advice on the matter.
Others then perceive you as a warrior, a strong personality, and a distinctive identity. For this to
happen, you must first strengthen your will and the warrior within. Pay attention to how the issue
of will, passion, motivation, and proper management of your vital energy helps you achieve
success. Your identity is also your achievement and success. You forge it over the years, creating a
stronger and stronger public personality. Courage and character help you climb the ladder of
success. They ensure advancement. Perseverance, strength, and fierceness propel you forward.
Your identity is your success, so you want to be associated with it. You want others to see you as a
strong and passionate individual, full of motivation. You want to be successful. Your ambitions
are also linked to becoming a stronger person who controls what other people think about them.
On one hand, you have a strong character, and on the other, the ability to modulate it for the
audience. The bolder you act and stand your ground, the faster your career gains momentum.
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YOUR ASPIRATIONS

Eleventh Sphere of Life
The Eleventh House focuses on our aspirations
and dreams that form our path to happiness.
This house is related to building the path to
happiness rather than the goal itself. It shows
how you connect your creativity with others to
create something greater. Here, you find people
who support you, social circles, and groups
united by a common ideology, ideals, or vision.
This is also where you build friendships or
packs of acquaintances. In this house, sudden
turns of events may occur, influenced by
Higher, Collective Consciousness, or Angels.

Interestingly, Vedic Astrology considers this
house as the house of financial abundance,
wealth, and sudden cash inflows. It is not
directly related to income, earnings, or work
but rather to achievements and accomplished
goals. This house is where the Spirit places
emphasis on material wealth for the last time
before fully focusing on spiritual wealth.

(& FRIENDS)

The Eleventh Astrological House describes
your relationship with groups of people,
friends, community members, fans, clubs,
organisations, and associations. In this
House, you strive to achieve your dreams and
aspirations. Here, you seek help from people
who share a common goal. This is where you
find friends and investors. This is where you
envision the path to happiness and look for
people who will help you achieve that goal. In
this house, you have the potential for wealth.

"IT'S TIME TO STRIVE FOR HAPPINESS"



Ruler of the 11th House

The planets that occupy this house make use of its resources
(your friendships, social groups, wealth, aspirations, and
achievements). These planets want to share their energy with
other people, preferably those similar to you. They feel great
in the company of friends, in teams, and groups. They love
fan clubs and social gatherings. They enjoy it when friends
support them. To integrate the energy of the planets
occupying this house, group membership, friend support, and
assistance from people who see your potential are important.
These planets aim to achieve something special—something
that you feel will make you happy and requires support from
the external world, organizations, friends, or investors.

The planet that rules the Eleventh House is your
true friend. It supports you on the path to
happiness and defines the true motives behind the
dreams you have. You feel that if you gain more
energy from this planet, you will be happier. At the
same time, you feel that it is distant, existing
somewhere in the future. The more you implement
this energy here and now, the more support you
receive from friends, angels, and all beneficial
energies appearing in your life. The ruler of this
house pursues material success. This planet speaks
about your aspirations, goals, and the envisioned
future. The significance of this planet and the
Zodiac Sign it's in show what you expect from
friendships. Difficulties in achieving dreams or
friendships trigger a reaction from the ruler. The
house that the ruler occupies shows how this
reaction looks and where it occurs. It reveals how
you seek happiness and what resources you use to
fulfill your dreams.

Planets in the 11th House
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Let's assume that Jupiter rules this house. In that case...

Jupiter represents a higher purpose, expansion, growth, imagination, and creativity.
Your aspirations are your growth. Your growth is your aspirations. Who you would like
to be and the role you aspire to go far beyond who you currently are. Your dreams are
grand, and your visions reach far. Because their realization requires a lot, there may be
times when you lose faith. Some goals may seem too distant and, therefore, harder to
achieve. With Jupiter as the ruler of this house, ambitions and dreams themselves are a
source for your development. Having a vision gives you wings and motivates you to
expand. This position requires setting smaller steps on the path to a bigger goal. Only in
this way can you sustain enthusiasm and belief. This way, the feeling of development
will accompany you all the time. Unfortunately, the chase for future dreams sometimes
makes it difficult to see how much you have already developed today. Stop living in the
future and start living the path to it. Joy and abundance are not somewhere far from
you. They are right beside you if you learn to allow them now. Start noticing the favor
of fate. Observe how much you already have now. Appreciate yourself and how far you
have come. Since Jupiter rules your Eleventh House in this example, your dreams and
belief are your friends. Your friends are your growth and belief. Through friendships,
you develop faith and grow on many levels. This is the main purpose of creating
friendships in your life. You seek friends who will help you grow.
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When you find investors, they truly believe in you. Your friends, investors, and other well-
meaning people see your potential, which you might not even recognize in yourself. They
help you see it. They assist you in finding the right perspective, meaning, and belief. They
see that you deserve abundance. Why don't you see it? No matter how these people support
you, it helps you spread your wings. The more publicly you showcase the resources you've
gathered so far, the easier it will be for you to find more people willing to support you.
Jupiter, as the ruler of the Eleventh House, makes you seek faith in groups united by a
common passion. You may feel that you need friends more than other people. The future
motivates you to chase your dreams. Instead of looking at the untapped potential or the
length of the journey, focus on getting closer to your dreams every day, step by step.
Celebrate your future and the possibilities it brings right now. More than others, you must
approach life as if what you desire has already happened. Enthusiastic people impress you.
You want to be like them. You want happiness, joy, and enthusiasm to be part of your
dreams. You want to fulfill your dreams to prove to yourself that faith can move mountains.
These dreams, by design, should show you the power of belief. It would be helpful if you
believed deeply right now. To fulfill your dreams, working with Jupiter is crucial.
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SPIRITUAL FREEDOM

Twelfth Sphere of Life
This area of life is our confrontation with sorrow,
suffering, and all kinds of difficulties. Here, we
learn complete humility and spiritual service
without seeking recognition. This is where we
develop spiritual wealth and enlightenment. Here,
we long for unity and merge with it. This sphere of
life requires very deep spiritual work to release
karma from past lives and get rid of long-hidden
patterns in the unconscious. This is where we find
our shadow, which causes self-sabotage. This is
where we discover the karmic cause of this shadow.
Until we see it, we can lead ourselves to self-
destruction through addictions, encounters with
harmful people, and ending up in prison, hospital,
or serious health problems because of them. All of
this results from suppressed energy that we need to
find and release. Meditation, hypnosis,
metaphysics, and expanding self-awareness are
crucial. This House requires cleaning up your
subconscious, imagination, and deep patterns, as
they bring enemies and negative karmic situations.
This is a very important house from a spiritual
perspective!

(& DEVOTION)

The Twelfth House defines your
relationship with the unconscious,
subconscious, soul, demons, healers, hidden
enemies, inner shadow, and light. It is a very
mysterious House that shows what we need to
release and how to gradually return to Unity
with the Divine Source. It is also the house of
repaying karma from past lives and healing at
the deepest spiritual levels, in order to return
to Unity. This is where dreams, metaphysics,
and meditation hold significance.

“TIME TO SURRENDER AND RELEASE”



Ruler of the 12th House

These include dreams, deep shadow work, revelations, visions,
and metaphysical experiences. They are often accompanied by
sadness, a sense of loss, and the opening of deep wounds.
Hidden emotions emerge during such experiences. This planet
and the Zodiac Sign indicate the type of wounds and sensitive
points. Your suffering often results from repeating
unconscious patterns of this planet. Recognize the cause-and-
effect relationship, and you will find spiritual freedom,
empathy, and reserves of compassion for others. The ruler of
this House hides from you, and it's worth consciously seeking
it. The House occupied by the ruler of the Twelfth House is
where you most sabotage yourself and create injuries and
enemies. In this area, people are least favorable to you. How
you use the resources of the house occupied can lead to
disappointments, setbacks, and sorrows. The more you uncover
the mechanisms related to this, the easier it is to free yourself
spiritually. The longer you ignore the House occupied by the
ruler of the Twelfth House, the more mess you create in that
area. You will be surprised when you finally look consciously at
this place.

The planet ruling this House is your unconscious
point, building karmic shadows. You often integrate
it in a way that harms others, causing karmic
problems. It contains your unconscious patterns
that can lead to sabotage. Unconsciously, you
sabotage the needs and goals of this planet. It
attracts unpleasant situations that seem random at
first glance. This planet operates beyond your
consciousness, drawing you into various traps, all in
order for you to discover deep patterns in your soul
that come from past lives. These patterns can
attract situations and people who are aggressively,
toxically, or simply unfriendly towards you. The
ruler of this House requires work with the
subconscious, dreams, hypnosis, meditation, trance,
regression, and more. Shamanic work can also be
very helpful. You don't have executive power over
this planet, and you integrate it rather
unconsciously. The conscious integration of this
ruler mainly occurs during special experiences.



This planet or planets utilize the resources of this House, thus taking advantage of sorrows,
unconscious patterns, shadows, collective unconscious, and isolation for their own purposes. They
may sabotage themselves or others through this. There is a tendency for them to hide their true
motives. They may be associated with demons and the necessity of work that allows them to grow
vibrationally beyond their level (spiritually free themselves from their influences). These planets
often cause the "you wished something for someone, and now you have it yourself" effect. This
results from them projecting their own shadows onto the world. It's an irony of fate and an element
of hypocrisy. This planet expresses itself secretly, in an obscure and indistinct way. Despite the
feeling of liberation and release from some punishment, there is a sense of deep sadness
accompanying it. This planet may create enemies due to its vibrational, unconscious approach. It
demands isolation and spiritual work with higher energies, including dreams. It utilizes dreams,
subconsciousness, and our unconscious inner self.

Planets in the 12th House
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Let's assume that Saturn rules this house. In that case...

Saturn represents duties, maturity, challenges, morality, conscience, consequences, and
karma. When this planet rules your Twelfth House, your unconscious mind is your
responsibility. Your responsibility can be unconscious. You may have an illusory sense
of responsibility while simultaneously sabotaging what should truly be important (for
what you really are or should be responsible for). Unconsciously, you commit to
additional tasks, which is a result of weak boundaries in the realm of responsibility. You
need to learn to distinguish what is yours and what is someone else's responsibility.
Others may cleverly shift a load of tasks onto you, and you forget to set boundaries.
You may also illusorily create priorities, which is an unconscious mechanism of
avoiding responsibility. These "priorities" actually sabotage you. Sometimes, you
relinquish executive power and authority to your shadow, fears, or enemies (e.g., not
wanting to do something, thinking it might make you enemies). You need to constantly
remind yourself of what you are responsible for, where your moral boundaries lie, and
what the proper priorities are. Despite attempts at discipline, you sometimes lose
control over your structures. This happens in favour of unconscious sabotage. You may
also oscillate between extremes of overly strong boundaries or their absence. In this
way, you may discourage some people from interacting with you. Sometimes, you give
authority to individuals who only worsen your unconscious programs. This exacerbates
the sabotages within you.
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You also sabotage your own authority. On the surface, you may know yourself and your
power, understand your routines and discipline, but sometimes, you disrupt your own plans.
You may deceive yourself regarding responsibility, thinking either that you are extremely
irresponsible (when it's not true) or that you are fully responsible (while actually avoiding
the right matters). You may also take responsibility for something you didn't do but
convinced yourself it's your responsibility. There's also a tendency to misuse your authority,
causing people to lose trust in you. You might too quickly recognize yourself as an authority
even though you may lack the necessary training. With Saturn as the ruler of the Twelfth
House, you tend to avoid responsibility, set improper priorities, and excessively involve
yourself in matters that aren't yours. Such issues lead to disappointments, sorrows, and
disillusionment. During these times, you may be overly critical of yourself, but it stems
from the difficulty in grasping your unconscious patterns that pull the strings of these
behaviors. You give too much power to your unconscious superego.


